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I C E - "  Last week's up- of TerraCe to Burns Lake. Ini ;. year;f0rilieexpanlion~.~il¢ome o f  pulp fibre'at '~ its Pr ince year fr0m the northern endof  
plieations by companies for side that area isup to 623,000 .~ from. itself!~hile therest Will be Rupert mill, only30 per cent of the Kainm Timber Supply Area. 
guarantees : to northwest cubic metres, of, pulp-quality '; bought fgo!ii 0tl~ergPerators in which it has Under secure supp- Orenda now has a licmee to 
p.mpwooa say as much about wood a year that c~.  be cut for ,  the'former w.'ast e f rom logging ly. . ./ i!' i L .. . . .  , : cut 360,000 cubic•metres a year. 
what may or may not be in the 25 years if needed, saysthe pro- : sit esland s~lus ' sa~ chips. ~ ~ . . . .  i . . . .  With better UtilizationS;Of ;its 
torest as they do about what the .vinciai govement. '  ~ ' . ,  '.qButin order t0 .~e fman- On Pafe~2 iioU'il f luff an own wood and purchases of 
companies want to with the  The. woodl the provincial i/cing: for, the i:Myestment, i re  outlineo~w~a~t~k~e'~ u~ a •pulp logs and residue from 
wood. ' : . government SayS]sthete is not mustm~nt~ ate!east 0ur pr e-. ,,ulnwoo~a'~r~ment. '~ .other operators, Orenda says At 
, Two of the applicants say now part of  any operator's ~ ,  ' sent• ;~¢entag~i'of~secure fib r ~/~o On:~a~'e 2 a'rewhat may never need that agreement 
thee isn't enough wood as it is nuai allowable cut. : : : :supply,~y its appHeationstates. the a~i ' ican~want  Odo guarantee. 
• an a want to protect heir ex- Skeena Cellulose, wh ich  . ".PulpWood ~eementNo.  ..~ ,.r+.. , :..-. -~ Lik," .¢t-,,,~ r,~,,.,~o r~,... 
iS i " " ' l  ' " p :  " : " . . . .  r W~ ~ me puipwooa. .' : " 7 . . . . . .  ,~,,,,,,,.,o~,, ,o,~,,- t rig operattons. One wants to wants all of the 623,000 cubic 1"/is. needi~d to ,increase our . . . . . . .  da sa s ttma not need to exer . . . .  , . . .  , . • : . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . . .  , : . . . . .  . Y Y - 
build a pulp mdl m Stewart and metres to builda third line at i ts  over~l:/fibre supply<, seeal~ . - . ! .. - cise the guarantees the agree- 
one wants to expand an existing Pri"ce Ru~rt pulp mill at a cost Financii~g is:inot po  ' e Thesec0ndal~plieationtoin- mentprovides butdoes need it 
mill. of $745 million, says it may not :,withOut ~fibresecufitY,":.the up- creasenorthwast pulp supplies as a security for financing and 
The applications are for have to cut the wood at all. r plimtioncontinues;~ , . by building.:~a ' milllat Stewart in case pulp fibre supplies fail 
Pulpwood Agreement l7 cover.' It says 150,000 of the 2 SkeenaiTCe~lo~qnrOWaUe~S r comes fromOrenda Logging. It short in any one year. 
ing an area stretching fromwest million cubic metresii t n~ds a 2 i77~1!i~C'  " i .  Y .wants 100,000 cubic •metres a I f  given the 100,000 cubic 
i " ....... _ , : . i "  . . . . .  !i ' i . . . .  • ' 
• , . , ; t . / "  
" " '  : " "  " ' "  " ' " ~"  ' " "  '<  " : ' :  / : ~ :  i . . . . . . . . .  , 
a: pu l p: m ill p:ulp'.,: 
metre guarantee, Orenda says . .  
Skeena C~llulose, the major 
purchaser of  pulp logs in the ;  
north Kalum, will .continue to ;' : 
havea  supply for:; its~curtent i : ' 
operations. ..... , 
Euroean, which wants the: en-: :.:: " 
tire 623,000 cubic metres,:iand ~:: 
Northwood, which  ~a~tS ," '" 
150,000 .cubic :metres:~inear. 
Houston  and  Burns  Lake,  ~ have ~: " 
doubts  there is enoughwood for / 
existing Operations :as it i s ;  , ;: :1 7.  
A report; preparea for ; 
Eurocan estimates that sa i l  s ;-:: 
Former 
Terrace 
teacher 
charged 
TERRACE A former Ter- 
race teacher has been commit- 
ted for trial on nine counts of 
sexual offences against young 
girls. 
The 58-year-old man -- who 
left Terrace in 1981 -- will ap, 
pear in Terrace county court 
Oct. 10 on six counts of inde' 
cent assault, one count of sexual 
assault, and two counts of haw 
ing sexual intercourse with a 
female under the age of 14. 
The charges involve seven 
complainants "a l l  girls under 
14 at the time of 4he alleged of. 
fences, Coundocuments allege ! 
the incidents took place between, 
1967 and 1979 in Terrace and in: " 
1983 in Courtenay. ~',:; ,, ,.~. . .. ~ ~ 
• . . . .  The com mittals- 6~e a i " the  ~ 
end: of:a prelimina/y hearifigin;: 
Terrace court last :week~ -Two:!: 
related charges were disnii~ssed,-:: 
A ban has been placed ~0n the: 
publication or broadcast of any 
information which might lead 
to the identity of the com- 
plainants. 
Food bank 
next week 
TERRACE -- The  Terrace 
Churches' Food Bank holds its 
March distribution ext week. 
It'll be held in the Evangelical 
Free Church's youth centre next 
to the carpenters' hall. 
March 12 is for last names 
from A-H, March 13 for I-R, 
March 14 for S,Z and March 15 
for people who' have missed the 
first three days. • ' 
It'll be the third distribution 
of 1990 and donations are 
always welcome. 
The Terrace Churches' Food 
Bank is run by area churches us- 
ing volunteers'.A meeting this 
week' will decide if there'll be a 
distribution i  April, 
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Oov't studying housing bid  
TERRACE - -  Senior govern-' tient costs of $90 a day, he add- of a resident's income in addi- The $2 million could either 
ment officials this week are go- ed. t ion  tothe per-day feelit would 
ing over a request by the Ter- "The minister of health receive from the provincial 
race Health Care Society for $2 (John Jansen) was really excited government. . . . .  
milfion to build a housing tom- beear!se it could free up or bet. A report prepared! for the 
plex. ' ~ . . . .  ter utilize • money :in his ' health care society estimates the 
The move follows a trip to miv,,istry," said Leisinger. ~, .area needs a t  least: 40  and 
Victoria by society offi¢tals.i~t 
week to discuss p i~ to build.40 
come as a grant or as a loan 
guarantee agaiust amortgage to 
be taken outby the society, said 
Leisinger. ~i 
Other plans by health care 
society include day care for 
Miners seeking 
lower road cost 
TERRACE-  Mi',Ang com- 
panies active in the gold-rich 
Iskut Valley north of Stewart 
have told the provincial govern- 
ment they should only pay a 
portion of a $12.5 million pro- 
posed road into the region. 
Their statement is the latest in 
a series of maneuvers which 
have taken place since last year 
when the provincial government 
announced there would be 
economic benefits arising from 
a 72km road leading from 
Hwy37 into the Iskut. 
At the time the provincial 
government said it would pay 
for a portion of the road but ex- 
pect companies wh!ch would 
benefit from its construction to
pay a larger share of the cost. 
The mining companies' p0si- 
tion is backed by  a report 
prepared for Skyline Gold, 
tain n/i'ne, and COminco, which 
• .  is developing the SNIP proper- 
' ty .  ' : " ' ' 
Cominco spokesman Merlyn ~ 
Royea said the report states the 
companies hould pay only 12 
to 18 percent of the road cost. 
That's compared to the 75 per 
cent a provincial government 
report suggests the companies 
should pay. 
"What our report does is  
look at all the benefits from the 
road. The study by the provin- 
cial .government took an  ab- 
breviated view of the benefits," 
Royea said . . . .  
Missing from the provincial 
study were benefits from mines 
buying services and supplies in 
northwest cities, royalties and 
taxes going to the government 
from mining operations in the 
Iskut and profits and taxes from 
logging companies that could 
use the road to get to timber in 
the Iskut, he said. 
Royea dded that he 12 to 18 
per cent figures are based on 
several scenarios determining 
the amount of and from where 
the mining companies would 
buy supplies. 
He  sa id  the: prOVincial 
governmen t studY/WaS/~iils0 
limited because it narrowed the  
benefits of the roacl to the C0m- 
inco and Skyline properties. 
Mining companies have said 
before the area holds much 
potential for more mines and 
for more exploration if there 
was a road. Access is now 
limited to air travel. 
Exemption wanted 
TERRACE -- A teacher seek- 
ing religious exemption from 
the local teachers' union is to 
appear before the Industrial 
Relations Council (IRC) next 
week. 
Terrace teacher Doug Brewer 
will make his case before an 
IRC hearing in Terrace Mar. 14, 
IRC officials said last week. 
One other teacher won ex- 
emption, from the union last 
year. She told the IRC she ob- 
jects to being a member of any 
organization that "doesn't pur- 
sue Christian principles as its 
primary objective." 
Twenty more local teachers • 
also refuse to join the union, 
but have not yet applied for an 
IRC exemption. They face los- 
ing their jobs if they don't 
become members by the end of 
June. 
Terrace District Teachers 
Association president Greig 
Houlden said most of the non- 
union teachers object to the 
pro-choice abortion position 
taken by the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation. 
• The  collective agreement 
signed last year by the school 
district and the teachers requires 
all district teachers to become 
as a condition of employment. 
Houlden said the non- 
member teachers who don't 
gain exemption by then must 
either join the union or look for 
a new job. 
He predicted the bulk of the 
teachers will decide to stay. 
"We're assuming that by July 1 
we're all going to be one big 
happy family again." 
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and housing ministry Officials between senior health and social: 
were impressed with tbe plan. services and housing officials 
The idea behind the complex are t~ing place becaus e the hp- 
is toprovide housing andcare pJication takes in respon. 
for l~'Ople.wh0~"ow, even sibilities.ofbothministrles' 
thongh'theYd0nSt need it, end : "There l are.. (housing)~pro- 
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want with wood I . . . .  area annually consume between , ' i~ 1.5 imillion cubic metres to 2 ..-/ .  million cubic metres more than ~ ~ / / / ~  ) / , 
Here is a list of the details of 
the applications for Pulpwood 
Agreement 17. 
SKEENA CELLU/,OSE 
It wants =ill of the 623,000 
cubic metres under the agree- 
ment. 
The plan is to build a third 
line to its Prince Rupert pulp 
mill, requiring 2 million cubic 
metres of wood a year to in- 
crease capacity to 820;000 
metric tonnes of pulp a year. 
Skeena Cellulose estimates 
the expansion will cost $745 
million, take up to three years 
to finish and provide more than 
1,000 construction jobs., 
When complete, the expan- 
sion will provide 255 direct and 
510 indirect jobs. 
Skeena C~llulose will build a 
log merchandiser in Terrace to 
increase its capacity to sort out 
and use pulp quality wood for 
the pulp mill. 
The company has also ap- 
plied for a pulpwood agreement 
in the Cariboo amounting to' 
265,000 cubic metres a year to. 
supply its planned expansion. 
Skeena Cellulose also plansto 
to buy at least that amount 
from other companies operating 
in the Cariboo. The wood 
would be chipped in the 
Cariboo and barged north to 
the Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
ORENDA FOREST 
PRODUCTS 
The. company proposes a 
$144 million mill producing 
105,000 tonnes of pulp a year at 
one of two locations near 
Stewart. To do that it wants a 
100,000 cubic metre a year 
pulpwood guurantee. 
When completed, the mill will 
provide 60direct and 120 direct 
jobs. A small sawmill to take 
sawlog portions from pulplngs 
at Meziadin will employ another 
28 people. 
Objection raised 
TE~CE - -  One of the five pulpwood agreement is design- 
companies which applied last 
week for northwest pulpwood 
says the process is not designed 
for smaller companies° 
Collier Azak of Zaul Zap In- 
dustries based in the Nass 
Valley community Of Canyon 
City said the requirement to 
post financial surety as part of 
the application process is 
beyond its capability. 
Zaul Zapwants 433,000 cubic 
ed specifically for Skeena 
Cellulose which wants the entire 
623,000 cubic metres. 
At the same time Azak said 
Zaul Zap wants to sell the pro- 
duct from' its chipper, if it gets 
the wood, to Skeena Cellulose. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive director Rod Robinson 
said last week he will speak with 
the provincial government on 
behalf of Zaul Zap. 
Orenda president Hugh 
Cooper said the mill is now 
possible because of the hydro 
line built into Stewart last year. 
He said the mill will use a Fin- 
nish process called "chemi- 
pressurized groundwood" that 
won't produce any effluent. 
The process can't use chips. 
Instead it requires whole logs 
that include sizes now left 
behind as residue, said Cooper. 
He added that the mill is 
more efficient han others and 
so requires less fibre to produce 
" pulp. 
NORTHWOOD 
The company wants 150,000 
cubic metres a year from the 
Houston and Burns Lake areas 
for a Chipper to he built at 
Houston. 
It doesn't propose anew pulp 
facility as it believes the 
guarantee is needed to secure 
the continued oPeration o f  its 
pulp mill in Prince George. 
EUROCAN 
Owned by West Fraser and by 
Enso Forest Products, the com- 
pany wants all of the 623,000 
cubic metres. 
It doesn't propose new 
facilities of any kind, saying the 
guarantee is needed to keep its 
Kitimat mill. and urea sawmills 
operating. 
ZAUL ZAP INDUSTRIES 
Owned by the Canyon City 
band in the Nass Valley, the 
company wants 433,000 cubic 
metres to help feed a 625,000 
cubic metre chipper along 
Hwy37. 
It does not yet have a market 
for the chips. 
metres of the 623,000 cubic " 
metre guarantee under ~ I E  
Pulpwood Agreement 17 to 
build a chipper with a 625,000 
cubic metre capacity. PUBL IC  
That application required a F" - ANNOUNCEMENT 
$433,000 surety deposit but 
Za~_ Zap .couldn't get..it,~ said . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - -  B.C., PARKS PRESENTS - -  , * 
Aza~.  
,The i'isks were too high (for ......... ";'A PARK AWAREMESS EVENING"' 
the company 's  f inancial  - Colourful Slide/Video Tour 
backers)," said Azak in citing of Northwest B.C.'a Provincial Parks 
the market for wood, wood Topics Include conversation in wlldemess areas quality and fibre supply as 
with a special feature on Nalkoon Park, QCI reasons. 
And because Zanl Zap didn't 
include a security deposit, it's 
application is technically in- 
valid. A f'mal decision on that 
rests with forests minister 
Claude Richmond. 
Azak said he feels the 
Agreement 
in brief 
TUESDAY, MARCH 13 - -  7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Inn of the West, East Banquet Room 
THURSDAY, MARCH 16 - -  7:30-9:30 p.m. 
st Kltlmet River Lodge, Activity Room 
FREE ADMISSION, COFFEE AND DONUTS 
:,*; ...... # . .:':" ~ Hon. Ivan Messmer Minister of Parks 
the total sawlog volume 
allocated.. 
Eurocan "must therefore 
assume that the current rate 
supply of residual chips from 
sawmills will decrease as 
sawmill consumption reduces to 
the long term timber supply 
levels," says its application. 
"The pulpwood available in 
PA 17 must be reserved to pro- 
tact existing communities and 
investments. Eurocan therefore 
requests that the agreement be 
granted to the company to 
secure present operati0as," the 
application continuesA~ii! i~;; i I i 
Northwood, "which*:~:ilha~!! a
sawmill in Houston and~,a pulp 
mill in Prince George/:~ays in its 
application t hat; ~new3.Taellities ~; 
based' on the guiW~t~s:~Tr0m'~ ,~ 
pulpwood agreements ~11 "ag- 
gravate the predicted chip shor- 
tage." 
The company also does not 
believe that such agreements 
should be awarded "where 
there is a very real expectation 
• that extensive cutting of St~n. 
cling timber wig be required 
under the agreements.". 
It asked for the 150,000 cubic 
metre guarantee to protect he 
~.econd of two pulp lines.it has 
in its Prince George mill. 
Baby's Name: Baby Bal :': 
Date & Time 0f Dlflh: March 1, 1990 ...... 
Wldllht 4 Ibs, 15 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Kewal & Balwlnder Bal 
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A pulpwood agreement is a 
guarantee of supply for a com- 
pany or companies. 
Successful applicants will not 
have to  bid against others for 
pulp fibre. Sales are given 
automatically b  the province at 
aset price. 
But before acompany can ex- 
ercise its rights under the agree- 
ment, it must first use all the 
wood it has under its existing 
licences and purchase as much 
as it can from other operators. 
Only then, if there is a short- 
fall in what the company says it 
needs, can it get a timber sale 
from the province. And it can 
only cut to the amount o meet 
that shortfall. 
The amount of pulp fibre 
contained in a pulpwood agree- 
ment - -  in the case of 
Pulpwood Agreement 17 it's 
623,000 cubic metres a year for 
25 years - -  is only an estimate 
on the part of the provincial 
government. 
Applicants must convince the 
provincial government he 
wood is there and submit wood 
supply analyses and logging 
plmls. 
With the right to cut comes 
the responsibility of replanting 
the logged off ureas. 
Successful applicants must 
also demonstrate hat employ- 
ment will be created, that their 
"l'm in great shape ,, 
since ! most 98 Ibs. vadety  c ~1 ~| |  | =ttttlJ~ L/'/ ~ / .  with Nutri/System" ii " 
.The Nutri/System •Weight Loss Program includes a of 
oeincmus meaus and snacks nutritional and behavioral counseling, .-- ;~" 
m 
. I ght activity, and weight maintenance. 
1".. MUSS 
q 
, ~ ,L  ~" 
request will lead to economic 
stability of a co lun l ty  or [ almA, THE WEmHT YOU rlrtii..ar=,ki 
communities and that the fibre 
is not now being medln edst~g | .OSE | I  - J  WANT TO LOSE l i gq[ Iml i  n P 'q  
facilities. • ' In the ~se l  of  the Skeena ui ~ar - -  ABSOLUTELY i l  | imam I g Cellulose and Orenda Forest I CALL TOOAY FOIl A FREE" NO-ODLHBAIlION COHSULTATION 630-1800 , 
Products ' appl!cations,i" the [ TERRACE 4644 LAZELLE AVE, 
a security to obtain rmand~ng. ""="=~.u"o'"='~c~==om.o~e~.mr~u=y2a, neo. I . 
p 
~ STORE HOURS:---~ ea.m..Gp~.l 
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The Right I 
To limit OuanltlIIu" l 
BANNERS AND FLOWERS greeted Skeena health unit " Walsh Ave. home. The health unit board wants a separate I 
medical health officer and manager Dr. David Bowering manager for the unit. Bowering says that won t work and says ' I 
• March 1 when more than 30 employees gathered outside his he'll resign if the board doesn't change its mind. I 
Doe's job debate opens upl 
TERRACE - -  The chairman 
of the Skeena Health Unit 
board says he isn't happy 
with the way 'it was treated 
over the appointment of Dr. 
David Bowering as manager. 
Bowering, also the unit's 
medical health officer, was 
named as manager last 
month by the provincial 
government without first 
asking the board, says chair- 
man John LeSage. 
The board on Feb. 24 
agreed to only confirm 
Bowering as interim manager 
pending more discussion 
with the province. 
That lead Bowering to say 
he's resigning this summer if 
he isn't confirmed by the 
board. 
At issue is the :~:ad ,~:~ 
'i:. ministrative structure of the.~•., 
health unit and the anthority -~: ~I 
and responsibilities of . the  
board and of the provincial 
government. 
Health units normally 
have a physician as both 
medical health officer and as 
manager. But because there 
have been difficulties in at- 
tracting physicians to the 
four northern health units, 
the provincial government 
created a separate manager's 
post in the units. 
That changed in the 
Skeena health unit in 
January when it became ap- 
parent Bowering, hired three 
years ago, wanted to stay as 
medical health officer. 
The province re-assigned 
manager Mike Corbeil and 
named Bowering as acting 
manager to apparently 
follow what is the;~case, in 
other districts. That, move 
was preceded by the hiring of 
a person to handle some of 
the administrative needs of 
the hea!Zth unit. 
(Under the Health Act, a 
medical officer eports to the 
board because he is responsi- 
ble for~ health issues. Yet 
managerial contiol rests with 
the provihce.) 
LeSage s~aid he and other 
boards assuined the appoint- 
ment was temporary pending 
a search for another manager 
and was surprised last month 
when Bowering told him he 
received a notice from Vic- 
toria naming him as the 
manager. 
It was later amended to 
take the form of a request by 
the province for the board to 
confirm Bowering's appoint- 
ment, said LeSage. 
....... "In:~our function, the ,  
hoard'is 50-50 (with the pro- ' 
vince) in decision making on 
the two top people in our 
area," said LeSage. 
He said the board feels 
there shbuld be a separate 
manager and a separat.~ 
medical health officer to get 
the best of both areas and in 
recognition of the .large 
region the health unit covers. 
"We like Dr. Bowering 
he's a good man - -  but we 
feel there should be two top 
people," said LeSage. 
Speaking last week, 
Bowering said havin~ two 
people do the managerial nd 
medical health officer jobs 
wasn't working. 
"It's not  viable," said 
• l  
• I 
TERRACE --  Local teachers 
and ~chool board officials met 
this week to begin bargaining 
for a new contract. 
The existing two-year collec, 
tire agreement - -  signed last 
spring following a 19'day strike 
- -  runs out June 30. ~ 
Both sides met Monday to set 
the negotiation timetable and 
agree on protocol for the talks, 
said Terrace District Teachers' 
Association president Greig 
Houlden. 
Houlden said the union won't 
worry about he confusion sur- 
rounding the province's chool 
tax referendum plan, announc. 
ed Jan. 31 to limit school board 
spending. 
"We're simply ignoring the 
whole budgetary debate," he 
said. "And we don't expect it 
(the referendum •plan) to be a 
factor in negotiations and our 
bargaining strategy at all." 
Houlden last month raised 
the concern that the referendum 
system could leave the school 
board bargaining committee 
hamstrung if a teacher-board 
agreement also required passage 
by local referendum. 
He suggested last week the 
government may now be unable 
to pass the referendum and 
financing legislation in time for 
school boards to hold referen- 
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Teacher talks 
now u . . . . .  nderway 
da.. 
But school district seerelary. 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff said 
any speculation that timetable 
delays could rule out the 
possibility of referenda this year 
is just that - -  speculation. "1  
don ' t  prec lude any 
possibilities." 
Although the opening of the 
new legislative session has been 
set back two weeks to early 
April, Piersdorff said the date 
for final adoption of school 
board budget~ has also been set 
back to May 4. 'That sets the 
stage for the province to move 
the referendum date from the 
first week of April to mid or late 
April, he said. 
The school board has also 
been given another two weeks to 
complete its budget. Piersdorff 
said the date fo r  submitting 
budgets to Victoria has been 
moved from March 15 to March 
30. 
High on the teachers'  
bargaining list is the need for 
higher wages and increased 
benefits to retain district 
teachers and attract new ones to 
the area. The union also says 
teachers are extremely concern- 
ed about the approaching Year 
2000 plans, and wants the board 
to plan for smaller class sizes. 
Mill starts up 
TERRACE - -  Kalum Wood 
Products, the newest sawmill in 
the Terrace area, is now 
operating. 
Mill manager David Rice said 
the first log was processed late' 
last week "to check out the 
equipment". 
The mill will operate on a 
single shift basis at first, 
employing 18 people, including 
mill workers, contractors and 
office staff. Long term plans 
call for introduction of a second 
Bowering in citing problems shift when wood supplies per- 
with communication if one mit. 
manager was away from the The mill is designed to use 
of f i  . . . . . . . . . .  logs that are rotten in the mid, . ~ .  ~ .  ( ,~ ~ , 1  ~. , , . . . .  T 
' "I  was very.nea~:burnout:' . . . .  die but,which:have sound wood 
with the situation as it Was," . . . .  On" the Outside to produce 
he said. specialty lengths of timber for 
the Japanese market. 
Eventually, a whole log chip- 
per will be installed to salvage 
logs wh!ch are completely rotted 
through part o f  their length. 
That means the rotten portions 
will be turned into chips, leav- 
ing the remainder to be turned 
into lumber. 
The mill now uses the rotten 
portions of logs as waste for 
hog fuel. 
Chips produced from the rotten 
wood are going to Skeena 
Cellulose's pulp mill in Prince 
Rupert. Skeena Cellulose, along 
with B&I Forest Products are 
partners in Kalum Wood Pro- 
ducts. 
Company officials describe 
thi~'bp~tatlOn:ag'b~fe'fnte~ide~i'to  
get, the best possible use f~ohl 
logs'fi pr0cesses. Rotten logs up 
until now have been chipped 
regardless of their potential to 
produce at least some timber. 
:" !"":i.: 
;.,..... 
GRADE 'A' TURKEYS 
Regular Brands, Frozen. 
Average Weight 6-14 Ibs. 9 9 
Limit I With $25.00 
Family Purchase. 
2.18 kg. S LB. 
Colouring Contest for Kids! 
You could win a trip for a family of four to 
Honolulu, Hawaii via Qantas Airlines. Pick up 
your entry form at Terrace Safeway. 
Sliced or 
Shaved., 
Banquet 
HAM 
1.391 o. 
•Snapper 
FILLETS 
Fresh. 
B.C. 
.73 /100g.  3.29,o 
# 
Fresh 
BREAD 
--s,.ranor 99  EngliSh Muffin Bread 
450 g. or French 
Baguette 345 g. Q 
vegetable Orange ~ Ground ' " I LlbbyS ' BEANS ~ Crest  " 
IMARGARINEI / '  JUICE / COFFEE °.,orown.w, Por,,n TOOTHPASTE 
I Empress. 1.36 kg./3 lb. Pkg. I I Bel-alr. Frozen Concentrate I Edward's Regular, Fine or MOlaSSeS, In Tomato Sauce, 
/ Limit I With Family / I 555 mL. Tin. Limit 2 Wl th l  • Extra Fine Grind. 300 g. Red Kidney or ASSOrted Selected varieties. 100 mL. 
I Purchase. Over Umlt Price I / Family PUrchase. Over 1 Pkg. Limit 2 With Faml)y Pasta In Sauce. 398 mL. Tin. Tube. Limit I With Family 
/ 1"98 each" / / Umlt Price 1"28 each" / Purchase' OVer Umlt P r c 2 .28  each. Purchase.Limit 2 With FamllYover Limit P ice Purchase. over Limit P r i ce1 .68  ach. 
L1  96  78  ' ' 96  
' " • T ~ ~ • • • 
i 
- ~qe ~ Sunday 10 e.m.. 5 p.m. 
:~  o~tlr 8~,-" ~ Mon.. Wed. , ll.m.. 6 p.m. 
ll~o~_e~lto~ ,, Thurs, & Fri. 9 e.m. - 9 p.m. 
,~  o~9onS.  ~,.-%.. Saturday e e.m., e p.m. 
i.:,--,". " aU tog( t / I' I ,,,r.- Sa.l~ price eflecUv, Wed., March 7 to Sat., March 10
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[ 1KDITORIAL :: 
Bill's now look 
Remember Bill Vander Zalm? He's 
the guy who, a few months ago, was 
either ready to flee to South America or 
about to make a desperate last stand in a 
bunker below his office. 
Nowadays, the heat's off the premier 
and he's making nice-nice noises leading 
up to a provincial election. It's as if a 
carefully thought out and patient plan is 
in motion. 
The key is that a politician can do 
whatever he or she wants to do in the 
first three or so years of office. After 
that, the process of re-aligning the 
machine takes place in preparation for a 
trip to the polls.The premier is follog'ing 
this design perfectly. 
Abortion? It's no longer an issue. The 
use. Those against abortion have been  
pla~ed in a corner ~d labelled as c i '~es.  
In no way can ,they be regarded as having 
anything to dowith the premier and so 
don't pose a threat when being con- 
sidered by the vast amounts of people 
who wish the whole thing would just go ' 
away. 
Problems within the Social Credit par- 
ty?  Not anymore and besides, it's 
natural to have some conflict within any 
organization. Grace McCarthy did her 
Joan of  Arc impression but couldn't get 
up the nerve to light the" match. The rest 
of the boys have had their little fling with 
revolution and are back to the serious 
business of staying in power. 
And now the premier has an election 
issue. The federal cap in payments'to 
( 
] CF ANSED THE SF'A    GS 
:L j 
i ' :  ~ 2: 
" , ' r '  
- " "1""  I . . . . .  ' Y - - " 
premier wanted to let us know where he provinces means Mr. Vander Zalm ca~ B l _~ r ~ ~  ~ [~ l  ..... : ::::,!:. '!i~ 1 
stood and, he did. Those opposed to the strike out at Ottawa. It 's an old tactic :i~!~ ........... : ,::~ 
premier on abortion have exhausted and one that shouldn't work But he ,  : IV  ! V  .~!  I I ~:": 
themse lves -  they're out of cliches to it's happened before. " Y Y 
sure 
• . . . . . . . . . .  . • • • • . : - . : . ,  
ss ng issue mea MI i 
: ~ VICTORIA -- When British , ~ i 
The departure of Larry Guno from the have acted as a lightning rod and as a Columbia is threatening tosue ~ 
race to become the New DemocraUc" Par- __.._~t3nch,;t cm _,th# ;ee,,~ the federal, government. . for I ~ ~ ~ ~ ! :  .~ ~ ! .~ :  
t ' s  , ' '  ' • - . . . . . . . . . . . .  : wanting to reauce the national muvmmui  muiui.d~m.~m;;d~17 ] i ~ ~ [  i '  ~" y Skeena rtdmg candtdate m the next The two candidates left in the race did budget deficit, you know that ~[~ • - " 
election leaves an unfortunate gap. Mr. speak o f  land claims at last week's things can't get much screwier. ~ ~ ~ L ' ~  | 
Guno is a Nisga'a from the Nass Valley meeting here attended by those who;ll be . At issue is the Canada by Huber t  Beyor J ~ ~  ~ ~ [ ~ ,7  
and is now the MLA for Atlin. That otmg at the March 31 nommation one of the programs cut back V " . Assistance Program (CAP), • " r k 
~iding-has disappeared under,:-boundary .:. meetingilAdd gRlf6tigh they~p.~ke,bflfhe' iii:federal finance m iaistei ~,', ..... ,. : . -  :: ...... ,: :~ ............ 
Tevis•ions , which,lead io Mr .  Gunos,  an- ,'-;"need to neg0tiatesettie~ents', the'native M|dha¢l WilS0n's:recent:, •..~ :,~ .... . . . . .  : . . . . . .  ~'" ~ '~q~"  ~:''' ¢ ' ' : 'l ` ~ ' 
nouncemen', last year he would try for perspective r mained unknown. 
the Skeena candidacy. 
But now that Mr. Guno is no longer in 
the Skeena race, the party and the nor- 
thwest misses out on the opportunity to 
fully debate and become aware of the 
biggest issue up here --  land claims. 
This is not to suggest that the rest of us 
still won't have the opportunity to tangle 
with land claims but Mr. Guno would 
Like it or not, land claims will be the 
dominating factor in the northwest in the 
1990s. It's now up to those two remain- 
ing candidates to ensure land claims 
questions receive, the priority they 
• deserve. After all, the NDP does support 
settlement and the party will be responsi- 
ble for that should it become the next 
government. 
Her. nap's ruffled 
I'm not a raging feminist. Through ' You won't see me dislocating 
my shoulder  snagging a 
chairperson's attention when a 
speaker uses apre-Steinem ex- Bifo©al$ [ 
press|on like "man-hole cover" h~ t ' _h . , , , ,~ ,~ e.......,^_,., , - /7  
or "fireman". Sexist words 
disturb me less than the foot- 
falls of an underfed Siamese 
skirting a snoozing Labrador. 
Only one thing shortens and 
lights my fuse - -  strangers who 
address me as "Dear","Darl- 
ing," or' some other mean- 
ingless endearment. 
. By the time they've dusted 
themselves off, they,ve usually 
mislaid their hankering to treat 
me like a three-year-old. 
I believe in equal pay for 
work of equal value. I expect 
workers to be paid according to 
what the job is worth to the 
employer., not how meager a 
.wage he can survive on because 
h is /her  spouse suppol ' ts  
him/her. Few of us candonate 
a year's work for a dollar as- 
Jimmy Pitt|son did for Expo 
86. 
tended exclusively for women- 
folk - -  urban womenfolk_ 
would have .emphasized the 
horsepower rating or gross vehi- 
cle weight. 
Perhaps the writer, Roy Mac- 
Skimming, took sloppy notes 
during the interview. Or maybe 
McLauglin has a fading 
memory about things non- 
political. In any case, we would 
have learned more about 
McLaughlin had MacSkimming 
highlighted other features of her 
pickup. 
Did McLaughlin l~uy a wine= 
coloured truck .to colour co- 
ordinate with her predominent-/ 
ly red wardrobe? Was the wine 
truck the only one on the lot 
that fit her specifications of 
midable load to move. (Is she a 
packrat, or is she clinging to 
, family heirlooms?) 
White-walled tires or a 
custom-trimmed cab would say 
she could afford to splurge on 
pricey paraphernalia. 
A reconditioned engine 
would denote an older truck 
with a steady work history. An 
engine with extra horsepower 
would tell us she prepared for 
difficult terrain and bad road 
conditions. 
All new tires would say she 
cares for the safety of herself, 
her passengers, and her fellow 
motorists, and that she abhbrs 
curbside repairs.. 
Stick shift or automatic might 
hint of her confidence and corn- 
budget. : 
Wilson limited the growth of 
CAP funding, used by the 
federal and provincial govern- 
ments to jointly finance a 
number of social programs, to 
five per cent-this year. Our at- 
torney general, however, says 
the program was entered into 
in 1967 and can be altered only 
by mutual consent. 
Bud Smith says the issue 
also raises constitutional ques- 
tions. British Columbia, he 
says, should have a legitimate 
expectation that contracts 
within the federal framework 
cannot be unilaterally breach- 
ed. 
Smith's efforts earned him 
• nothing but ridicule from his 
NDP critic, Mot Sihota, who 
called him a "litigation 
cowboy," engaged in legal 
"gun-slinging." Sihota also 
warned that suing Ottawa 
would expose a lot of 
hypocrisy on the Socred 
government's part over federal 
funding of some programs. 
Sihota couldn't :be more on 
target. Ever since the Socreds 
brought down the first balanc- 
ed budget about a year ago, 
they have been prodding the 
Tories in Ottawa to get their 
financial house in order. In 
one speech, Premier Vander 
Zalm advised Ottawa to cut its 
budget by 25 per cent. 
Now that Ottawa has 
followed our premier's advice 
and cut some fat from the 
federal budget, albeit too little 
to be meaningful, British Col- 
umbia cries foul and threatens 
to sue, ~vhich is not only silly 
but offer s little hope of suc- 
cess. The courts have ruled on 
a number of occasions that the 
S ihota  also po ints  to  Certain 
.ironies regarding Smith's 
threat o sue Ottawa over the 
cuts in the Canada Assistance 
program. B,C., he says, has, 
for instance, never made full 
use of the 50-50 funding for 
things such as school unch 
programs and needle-exchange 
programs, even though federal 
funding had been available. 
There are other reasons why 
the Socreds hould consider a
moratorium on Ottawa- 
bashing. If they don't, their 
federal counterparts might get 
even upset with British Colum- 
bia and decide to really stick it 
to us. 
I'd like to remind the 
premier that despite cuts in the 
Canada Assistance program , 
and the scrapping of the Polar 
8 icebreaker, British Columbia 
hasn't been totally abandoned 
by Ottawa. Last I heard, the 
Vancouver Island natural gas 
pipeline was still in the works. 
How much. more needling do 
you think .it would take to con- . 
vince Ottawa that putting the 
pipeline project on hold and 
saving $500 million might be a 
good idea? I have a hunch it 
wouldn't ake too much. 
Let's face it, British Colum- 
bia hasn't done a whole lot 
lately to make the federal 
government happy. Our: 
government hasn't confined 
itself to calling the Mulroney 
government fiscal bunglers, it 
latches onto every conceivable 
issue to get Ottawa mad at us.. 
British Columbia just had to 
be one of the provinces tearing 
at the national fabric by reneg- 
ing on its Meech Lake commit- 
ment, and even the subsequent 
B.C. proposal to save the ac. 
who:thr¢~en topreyer, him = 
fr6m saving the country, hey? 
Also, ever since he took of-, 
rice, our premier has been : 
whining about he price B.C. 
has to pay for being in con-. 
federation. Why, we send • . 
much more to Ottawa than we 
get back, the premier is fond 
of observing. Funny he should :~ 
mention, I have made the same 
observation regarding my tax ' 
contributions toprovincial cof- 
fers. "' 
And now, for an encore, 
we're going to sue Ottawa fo r  
having cut back on its spen. : 
ding. That's really going to go 
over. True, we won the last • 
court case. Ottawa, we're told', 
is ready to concede defeat in i~ 
the battle over the Esquimalt 
and Nanaimo Railway. ~ 
That's great, but it can 
hardly be compared to the law 
suit Smith is proposing. 
Closure of the little Vancouver 
Island railway would have - " 
broken a 120-year-old constitu- 
tional commitment. The 
railway was part of the deal 
that paved the way for B,C.'s ~, 
entry into confederation. • 
Cutting back on federal- ~.i 
provincial programs, on the 
other hand, is but an attempt 
to reduce the federal deficit, 
something we all should su~ 
port. 
Anyone who lived through 
Bill Bennett's restraint pro- 
gram kqows that tosave 
money, a government must , 
ruthlessly c,t its expenditures, 
If Ottawa introduced anything 
like B.C. restraint pr0gram.nf 
six years ago, We'd lose morei: 
than just an icebreaker and .: ::. 
some Canada Assistance Pro- ,  
gram funding. Unfortunately,. 
petence behind the wheel, federal government is free to cord doesn't change that. Just Ottawa doesn't have the in' ',:: 
• But I was disturbed when I size, price, and mechanical con, "Wine-col0ured" signifies make its own financial deci. do you think, the prime testinal fortitude for such :~ :::- read this sentence in a profile of dition? P rhaps he w s so i t .  how, , 
~hne n ; ;  e NDPalrecader~sP::~ished f patient to leave Toronto she set- nothing. That ruffles my nap. sign. hi|ulster feels abut premiers measures ~ 
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~'na le la tne  ] I 
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WINTER SNOWS highlight the clearcuts marching down the 
~keena Valley. Scenes like. this would become a thing of the past if 
i,irVillage wants control 
of logging operations 
TERRACE - -  The Village of 
Hazelton wants to change forest 
management practices it says 
are driven by profit and not by 
environmental or long-term 
stability motives. 
It has produced what it calls a 
forest industry charter of rights 
to change the Forest Act by hay- 
ing public involvement into 
policy and management deci- 
dons and to return a portion of 
the' profit from logging to 
governments in the areas the 
trees were cut. 
"B.C. Ministry of Forests 
management policy appears to 
be overly influenced byboth the~ 
will of the large corporations 
with which they deal and a pro- 
fessiOnal mentality wlfieh stead- 
fastly clings to management 
ethics of a bygone era,":says 
Hazelton mwor Alice Maitland 
in explaining the reasons for the 
charter. 
Pointing out the result is 
"almost daily confrontation" 
between public and industry, 
Maitland says the forest 
management system doesn't 
now follow public opinion and 
is open to possible manipulation 
and abuse. 
Instead of taking on forestry 
issues in, isolation, she says 
"Local government and com- 
munity groups should join 
together to demand a new ap- 
proach to management of our 
province's dominant natural 
resource." 
The following are some of the 
40 specific proposals contained 
in the charter: 
• No logging to take place until 
environmental impact and cost 
benefit analyses have been car- 
ried out. The latter will examine 
both economic and social fac- 
tors. 
• The Ministry of Forests to pay 
for  independent,  citizen- 
controlled advisory group for 
each timber supply area.. 
Ministry and industry represen- 
tatives to sit on these bodies "as  
technical advisors only." 
• Watersheds providing drink- 
ing water for a community will 
the government was to adopt the Village of Hazelton proposals that 
would limit the size of clearcuts and their proximity to each other. 
be logged only with the permis- 
sion of that community. 
® 75 per~cent of the annual 
harvest to be processed by a mill 
located in the timber- supply 
area in which it is cut. 
• Annual allowable cuts for any 
given watershed will be set so to 
ensure continual and long term 
logging for that watershed 
rather than the timber supply 
area as a whole. 
• First pass "high grading" to 
be outlawed. Trees cut must be 
representative of the all timber 
types of an area. 
• No clearcut opening of more 
than 15ha and a 20-year 
moratorium on~ any  further 
clearcutting ear that opening. 
• A buffer zone of at least I00 
metres to be left along the edges 
of rivers, streams, lakes and 
oceans .  
• A ban on the export of round 
logs and cants. 
• Preservat ion of  small 
representative samples of each 
forest habitat in each •timber 
supply area, "relatively large" 
. ,•  -/i, :i• : i 
: i !!/iiii!!ii! ¸ 
ones "someWhere: in B:c / ,  as 
well as examples of'old growth 
forest in each of the province's 
various regions. 
• Each forest district o employ 
at least one fisheries biologist, 
wildlife biologist, recreation 
specialist and landscape 
specialist. 
• Replanting to begin within 
one year of harvest and to in- 
clude "a range of tree species 
ecologically suited to the 
habitat." Silviculture contracts 
awarded only to  companies 
whose head office is located 
within i00 miles o f  the site. 
• No aerial spraying of her- 
bicides, pcsticid~ or fertilizers. 
apply to liarvestingOn private 
land. • 
• Preparation of a detailed an- 
nual report for every timber 
supply area and Tree Farm 
Licence given a company. 
• Mill construction licences to 
be granted only if 75 per cent of 
the logs it will process come 
from the company's own logg- 
ing licences. 
Proposal gets mixed reactions 
TERRACE - -  Although the 
company isstill in the process of 
formulating a detailed response 
to the Village of Hazelton's 
document, West Fraser's vice- 
president of  operations says his 
initial reaction is mixed. 
" .There are manY valid 
points," Russ Clinton, his com- 
pany owns Skeena Sawmills, 
said last week. However, he ad- 
ded, many of the proposals 
were "unworkable from an ad- 
ministrative and management 
point of view." 
Among ;bese was the stipula- 
tion clear cuts be Jimited to 
15ha. While he agreed many 
clear cuts were "larger than one 
might l iketo have," Clinton 
pointed out much of the wood 
in the region was "overmature.' 
Because of the blow-down pro- 
blems that could result from 
cutting small openings in very 
old forests, companies were 
often required to log to "wind. 
firm boundaries." 
Such a restriction, therefore, 
would be "very difficult to 
adhere to" and prompted con- 
cerns on what it would mean to 
forest management. 
Clinton Was also wary of the 
call to set up independent ad- 
voisory/audit groups in each 
timber supply area. While 
agreeing there was a need to in- 
volve local people, he suggested 
the Hazelton concept would 
prove "quite cumbersome from 
a practical point of view." 
Pointing out there was 
already a lot of duplication in 
the industry, he was concerned 
at the effect "adding yet 
another  level o f  
administration" would have on 
forest management decisions 
and long term planning. 
Turning to the call to ban the 
export of round logs and cants, 
Clinton said West Fraser did 
not export the former but its 
position on the latter depended 
on what the document meant by 
a cant. If, as he believed, it 
referred to logs from which "a 
minimal skin" had been remov- 
ed so it could be sold as 
something other than a round 
log, he had "some sympathy 
with those objectives." 
However, if it described 8'8s 
or ITl2s, he pointed out "those 
could often be described as pro- 
ducts." Explaining a single 8'8 
could in some cases be more 
valuable than four 2'4s, he add- 
ed, "I would hope they're not 
trying to limit the industry in 
that way." 
He emphasized West Fraser's 
objective was still to export only 
wood manufactured to the 
fullest extent possible as far as it 
could competitively do so. 
Clinton sale[ the problem fac- 
ing those in the industry cur- 
rently reviewing the document 
was that some of the points 
made, such as the cant question, 
were "rather confusing." 
It 
• Silviculture 
:i charges here 
TERRACE -- The forest in- will permit," he explained. 
dustry-not only agrees' with While hemlock was the main 
some o f  the proposed specie pl~ted, it was inter- 
silviculture policies contained in mixed with cedar, spruce and 
the ,Hazelton charter, it is some balsam and pine. The 
akeady following them, says a precise mix on any site depend- 
Skeena Cellulose supervisor/ ed on the conditions found 
Referring to the call to there, he added. 
;replant a range of species on As for the requirement that a 
anyiogged off site, Tim Fenton tree nursery be established in 
• dd "Generally the industry has each i'orest district, he said the 
been moving that way on its sale of government nurseries ing a tour last summer of a site near Onion Lake. 
• own:'.~, two years ago meant economic 
: iI~.pm't, that was the result of factors now governed if and "specie samples fiom a full 
l~0~ns:~learned from past where Such a facility .was range of soil, altitude and 
~nd~t~kes,, As an  example, hi established, latitude locations," Fenton in- 
i P0~lt.~/'to he spruce-only plan- ' However, •with nurseries in  dieated that was happening as a 
t~[~,,estab!lshed In the early " Thoruldll, "Teikwa and Pr in~ : .result of existing forest nfl0i, stry 
1960fiWh|ch'had subsequenuy Rupert, the nonnwestwas well regulations. ' " 
been :devestated by a leader covered and forest companies in! ~. • i :. / 
i, weevtlproblem..~: . ' : the region ~ed their product,~i/- ~ Those ,'rigid restrictions" 
~i"il~':W~ ~'.itO plant a minimum .. .• COmJ~t~ r on the ~chJu't~[',s• !~: ~ i1~..., f!ed ~u l~=~ co uJd only 
, l o f tw~,~e~ inanyon'e setting proposal ~to establlsh' i/'seed i~bepllinted a given number ot 
an"d u 'm~y:as. ihat  ecosystem • bank  :whiCh .:Wouldilfidliide/:'degreeS o f la t l fude"and 
EXPENSIVE LESSON. The havoc wrought by leader weevil infesta- 
tions in spruce-only plantations of the early '60s taught 
silviculturists the dangers of single specie replanting. Above, a local 
forester uses his knife to dig the pest out of a now dead treetop dur- 
lerrace Sunoaro, W~nesoay, March ,, 1UgU -- Cage ,q~)' 
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' TO THE TERRACE STANDARD ' 
f ' This prograrn 
needs tuning 
Dear Sir: 
I read the article "Men 
Tracked Down" with a great 
deal of interest. This was the 
piece about the Family 
Maintenance Enforcement 
Program. 
When this program f'~rst 
came out I was very much in 
support of it. After all, if a 
parent can't voluntarily sup- 
port their own child then ma- 
jor surgery should be per- 
formed to ensure they will 
not father more children who 
will be made to go without. 
However my support of this 
program has drastically 
decreased in the last month. 
The reason for my declin- 
ing support is that it turns 
out that this program isn't 
just to chase down the skip- 
per, but can (and do) go after 
anyone who has a file on 
hand at the court house. All 
the custodial parent has to do 
is sign up with this program 
and it doesn't matter how 
regular your payments have 
been, they're after you. 
It matters not that perhaps 
the father has never missed a 
payment; they are judged 
guilty until proven innocent. 
How do I know about 
this? Well last month when I
went in to make my usual 
monthly payment, o my sur- 
prise I found out that before 
the woman at the counter 
could accept my money order 
she had to check and see if I 
was on this fool list. 
Now this is really confus- 
ing to me because in eleven 
and a half years I have never 
missed a payment, l have 
been a day or two late but 
that had to do with not get- 
ting to the court on time and 
having to wait until Monday 
to make my payment. 
On one occasion I was two 
, weeks late. This was in 1981 
~ 'when I we, on strik~e and im, 
mediately after got laid off. ! 
had borrowed $300 when we 
first went on strike and after 
getting laid off, this ran out 
before my UIC came in. 
Now I find out that I am 
being classified right along 
side those other slugs who 
make no effort to pay for 
their children. 
Based on this, that 
4,000,000 figure can be call- 
ed into question. How much 
o f  that amount would ha~'e 
been paid anyhow? The 
statement that this is money 
that would have not other- 
wise been collected" is a 
falsehood simply because my 
case proves that at least some 
of this money is faithfully 
paid each month. 
Because of the fact that 
there are no safeguards to  
protect hose o f  us who are 
making our payment, ~this_ 
program is wide open to 
abuse by ex-spouses that are 
still "out  to get" the  
departed partn~. 
I really think that there is = 
better way to run this pro, 
gram and not waste tax ,  
payers dollars going after 
something that is already be- 
ing paid. 
Perhaps a simple phone 
call to the nearest court 
house could take care of this, 
find out if the person is really 
skipping out on his payments 
before proceeding to brand 
him ~s no good. 
It matters not that  
perhaps the father has ~ 
never missed a pay- 
ment; they are judged 
guilty until proven inno- 
cent. 
I1= 
As I said at the start I 
originally supported this pro- 
gram but until changes are 
made it won't work, Those 
who aren't going to pay pro- 
bably still won't. 
Those that are making 
their payments faithfully 
don't need the aggravation 
being hassled by someone 
who has no real knowledge 
of their paying habit. For- 
tunately for me I was not on" 
their "Nasty Boys" list but if 
I had been, someone would 
have been chin deep in a very 
smelly substance. 
In closing, this program is 
a good one in principle but 
needs to be fine tuned some 
to avoid cases of abuse. Until 
this program is ~ overhauled ~i 
the people running it are go- 
ing to get a lot of abuse from 
men that really don't ap- 
preciate being mentioned in 
the same breath as those who 
don't pay their fair share. 
We really don'*t want to be 
guilty by association. 
Sincerely ours, 
Art Grawberg 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.S. Unless you're a card 
carrying Socred there's no 
need to call Dave Parker. I 
did and his receptionist aid 
he'd call back later. It's been 
a month and I still haven't 
heard from him. I guess 
maybe it just isn't ',later', 
enough. '
Media mashed 
Dear Sir: 
Yes, we get some support 
from the CRTC at lastt 
The Canadian Radio - -  
Television and Telecom- 
munications Commission 
(CRTC) went into action 
finally, protecting the rights 
of Christians. 
After a Vancouver hearing 
it spoke out that the B.C. 
media are indeed biased 
against Christians. 
The bashing of premier 
Viii Vander Zalm and other 
pro-life people should end. 
BCTV should accept and run 
pro-life advertisements, 
which it has refused to do. 
Two anchormen received a 
slap on the wrist for showing 
on the screen their personal 
approval or disapproval of 
certain qews items. 
But what about he printed 
media? The Vancouver Sun, 
the Province and columnists 
like Hubert Beyer? What 
about these biased judges of 
the courts that let Green 
Peace vandalists off the 
hook, but slap baby rescuers 
in jail for several months? 
Are these editors ,  
publishers, columnists and 
judges not restrained or con- 
trolled by any government 
department? 
Freedom is not freedom 
without accountability. It is 
anarchyl 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace, B.C. 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard granted in extraordinary cir- 
welcomes letters tO the editor cumstances. 
on all topics. All letters must Thank you letters should 
be signed and carry an ad- be submitted to the "Card of 
Iongtitude from the collection dress and local telephone Thanks'  section of the 
point of the seeds from which number. Addmses or phone classifieds. 
they were grown. That meant, numbers won't be printed Letters containing libelous 
for ex~ple,  the product of with the letter, but they are or objectionable matter will 
pine seeds collected in the north necessary for confirmation be edited or returned to the 
Nags Valley could not be 
planted south of Terrace. of the letter's authenticity writer. All letters are run on 
Similarly, if seeds came from The writer's name will be a space available basis, with 
trees at an elevation of 300m, published. Requests for shorter letters likely to be  
the seedlings could not be names to be withheld may be published jsoonest, 
planted at 900m. 
ii :" 
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) 630-8141 
4626 Lakelse Ave. 
. Terrace, B.C. 
( 
Let us assist you In making your special 
day absolutely perfectl 
Our expert staff can help you choose the 
right fabdc in a variety of prints and colors. 
We carry a selection of exquisite bridal lace, 
satins, beads and fabrics. Special orders 
are welcome. 
Because somethlngs in life deserve to be 
perfectl 
4717 Lakelse, Terrace 635-5315 
Boutique 
. We have a g of Bathroom 
accessories, linens & lots of little extras! 
With our BRIDAL GIFT REGISTRY picking & 
• choosing is made easy listing the preferred 
color schemes, designs & patterns, of the 
Bride & Groom. 
i ¸, 
F 
WHERE QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
Gemma Bed & Bath Boutique 
Terrace, Skeena Mall 635-3392 
I I  
Gemma 
• Kitchen 
• Bout ique  
Offering a tremendous selection of kitchen Wares:, l i nen  
& f~c ies ' ,G ive  the Bride & Groom shOWer & I 
. . . .  i Wedding gifts they'll use. ii ' 
with our , , :,:~ ~,~: .  ~,  
i ):'. i": ': ." ~WH~E QUALITY MAKES .THE DIFFERENCE : ;:;" i .  
• . . . . .  . . . .  
Kitchen Boubque 
,,,,~. ~,.,,,  M,~, . ess .  gee 
,' i' / i : ,  i ', ,;', .... ~ i,i ~, :,, i~, i~ 
t 
4 
ii :!i{ : ;::;v'i:i~ 
IMPECCABLY DESIGNED DETAILS, such as the rose petal sleeves on the removable hand-beaded 
lace jacket, artfully enhance this shantung-weave gown. The handsome groom is wearing the Avanti by 
Henry Grethel. European styling incorporates a broad-shoulder silhouette, satin shawl lapels and .a 
double-breasted closure. It's worn here with pleated trousers, a laydown collar shirt, black bow tie and 
a silk pocket square. 
the a i r  Weddi bells i 'ng r n : 
i 
Wedding bells are in the 
alr...Congratulationsl You're 
getting marriedl If you're like 
most prospective brides, you're 
already dreaming of  a 
magnif icent wedding,  a 
breathtaking gown and an un- 
forgettable honeymoon with the 
most luxurious lingerie. 
To help, most bridal 
magazines offer monthly count- 
downs that organize all those 
pesky details and keep plans run- 
J:~g smoothly. But the  big 
~. (lu estion remains: How ' do.you 
',;i',:~ i tke, your .wedding uni~uelY~i 
'!your own? Brides-to-be should 
consider the type of gown, loca- ' 
t ion of the ceremony, even 
honeymoon lingerie that truly 
reflects their own style. 
According to Modern Bride's 
Fashion Editor, Linda Wein- 
chenrieder, "When choosing 
lingerie, you'll want to select 
something that reflects your 
own tastes. Traditional and 
conservative women may feel 
very uncomfortable wearing a 
sheer or revealing gown the 
night of their honeymoon." 
She adds, "It's important to 
follow your instincts when mak- 
ing wedding arrangements ~o 
the day of the event you're co~- 
fortab.'..e and relaxed with th'e 
choices you've made." Here are 
five fantasy examples to spark 
your imagination. " 
! 
Traditional ! 
The traditional bride select~a 
long-sleeved, silk Empire gown, 
overlaid with Alencon or Chan- 
tilly lace and encrusted with fifty. 
pearls. The length of her train 
hinges somewhat on the size'of 
the room; a six-foot train looks 
silly in a private chapel. Her 
thorning wedding takes place in 
a Gothic-style church or 
cathedral, or in a dramatic 
f:~ After allle,¢cl'~em~.ny, ~str~l.qh 
limousines convey the wedding 
Cont'd A7 
Invitations 
' Floral arrangements 
~.; Bridal registry 
Bouquets 
we' ,  
wedd ing  d 
i :Ch ina  
i Crystal , i ,~ d 
Accessori ~/:iii~ 
Gifts for all 
• - occassions " .... ' ~ " ~ ~' ' 
~i ~Cake  tops 
Bal loons"  
Wed i ~ dlng decorat ions 
. . . . .  Central Flow ' ,iiill 
G 
t . i 
Th is  i s : ~  
what  ' ~ ' 
b " ' i~ . i  uym . ~ , ..... 
F ine  ,:: i  i i i~!~:~!i i 
Qua l i ty  i iii!ili:!:;:;/i~!!}i 
i s  a l l , :  ,!'~: :,i,:i ~15,.~ii 
• . ~,.: ,. , , ;'~ ~71~ A friendly pi0fesslonal staff that you know * All cuts,'slzes'and styles of diamonds and:~:~:, 
you can trust, precious gems available, 
• 'Two fully qualified Goldsmiths with degrees in ':.~ • . . . . .  :~; :. 
gemology and jewellery fabrication, 'that "Beautifully executed designs In all styles and ", 
personally create your jewellery, price ranges. ~ • ' 
See someone that specializes In what you're shopping for.. ~ 
Fine qullly Jeweler/It the Sell Passible Pdce, Loralled In the HioMIner Inn 627.700g, Pdncl Rupert 
"~ ~ "¢  ' ' : ' *  ¢"t  
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part~i:t0 the reception. The set. 
ting:/:;A, rambling, Tara.like 
/count~ club, perfect for danc. 
ing on the terrace to a local 
ensemble. Here, lunch and 
champagne are followed by an 
all.white, tiered cake covered in 
white sugar flowers. 
For her hon.eymoon, shelooks 
to sun, sea and sand in Hawaii, 
Paradise Island or Cancun, 
destined for a memorable two 
w~ks. A long stretch of beach 
decorated with palm trees 
gleaming in the sunset is her 
fan Utsy backdrop as she makes 
her antrance in a traditional 
,peignoir set from Val Mode 
Lingerie. It is a delicate spaghet. 
f i  strap gown with a jacquard 
bodice, and a jacquard coat 
featia'ing decorative lace trim on 
/he sleeves• From the waist 
down the coat is sheer and tied 
with a ribbon belt, a honey- 
moon ensemble perfect for 
every traditional bride. 
• Sexy 
How daring are you? Daring 
enough to hold your wedding 
and reception under an Arabian 
• ~tent on a New York rooftop? If 
so, a hot and sexy style may be 
right for you. 
Things begin to  warm up 
around 10 p.m., with the bride 
making her entrance in a body- 
hogging strapless Sheath. The 
reception features the music of 
Anita Baker for slow dancing, 
and an enticing menu that in- 
cludes oysters, creamy pates, 
grapes and figff followed by a 
dense, semi.sweet chocolate 
cake, with mounds of fudge~ 
frosting. 
For her honeymoon i  Monte 
Carlo, the bride packs a sheer 
black lace teddy wit~-Clltff(~h 
flounce. and .' embrofdereet .~red 
rose, s. - - '. ~ ; ;  
Romantic 
The romantic bride chooses 
an  npdated fairy tale wedding 
iheld on a yacht a~t sunset. Her 
igown recalls the bows and puffs 
'of Lady Diana's white confec- 
tion. Delicate pearls capttire the 
glow of a thousand candles 
lighting the reception in the 
great room of the yacht. 
Champagne flows 
.throughout dinner, and dessert 
• is a lacy, tiered white cake 
flavored with a hint of orange. 
After dancing until dawn to the 
music of Michael Feinstein, our 
heroine, and her husbe~nd depart 
for portugal, where they honey- 
moon in a 19th.century palace 
with a view, of gently rolling 
hills leading down to the ocean. 
Her trousseau includes an ivory 
Charmeuse gown covered with a 
flowing chiffon wrap detailed 
with sequins arid pearls. 
Sopldstleated 
Whether onChestnut Street 
:in Boston, or on Nob Hill in 
San Francisco, the sophisticated 
br ide  chooses_ a gracious 
• townhouse fo r the setting of her 
bridal personality 
set by antique diamond tear- 
drop earrings. 
Her reception features danc- 
ing to the music of Peter 
Duchin, the.finest champagne, 
and an impressive menu in- 
cluding caviar in new potatoes, 
smo,(ed salmon, tii~y lambchops, 
and vegetables stuffed with 
herbed cheese. Dessert in a 
hazelnut Genoise covered in 
rum icing. 
For a sophisticated honey- 
moon, she and her husband 
have planned a' theater week at 
the Savoy in London• Dining on 
the balcony witlt the Thames in 
thebackground creates the 
perfect setting for a romantic 
dinner in luxurious lingerie. The 
bride wears a dramatic black 
. scroll patterned charmeuse 
gown featuring built up straps 
for a look of sophistication 
from the Jessiea Lynn Collec- 
tion. The matching fulMength 
kimono robe with a rope tie is 
optional to cover the slit of the 
gown. 
Playful 
The playful bride is nothing if 
not spontaneous. She and her 
fiance invite friends and famiiy 
to a country p.arty at a winery. 
When the guests arrive, they •
ind the tasting room draped in 
white parachute silk. When ti~ey 
see the bride wearing a short, 
silky white dress with layers and 
layers of ruffles, they suspect 
something is afoot. 
After the hrief.surprise 
ceremony, everyone celebrates 
to Kentucky bluegrass music. 
The menu is down-home; 
southern fried chicken wings, 
cornbread, mini-tacos, sliced 
catfish on" homemade, biscuits, 
and the winery's finest wines 
and champagnes. As expected, 
the cake is unconventional; a 
replication of the bride's skirt, 
executed in spun sugar. 
In keeping with her spon- 
taneity, this bride has packed a 
smashing Val Mode Lingerie 
red coulette teddy with delicate 
spaghetti straps, button down 
front and a slightly flared and 
flirtatious bottom that she 
discovers can appear as a 
chemise or a pant for a secret 
surprise on her honeYmoon 
down-under 'in the Australian 
outback! 
Every bride-to-be dreams of a 
wedding that reflects her in- 
dividual style. Concentrating on 
a single theme provides direc- 
tion, and helps to organize all 
those details that keep your 
wedding running smoothly. 
"~'" ':_L'I" ~t .uL~ " ~.h]sk yOU off to Bermuda, t~  Bah~mt~., the Vi~in " :"  - 
= . . . . . . . .  % Mexico, Hawaii, California or Floflda. We of- : " '.i.(i~)~!q):;~i 
discount alrfares and a variety of ,exclusive •. .. . -:,,,~,~,~ ;:::" ,,~.,,:; ~ ~ ';:; 
, Ca,, us to~ayl .... ~,: •;~  ,;!;!:ii.~•i!!i~• I 
TRAVEL LTD. 
• 4736 LAne,,.,,.. . . . .  
T.ERRACE, B.C. V~G LR6 635.22; 7 
,Choose your wedding rings .as 
carefully as you choose each other 
. : , :  
:!i~ !/.:). 
q~ i 
/i l " 
i 
The Most Precious 
thing you will own. When choosing a diamond that will be 
worn forever, you want to be confident your choice is the 
dght one. 
• Mattresses ~ ~ ~ i  
rw----'----q, ~il Ig l "  n n ~~=a~~"~,~i  35'7440 ~ 632-3313 
~ ~ _ ~ . . , : ~ . i  6 c~c~,  ... " .  
...... ; , , , ' . - " ; . . ' . . : ,  : 4e3ZL~O.SZ^W. .~  ,,~ ~,,- .~ . . ,  ....... SIN...~,910\ ,,~ " !/ ~ crry ~.~ ~ , "| 
. . . . . . . . .  k J t "~/~ ~ "  ' l ................................. " ........ ; . . . . . . .  " ~  "~"~" ~.~;.o,;,," ~ , :  "_ .~.," 
n ,,frYe: ~ '~ ~"  J l 
1¢"~ ~',~,,~ "The name you can truer" l ' ' " " 
- -  . , -  - ONTttAT SI I  IALI)  
I I~ .t~z~ ~ i i i ~ .. • 
 )UU I 
T, T :! 
I' CERTIFICATE ',i ~,: . : . . . . . . , , ,~'r~; ,  ~..~. "~,~ 
I ,  minimum $ ~ '  0' P"~;°l~s';" ='s  I ! 
I I ~ m = , i  i ' (proof of *.o~e,~,,,re,) . , ~...i I • ... ~ ~.: L.., .~  
"~-t'u~ ~ . ~ ~ N!  i -.,o.M,.Fur.,ure  
weddin= g. Mixing the old and 
new, she wears a crystal-pleated 
_Mary McFadden evening :gown 
i in Spun sliver or soft gold, off- 
", YOUR WEDDING DAY 
! IS VERY SPECIAL,. 
i capture the day with the 
~ professional photography by Dan of 
÷~ Sure Exposure Photographic Studio. 
Creatively customized engagement 
i ~ portraits complimentary with 
~i ~ wedding booking. 
!, Introducing in-stiJdlomake up 
:if:. a~sW by , .~ le .  
, :: E s~ wWm s,o~m 
4434 Lakelse Ave. (across from the Legion) 638-0555 
Balloons 
W~ing  cakerentals . , 
ure Exposure 
iraphlc Studio 
B.C. 
It's your special day, so why settle for the ordinai~, 
• ~ ~, when you can get the very best. Whether it's one 
=,,,= ; ~ . . . .  :~...,,~ of our superb cakes, freshly made-up flower 
arrangements or ready-to-serve party tray, visit 
• ~ ~  ,~:"=="-  . your Terrace Safeway. 
SNFEW/ff 
We bring it all together ~, 
i 
:~, i/:~;': :~ ! :?;~!I ;~C !'~::~:~/:': '~  ~"  ~ 
!: 
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What a blast 
WINDOWS WERE cut and a sandblaster smoothed out the 
work last week as work continues on the training and enter- 
prise centre. It's going in beside the access centre on Eby and 
work should be finished this spring. 
AND ABOU T 
• I 
TERRACE - -  Another home- 
based business has started in the 
area .  
Terrace Bronzing Service-- it 
bronzes smaller items for 
momentos - -  opened several 
weeks ago. 
It's run by Jill and Dan Wiley 
and is thought o be the only 
one of its kind operating in the 
northwest. 
** 'k* 'k ,k  
Equity Silver Mines near 
Houston has been fined $40,000 
for allowing acid runoff into a 
, ~ creek.. :t~: ,,'~ "- ,~ 
~.~i~:~he COPLOe. r-basc.d runoff ex-,, 
{::'Ceeded pollution :permit levels 
!: :f/ore April 26to May 3, 1989. 
Company officials say the 
levels came at a time of high 
spring runoff and that $360,000 
was spent in remedial measures. 
***** 'A -  
Two B.C. trade officials 
speak at a chamber of com- 
merce luncheon tomorrow on 
t rade  opportunit ies w i th  
Alaska. 
The luncheon begins at 11:45 
a.m. More information is 
available by contacting the 
chamber office at 635-2063. 
Ironworks is moving from the 
Terrace Hotel to the former 
Jezebels Cabaret in Manuel Da 
: Silva's building on Lazelle. 
Owner Dick Ladouceur says• 
he'll have more room to install a.  
' juice bar and more security 
, through a longer lease. 
Ironworks has been in 
business for four and half years 
) - -  the first year of which was on 
' Lazelle where the B.C. Govern- 
ment Employees' Union now 
has its offices. 
The gym has six part time 
employees. 
*** 'A - -k*  
Blaine Gaffney has been 
named the news director for 
! Skeena Broadcasters. 
Gaffney has been working at 
Skeena Broadcasters for nearly 
four years. He takes over from 
Rick Webber who is now in 
Kamloops. 
Skeena Broadcasters operates 
the northwest's CBC TV af- 
filiate, has AM stations in 
Prince Rupert, Terrace and 
Kit|mat, operates an FM station 
covering the region and 
operates the regional cable 
television service. 
THORNHILI 
2387 Thornhill St., 
watching, 
TERRACE - -  It'll cost more to 
watch American TV channels 
but how much probably won,t 
be •known until this summer, 
says the manager of the nor- 
thwest's cable TV operation. 
Sharon Taylut of Skeena 
Broadcasters said the extension 
of copyright provisions between 
Canada nd the United States as 
a result of the free trade :agree- 
ment now means cable 
operators must pay for the 
cast. The addition of the BCTV 
figure would increase the •on.  
thly subscriber cost.to $1.25.. 
"Canadian cable operators 
will .then go to the CRTC 
(Canadian Radio-television a d 
Telecommunications Commis- ' 
sion) to ask for their ruling on 
who will pay for the costs - -  if 
they are to be passed on to the 
subscriber or will cable 
operators absorb it," said 
Taylor. • 
PUTTING 
Canadian Radio-television and 
S IMPLY  .... , • ee  
• VINYL :~"~ ~:~ 
H A I N / ~  - - ' "  " - "  > e . . . . .  .! ~:>: j > ; . 
American channels they pro- "Any ruling'will be retroac- i 
vide. tire to January I so the meter's " ~[ 'a t  r~ r "  ~|~ 
up until now, those channels •running," she added. I 
have been considered in the , ,  , , , ,  
public domain and not subject And as the tribunal hears the 
to copyright protection, case for added cable costs,, the 
A free trade tribunal now 
• CERAMICS 
underway in Toronto is hearing 
a request for 25 cents per chan- 
nel per cable TV subscriber per 
month from American broad- 
casters while Canadian cable 
operators are responding with a 
figure of six cents, Taylor said. 
" In  ;the worst case scenario, 
that would mean $80,000 a year 
in the Terrace cable area," said 
Taylor, adding the figure rises 
to $300,000 for her company's 
northwest operations. 
Broken down to each 
subscriber, the cost is $1 a 
month for the American ABC, 
NBC, CBS and PBS signals. 
The overall figures include 
BCTV because a provision in 
the copyright regulations allow 
for Canadian broadcasters to 
charge for signals sent outside 
of their normal area of broad- 
GETAWAY FROM 
IT ALLi 
We have eve~thl~ 
you're I~ki~ for. Good 
~mes, good company, 
relaxl~ atmosphere and 
fflend~ s~fffl 
Pool Tournament every 
Saturday stating at 
1:00 p.m. 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
IS SUDS DAY! 
I'm tired N)I )•©..Houri: Tuesday .' Sunday of the same Noon- 8:00 p.m. 
CLOSED IWONDAYS 
Eat In Or Take Out 
Fresh Dakin 9 Available 
Telecommunications Commis- 
sion last week began looking lit'- 
to cable television profits.  
That hearing is tied into who 
will provide broadcast ignals to 
Canadian homes into the next 
century. 
The introduction of fibre op- 
tics, in which many Signals and 
other electronic data can be pro- 
vided, has lead to telephone 
companies being interested in 
expanding their services. 
There are suggestions that 
average cable industry profits 
ranging between 28 and 35 per 
cent are too high. 
F 
• ' ; '  . . : i . ; : ,  
® AREA RUGS 
T7 
- : , : , ,  : ..' !.!{ 
• HARDWOODS . . . . .  
• WALLPAPER " , ,  ~ ' : " "  
e WINDOW COVERINGS 
WE HAVE, IT  
ALL! i  
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
> :'~ a ,  :i,.]'a{ 
.}  • 
YOUR DECOR" 
Terrace Carpet Centre :, 
' ! ,  
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W, ,, 
TERRACE . . . .  
63S-2976 .:. 
. . "  • 
Presenting the... 
the  
NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
638-8404 
: ~) I~. ,~L~ • Free Delivery 
• "0"  Down O:A.C. 
• Same Day Credit Approval 
: ' "rP ,o.,o.c,c....,.o.. i 
'90 " 4x4 
, from 
m~m 
48 months O.A.C. 
0.9% financino 
990 "Vans 
from 
'328 
per m~th 
48 mont~ O,A,C, 
)90sop  or 
Cabs 
from 
'325 
per month 
48 mon~ O,A,C. 
' 90  :~8mpo 
from 
'225 
per month 
48 months 0.A,C, 
8,9% flnancl~ 
Buy or lease any new or used gas/diesel truck or van 
for lees from factory broker with "0" down O.A.C. 
Terrace Atom Reps _ 
~ Scodno a major upset, the Ton'ace Atom Raps defeated their Kitlmat opponents in two straight games to tako the Td'Clty Minor 
Hockey League Chum, pig•ship. 
Terrace handed the Kit|mat squad its first championship loss in several yoars as they swept past tim Imavily favored competition 
5-1 and 4.2• ',  - " 
In honor of this achievement, he Tofface team has bonn named All Seasons ~odln0 Goods "Athletes ol the Mo~tb'.'. They Al l  ~, 
raclove a gift from All Seasons and their ploturo will appear on the store's "Wall of Fame". 
Get your noml~tions., r. .in early for March's "Athlete of the Month", ., , :  : 
,r '! N  . .  ew spring & Smm  : 
~:# Fashions l Footwear, 
. . r ,  ~ ~~' /  Arriving Daily! 
. . :%:•  
Check out our selection by: • Starter ;, Converse 
• Nike .Reebok • Louis Garneau ' 
~/"i.'•.  ,! i . '::, , Interested in avlng $2,0007 A new car ~ truck every 2 yurs? Call todayl 
,, All Seasons Sporting 
273 7778 " >"  : o ,  ....... i '  , ,~ . f  % ~62 Se:! ] :II:: 
. . . .  . .  ! i l  I l . . . . .  itll l l l t t i "  /! ' i ii I 
• . ' . •  i • ,•  ; 
4~ i/,ii :iiiii : i ~'~ ...... ~>~ > : ~: > • • • "• • i:i ~ • ~i , : ! : :~ :  : • • 
• ,. •. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
E i nv  . . . .  ronme nti'j : occupy NDP '~ . :  TerraceShandard, Wednosday, March7 , ,990-Pag 'eA9_  . 
:¢andid es f:/or: skeena ri ing 
1 ] ::~ByJEF~ NAGEL. ..,got.to look after th6 environ. , _ ~ 
TERI!ACE - - r  Environment :meat," he Said. "And we have ~------------..T.~=~-~ 
.i~o have social programs to en- ~ ~ , i ~  and/jobs:'~are top priorities for " ' ' ~ ~- 
the.! t~:0:: remaining candidates :!:~tire that if people aredispiaced ~ ~ : : '  i i~'~ : ~ ~  
s~king;the NDP's vrovincial ,'they're IoniZed after:-- they're ~~i i~ i~,~i~~ 
ommatzon zn~ Skeena.  But :n~t just displaced and discard- I~~S~i  .~. ~ ~  
When:~f~ose IssUes conflict the ':" ' r' ' '  : ' " '~ . . . . . . . . .  ' : ' "  ~:~' ;  ~ :~" " . . . . . . . .  ;: 
~s.Wetkil~0me,a bit less clear . . . .  ".-,Corbe,lsaldhe,wantsventure ~ ~ : : ~  ~ CHI DELIVERY 638-8§30, 
:::Helnlut, Oiesbrechtand Mike ~/,t0 attracticnvir0nmentalin~ I ~  ~ ~ .__  . 
C0rbeiLi~oncede the environ, ddStries ~ SUch~:as t~Cl in~nd ~ k ~ ~  , , . . , , '  . , .  , . .  , ' ,  . ~,  , . . ,  • , ,~ , r - - -~  ~, ,  " / . : . / . . . : .~ ' . , .  ~ ,y ,  ,~.~'~ 
fizent":'iS'~a:di~,[sl~;e;issue for. the .pollution:cieandp : to the nor. i~ i~: : i :~! :~~ 
NDP; and one that threatens to thwest.;. -C' :L:/':,,:::, ': " : : ,  '" ~~9: : !~c~ ~ ~ \ ~ ~  " m'L .~ i : " :  
pit'. the: ,~ty  s'v]abour vote ::~';Both,:.¢andidates, , ,-. . :admi'(ted, " l~~:~:S i -~ i  ' , ,~ . .~/" '  * ' " ~ l] i " M~keo~,~.e"yo~u.~"toe.~oy~. q ~ P  ':l 
against its~envirOmnetital vote. they hayp:takep.~no:m.ajOr:per. ~~i : i : ,~ : :~ :::,'i ~ .v~n,.oo,~.o~,,~,,,~0~.p,~,, . .~mLM~Vjl.:,, l 
• The: .1' t W ~ ' 'spoke : .at,-an '~ 'all:" ' " '  ~ . . . . . .  sontd ,steps,toward ;save the ~,~;: , ,  ~ . . .... ~, 
.ndidates' meeting: here,last ,,,v,ronment;'~-~:'~!:: • , :~::, .' ' , : . /~ i !~.~, ;~: ,~*~!  / Close your eyes.., :;: i.. 
week attended by apProximate. /i.;,::-:/:-,:~':~.~:,'~:~.,;' : : ; . Mike Corbeil Helmut Giesbrecht You can almost hear.the oceanl : 
ly 70 people. It 's'the first, of :i~:~Social :,iCredit:Skeena MLA . . . ~:~/~,:,~' 
three to ,be held leading up:to 
the March 31 nomination con. 
vention. 
"That's pretty hypothetical 
and I don't necessarily see it 
splitting us , "  Giesbreeht, a
former Terrace mayor and 
t~chers' union president, said 
of potential conflicts within the 
party over development. 
"The party's going to have to 
work towards ome sort o fan 
accord. There might be some 
job losses in the short te rm"  
due to environmental issues like 
the Carmanah Valley --  but I 
ed~/miniSter-:Michael Wilsoiz'~ 
~budgets :were Criticized a t  ~the 
;';fdr~m.' : :*:i:" ::/'~ ~'* : :-" : : '  
:i ::."We: Shouldn,t.be, seeing O'ur 
;iw,~mep!s: ~eiztte:q! b~ing closed 
~do~;n," 's~dd C0i:beii; of federal 
, budget cuts/:~: ..::; ::,:,':. :' : 
:: ,:He also:condemned whole IOg 
exports and ~wasteful forestry 
think there's a tremendous ,:~oieSbrechtechoed that senti: 
potential for job creation injust i ment. ':B.C.'s a great place:to 
rehabi l i tat ing " " ~the invest, but st sure doesnt reat 
environment." people and workers fairly, he 
• He said he favours initiatives said. *"I think the province is 
to encourage recycling and a :~ready for*. a more compas- 
crack.down on polluters, but 'si0nate, caring g0vernment." 
noted a way must be/f0und to ~' :  1 ' " : " . . . . . .  
buckg°vernment-- a quickWantSbuckt° make a _  and " , .} :~ NO/o  Custom picture hamlng ' 
£riends ' in th  they want-t0 let the i r the  Companies.take i I ~ ~:U:OFF  f0rthemonUl0f~reh / I 
the money and run;" i I :/.Odality fr ing at prices that aren;t sky high. J R 
i . / .  Whiley~ re here. See our new line of beautiful jewe lery in | 1 
I I  ~ ::= '"va"e~ 0,s~,es, shapes and designs, | I 
I ~ ~ e ~ c o ,  B.c. " 6se-14o3. J 
cut Canadians' consumption. 
"The question is: will the 
: public tolerate a. lower.standard 
• of living to Save theplanet? And 
that is the challenge for an. NDP 
government." ' 
Corbeil, a Kitimat alderman 
and former :health unit ad- 
ministrator, said jobs are going 
to be lost in the long run if en- 
'vironmental!y sound practices 
aren't started now. "What hap- 
.-pens to those workers:whenwe 
run out of the resource?" 
.. He said industry l must 
'b~0me more..efficient and 
:create more jobs and value- 
: added products with the deeihn. 
;~ing resource stocks left ~i~i,!:! 
~' C0rbeil said in a~-~diff l~ 
;~. ij ob s- ver su s-envi~i~n~eXtt 
:dis ute he would h ~ ! '  ! p aveto side 
'with the  environment. "If :it 
comes down to protecting the 
i environment a the expense of 
::::"jobs, I guess I'm going to have 
! to commit myself and say we've 
L Cajun BUclolned. ~ Prawa# 
Red Snapper '?memle" 
~ 8tufted 8ele ~ ~,~ 
salmm ousse and s~r=s. Gl'dled Hdbut 
Oplm i:~ntfne thdMndabe 
Smoked Alaska 
_ Black Cod . Scsllops and Bacon 
)J/~ MARCH ~"--'-" 
IS TRIOS SEAFOOD MONTH SPECIAL AT 11t1" 
BAVARIAN iNN 
Choose any combination of 3 items from the 
following: 
Breaded Fanteli Shdmps, Calamad, Oysters 
- , .  T 
Any 3 I '~  ~ /t 
For  more Informat ion end  reservat ions cal l :  . : J  
D~ Mon. - Son. LUNCH: Mon.- Fd. 4332 Lakese Ave....... . .=A ' I 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a,m. to 2 p,m. Terrace B,C. O~O-U]Ki]' l 
EVERY SINGLE ITEM ON SALE 
D ~,_ ¢ 
"q~'~~Y ~ ~  This sale was initiated only after careful consideration. It is l ~ ~ ' q ~ ' ~ ~ l ~ ' J ~  1 
1 . F', . O//o.. 0FF 
goals. DON HULL ~ , _%. ~[~I , . , / , ,~ '~ 
! ~SEATcovERS ~ ~ ~ ~  
• = ._ _ _  
s20 ( 
! OFF 
 Wln 
A Fabu lous  
Pr ize 
[10 U AND 
Larry Guno nFF: ~ssomes 
Guno bows / 
out  of race 
i TERBACE --. Citing ulcers and 
a wish to examine his fife now 
that he has turned 50,:  Larry 
Ouno has quit the race for the 
' Skeena NDPinomination. 
i: Guno is now the MLA , for 
Atlin but sought •the, Sk~na 
~nomination ~ beeauqe his ,riding 
w ig  disappear through boun- 
i dary re~listribution i the next 
election,. . . . . .  : ' 
,: ~ Speaki~ : last week,: Guno 
• said the stress of looking for a 
.new riding in whichto run and 
'/then bull di'ng an organization 
:~ntribut~l tO his derision to 
iquit the race~ii~: :;: ~:: :, 
,:; :il i . I  had'sdffered from ulcers 
:~before and' I knewit Wasn't go- 
~l~ roger an)' b,~tt~r, l 'm going 
'to sit'this round out before I can 
."deal:: with ~ that pr6biem;."! he 
::]i: OUii6'.//added,!: that  :h i s  
~i0rg~t i0n hads~d up ap- 
I!IIpL6X~n ately ~,~0 'of,the 1,000 
~ii~pie i~;Who .~ are: :now party 
imbmlz~s ~in ~: skeena .and who 
:/~i~,-~ote~:i~at the March 31 
~nominatlon ~onvention, i ,  i 
i'pii~ce; I~tore De: ~=;. con- 
-* No purchase necessary to 
register 
,A- No luck involved to win 
~r Pdzes will only be awarded 
to contestants registered at 
this store 
• 26"PhUlpscanIMeCMm'T.V., S1,149.9S 
• HltacN Remote Sting System, S899,00 
• IHtecN VCR with Remote, $699,96 
• Gas Badmlue with Side Bunter, $369.00 
• Ilitechl CD Player with Remote, $349.00 
• G.E. 8 cu. ft. Microwave, $299.00 
• Ganyo Canflns Telephene, $219.95 
• G.E. Answednil MacNne, S169.9§ 
5% 
"' c:. (~ ' l  ..1/2o,, .  2OO/o 
has also just turned 
WINTER l ~ l ~ l / ~ : ~  1 "" ~,r-..: :_.:' 
FRONTS ~ _ 
• B & 0 Spacemaker Coffa Maker, $99.9S i l  
• '-"*~"',"-. '"." l OFF 8 
Prizes to be awarded 1 ~ '~ 
• _ _ _ _  Saturday. Apdl 14 at 12 p.m. , - - , , , ,= AND TOOLS I~1 o,,o zlLl l Return this coupon for a Special Bonus of ~ l  iv__ V OFF , . 25,OOO Pr i ze  Do l la rs .  ; i  
Ngr l lO  ~ ~ n  I 
. . . . .  ,, " - -  .o .oo  
• , :ou , , , , ,=o , ,  ; =  =.^.o  
Sale Terms: 
,CASH I 
i CHEQUES 
VISA: " " ~. 
'"MASTERCARO : 
: AMERICAN EXPRESS 
~AI I  Sa les  F ina l ,  
B RIVER INDUSTRIES (TERRACE) LTD. 
" ' 4427 HIGHWAY 16, TERRACE B.C. V8G5L5 
. . "  , PHONE 635-7383 
' . UR COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CENTER 
• ALSO SPECIALIZED IN LOGGING AND 
", . . . .  ' INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE 
u n p  
01® 
Sale Hours:  
MON. - FRI0 
7 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
8 a .m. .  5 p.m. 
I 
I 
e 
. 
i, 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
• ::•• •i//:~!/!/,:~,~/!/ / L~ :!!•/ . . . . .  : i • :  • . . . .  
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~:~ • i ~ :: /:/i:i"~i : : i .'~:: • 
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Trustees give condomview . . . . .  
T~tNrEusfeeRA4D;nNeOraid ~ ~ r~:,. ~V~." I ' : I  [ [ ~ ~  
says condoms, particularly in ~ i 
junior secondary schools, will 
send the wrong signal to young 
people. 
And he said some senior high 
students have told him they feel 
insulted by suggestions to install 
the dispensers. 
"I don't think they belong in 
the schools," he said. "And I 
haven't heard from one parent 
yet that says they're in favour of 
it." 
KRIS CHAPMAN: YES 
"If  one life is saved, it's 
worth it," says Stewart trustee 
Kris Chapman. 
Students in smaller comm- 
munities are often reluctant o 
buy condoms and if sexually ac- 
tive, risk being exposed to the 
AIDS virus, she said. "Stewart 
is a good case in point - -  nearly 
everybody's mother works at 
the drug store.' ' 
Above all students must want 
the machines installed, she said. 
"I would hope that would not 
be the case," she said in adding 
she recognized fears condoms 
might be used as water balloons 
or would lead to promiscuity. 
: "People are going to be of- 
~. fended, so I think we better 
prepare the parents for it, too," 
said Chapman. 
EDNA COOPER: 
UNDECIDED 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper favoured installation 
when the issue first came up late 
last year. 
"We are in a crisis situation 
and we have to react with 
egerything we have," she:said at 
the time. 
Now Cooper says she won't 
state her position until all infor- 
mation is in and everyone con- 
cerned has had a chance to 
speak to the board. 
'Tm going to hedge my bets 
for now," she said. 
DUNCAN ETCHES: YES 
Hazelton trustee and doctor 
Duncan Etches does not oppos- 
ed offering condoms in schools 
and does agree with other 
trustees in saying condoms are 
not 100 per cent effective. 
"But to reduce the risk (of 
AIDS infection or pregnancy) is 
still a worthwhile objective - -  
even if it doesn't eliminate the 
problem." 
He said he doubts many sex- 
ually active Hazelton teens are 
using condoms. The town's on- 
ly pharmacy - -  located in the 
hospital's waiting room -- gets 
almost no requests for condoms 
from teens. 
• : : : . -  : ', ~ . , : • . . 
: :i:' : : :REVIEWOFTHE:: :i: :: 
wIND Y :CRAGGY::MINE PROPOSAL: 
LAVERN HISLOP: NO 
"From the medical reports 
that I've seen, I would be really 
concerned to put them into the 
schools," she said last week. 
She said evidence suggests 
condoms may not he as effec- 
tive at preventing the spread of 
the AIDS virus as they are 
thought to be. " I f  they aren't 
doing the job they're supposed 
to against the virus, then they 
could endanger kids more than 
not having them." 
DELBERT MORGAN: 
UNDECIDED 
Trustee Delbert Morgan says 
he will base much of  his deci- 
sion of how to vote on the feel- 
ing of voters in Kitwanga. 
He said he hasn't made a 
decision yet, but the people he 
has talked to overwhelmingly 
oppose  putt ing condom 
machines in schools. 
"The vast majority say keep 
it out of there," he 'said. 
"There's a lot of concern about 
it encouraging promiscuity. 
That will play a major part in 
my decision." 
JOHN POUSETTE: NO,  
Terrace trustee John Pousette 
was the schoo l  'board 's  
representative at the Skeena~ 
Union 
that p 
mend~ 
doms. 
"I 
Wayne ~ Kris 
Braid Chapman 
Duncan 
Etches 
really need them, they can go to 
the drugstore," he said. " I  
don't feel this is one of our 
responsibilities. I 'd rather see a 
child care program (for young 
mothers in school.)" 
Pousette also warned con- 
doms are not  completely 
f 
Lavern 
• • Hislop 
reliable and that offering them 
could be a false promise. 
The schools should instead 
use family life programs to en- 
courage abst inence or 
monogamy, he said. 
Trustees Eva Daniels and Val 
Napoleon declined to comment. 
Edna 
Cooper 
PUBL IC  INPUT 
The Windy Craggy Project is a proposal of Geddes 
Resources Limited for a copper/cobalt/gold/silver mine 
located in northwestern British Columbia near the Yukon- 
Alaska borders. 
The project has entered British Columbia's Mine 
Development Review Process - a staged reporting and con- 
sultation process which includes government agencies, 
native groups, interest groups and the public in a compre- 
hensive technical review. 
A Stage I Report describing the project's technical data, 
environmental impacts and socioeconomic issues was sub- 
mitted to the Mine Development Steering Committee by 
Geddes on February 1,1990, 
Members of the public in B.C. and elsewhere who are interest- 
ed in the review of this project and wish to be placed on the 
mailing list to receive information should write to: 
Mr. Raymond L. Crook, Chairman 
Mine Development 
Steering Committee 
Ministry of Energy, Mines 
and Petroleum Resources 
105-525 Superior Street 
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4 
Phone: (604) 356-2230 Fax: 387-5985 
Mln lsW o f  Energy, M ines  
and  Petro leum 
Resources  
The Smithers and District Chamber of Commerce 
and the Nechako Economic Development Region 
present a 
Trade Show & Conference 
"Serving Northern B.C.'s Mining Industry" 
April 4-7 
Hudson Bay Lodge, Smithers 
Delegates: 
.3 day registration 
.includes 2 lunches, 
2 dinners sl0O 
• 1 day registration 
s50 
Exhibitors: 
• 8Otrade show 
booths available 
• 10'x10', serviced 
-$350 each 
HOSPITALITY SUITES , CURLING FUNSPIEL' SKI PACKAGES 
Deadline for AdvanceRegistration 
March  ~: iS  :~ ;: : - 
II 
Delbert 
Morgan 
"i'm training for the Senior Games. I've been coming to ~RonWoIIHS 
for a month and I haven't felt better in 15 yearsl" 
Bud Kirkaldy 
, , 
TANNING SPECIAL, 
=49 • 15 Sessions ~ :" O0  ': " For Only ..................... ............. , . . . . . .  ' :. 
/ .  , :~ :  ' ] ! i  
A : . . , .  . ' " ' i 
• ieon oeH.s 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
i 
.4551Greig Avenue 635"4130 
NEW 1989 DODGE EXPO 
'7,988 °°* 
. . !.~× ~.... 
CASH REBATE $1,000 ' / ~~. i :~ .~"~ ~ : ~ ~  
or take ~ / ' ~ i ~  
, . . . .  for 24 months., :: ' , , : : : ~ : ~ ~ l  
' Racki& pinion steering : ~ : "  " . . . .  ~ "J: 
& much more ~ ' 
• 2.~ LI 4 c~L q 
• 5 spd. trans. 
• net of all programs 
VANCOUVER 
Touring Ensemble .,i 
. . . .  v~ 
, : 2 i ,~;i 
....... ,- . . . . . .  : i: I~_, 
A Terrace Concert Society production 
flL  ~:.::'G ['TJ.;. j, 
 Friday, April 
! 
.A" 
Need job? try this 
TERI~ E~ For many the 
lure'~bI be canadian Armed 
Forces; .~6!/onger. 'living the 
advent i ~'.it'~s finding a way 
0Ut,of~l ¢:unempl0Yment lines. 
~:"Th¢ "'can't get:a good job, 
or" a~::johthat !~ds to anything, 
soth!]Y~c~b.me ton§;" says:armed 
forc~('i!]:ecruiting officer Wes 
Anth~,nYli '!S0me 0 f them come 
right~'q~it7dnd tellus we're their 
ldst:!ho~ ! , ' ; 
i~ Anthoi i*;!was in Terrace last 
Wedl~'i6~i ,tqlpOtentiai reoruits 
a'nd!~;.;::ti ~':.. appl icat ions,  
Recruiter come lthrough the 
n0rthw~s, tboufthree times a 
year,;v::; . : ,  ; -  • ,~,",~" : 
~.i B'asi6-~:~: '..¢qmrements include 
• Gradeii6 ~eduoaiion, Grade I1 
for some~jbbs, and Anthony 
says the best qualified ap- 
plicants have the best chance of 
being selected. After that it's 10 
• W~eks of basic training in Corn- 
wallis, Nova Scotia. 
:::Successful recruits are sent o 
various training centres across 
the country, he said, before rbe- 
ifig/sighed to three-year con- 
tracts and given postings. 
, Anthony said positions now 
, being filled include naval equip- 
~ent operarors and technicians, 
infantry and artillery soldiers, 
and field engineers. 
JOINING THE armed forces is no longer an adventure, it also 
means finding .employment, says recruiting officer Wes Anthony 
v~ho was in town.recently looking for applicants. 
But he said many applicants I  nearly done are high-school dropouts who PO0 
aren't qualified for even basic 
positions. 
TERRACE - -  With work crews 
now busy applying the final 
finishing touches, the city's 
recreation superintendent ex- 
pects the major part of the pool 
expansion project to be com- 
pleted by the end of the month. 
.' Steve Scott said the only re- 
maining-jobs werd painting, in- 
stalling ceramic tiling and laying 
flooring/carpeting in the ex- 
panded weight room. 
Although that would still 
leave work to :be done on the 
new outside, he said that can go 
ahead without affecting opera- 
tions. 
Also to be done later is pav- 
ing work around the facility in- 
tended to cut down the amount 
of diist entering the building's 
air intakes~ 
Preparation work was done 
last year leaving only grading 
and paving. 
- For those still in school think- 
ing about dropping out and ap- 
plying, Anthony has some ad- 
vice: 
"Get as much education as 
you can, particularly the 
academic subjects. Woodwork- 
ing; heme economics and com- 
puter courses are all fine, but 
what we want to,see are the 
bas ics-  English, math, science 
and history." 
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Eye kept 
on hanging E ven icechunks Sunday ing 
TERRACE-  The highways [~¢ ' ]  1,~ ~ " _. Buffet , l 
ministry is using a shotgun to 5 pm 8 pm if:ill 
blast away ice chunks from Car- I 
wash Rock on Hwyl6 toward 
Prince Rupert but it has bigger 
plans in mind. i 
Falling ice from the location 
where the rock hangs over the 
highway resulted in the death of [ ¢ Z ~ l ~ ~ ~  . Relervatlent ncmmended i :  i '~  servations mca ln l l~ l  . 
a pickup truck driver last year. t----'---~~rma.-,.--,,,,,,,,t~A,~::t 
"We're.h'aving it monitoied  oo.-o, 
da!ly on.a daily basis. We'.re 
asking the contractor. (the. ~ ,,,~ . 
private company taking care of ~; : .~ ' '  ":"~:';~r-,,,;.,.;.... . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  
oad mamtenemce) to keep an [ \ ; i~  . . ~ ..........:......, ......... 
eye on it,": sa id  regional [ ~'"l ~"~!!.~ ~ • ~) ' 
highways manager Jon Buckle. ~<; : :~ '  - 121~'  ~ '~ l~ 
Buckle added that a channel ~ f gO'O~ [~ tO'g.~ 
dug into the rock higher up its ~ • . " " 
face to drain wate r away before [ -~- - -~~ H~}N( '~[ I~.~ 
it can freeze into overhanging ' [ . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
chunks is working. 
As well, the ministry has , [ 
begun planning a major project 
to divert the highway from that 
spot by moving it  closer to the 
river, . ' = 
"In that location we would 
eliminate a level (railway) cross- 
ing and an aval~fi~li~path,,, 
said Buckle. ~' 
• Work would involve fillingin 
a section of the Skeena River 
for the new highway path and 
the ministry'has commissioned 
an environmental study to ex- 
amine the impact, he added. 
"With this project there are 
three good reasons - -  the car- 
wash, the avalanche path and 
the railway crossing - -  to make 
it a priority. You might see it 
built in three to five years," 
Buckle said. 
~'~ " Anew . / 
Judith O'Morrow 
TERRACE KINSMEN 
CITIZEN OF THE MONTH 
Judith O'Morrow has been chosen 
for her conidbuHon of volunteer time 
to the Terrace Youth Centre, she Is 
the centres volunteer co-ordinator. 
4658 Lakelse Ave.. ' 
Terrace 635-2662 
Goals of Education Week 
Educat ion  Week:  
. 
. 
. 
. 
Demonstrates  the importance of educat ion as 
the foundat ion of Brit ish Columbia 's  .social 
arid economic future; 
Recognizes =ind appredates  t im dedicat ion of 
al l  school  staff, both teaching and non,teach- 
Provide san oppof fun i ty  to inform all sectors of 
soctetyof  contemporary  teaching and learning 
activit ies; ~. 
, Brings together all Sectors of society to reaff irm 
the i r¢on imon commitment  o the wel fare of 
chi ldren and to recognize theva lue  of a qual i ty 
educat ion  system in prepar ing chi ldren to as- 
,sume socia ! respons ib i l i ty  in a part ic ipat ive 
democracy:~ i ; 
3~ 
FOR 
. , . , oo ,  T I 
Our Entire Stock 
BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
FREE] 
March 6 - 24 
NEONS to LINENS 
to CITIFIED 
SOCIETY PRINTS 
All At Special Sale Pricesf 
March 6 -24  
Domc0rd - Balding 
Buttons & Melter Thread 
BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
FREE! 
March 6 - 24 
Join the sewing club 
and save even more! 
Special pricing for 
members! 
Stopby and pick up 
your new pricing 
sheets. 
4717 Lakelse. Terrace 635-531 5 
• BEER and WINE STORE 
~ ~ With a great selection of Import  productl. Pluo qua l i ty  spor tswear  
9:a.m. to 11:p.ml; 11 a~m. t011 p.m. . (except Christmas) 
:, i ~. . . : 
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City swimming in data i ~=. ~ '~'~ k~  ' ' '  ~~ ' "e 
TERRACE - -  Despite concern 
a review Of the city's computer 
system is proving to be a prolific 
spawning ground for such 
bodies, council has agreed to set 
up yet  another committee to 
deal with the matter. 
Originally dealt with by the 
finance committee, the review 
was passed on to the manage- 
a case of "throwing good 
money after bad." 
Last year the city paid Sierra 
Systems Consultants $5,000 to 
analyze the city's.current infor- 
mation system and what future 
needs might be. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
defended the recommendations 
by pointing:ito, the recent 
ment. committee :which then discovery of an input error 
referred it to a financial infor- ;, which had been costing the city 
marion sub-committee which in thousands of dollars in lost 
turn has recommended forma- 
tion of a new three-member 
committee. 
Alderman David Hull ob- i  
jected to that suggestions, ay- 
ing it appears the process is get- 
ting "out of hand".' 
He was also concerned ase- 
water and sewer tax revenue. 
"It seems to me we should be 
looking at all these things," he 
said. 
He ais6 noted the proposed 
review, which will examine the 
city's data base on a lot-by-lot 
basis, was in line with a recom. 
condsub-committeerecommen-mendation contained in the 
dation that up to $8,000 be •Sierra report. Explaining the 
spent on a review of the city's cost factor, Hallsor said it 
data base and input process was would be used to provide tern- 
THE CITY OF 
TERRACE 
CITY  OF  TERRACE 
FREE FILL 
The City of Terrace expects to have considerable quan- 
tities of various types of fill available from road Improvement 
projects (including ditch cleaning). Although there are a 
number of conditions that apply, this fill will be supplied 
without charge in most cases. 
Applications for fill must be made in person at: the Public 
Works Building located at 5003 Graham Avenue, Prior to: 
April 13,1990. 
For further information, call the 
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
at 635-6311. 
Make a Fash ion  S ta tement  Wi th  
Your  Windows!  
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
BLINDS 
Hodzontal & 
Vertical Blinds 
Available in ' 
over 160 colorsf 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
Dav id  A.  Warner  and 
J ohn  Bandst ra  
are pleased to announce that 
as of March 1, 1990 
Murdoch  R. Rober tson  
has Joined thern In the practice of law 
as associate counsel. 
We Invii.e Doelfs present antl former clienls to 
drop in for a visit at 
Warner  Bandst ra  
200 - 4630 L~qzclle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8(I 1S6 
{above Canada Manpower} 
telephone (604} ,635-2622 or 638-8148 
fax line (604) 635-4998 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd, 
4sos LOketU Ave. - e38-0341 
I i 
, %.• ,  
porary coverage fo r  staff each of the; public 
members carrying out that  fina,ee andrecreatioz 
review, not to hire another con. menis, it' will identify 
suliant. : blems .with the Curreh 
Aldermen eventually agreed and carry ot i t  a col 
unanimously to implement the survey . with systems 
recommendations including for- other communities. 
~ ation of the new committee, It is expectedto rep. 
onsisting ox one memeer f om . to council in three m0n 
Student recoverir 
' shot eye  rom to  
i 
TERRACE - -  A Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School stu- 
dent shot in the eye with a pellet 
gun three months ago has 
recovered most of his vision. 
Caledonia principal Tom 
Hamakawa said last week 
17-year-old Grade 12 student 
Danny McRobb has regained 60 
per cent of his vision in the eye 
and is returning to Vancouver 
every five weeks for testing. 
lunch hour incident 
school .  'Hamakaw 
McRobb' s glasses stol 
pellet, but shards q 
entered his eye. 
Doctors at that til 
• doubtful McRobb w~ 
again out of that eye, 
recovery has prove 
wrong,' 
"It's a miracle o f  
medicine," Hamaka~ 
McRobb was rushed to Van' "Of  course 0nly time 
couver General Hospital Dec. 8 but.it's ure a lot better 
after he was hit by the pellet in a ' thought." 
~ • i  % • ,•~ • 
f 
M.' s Wise 
" tO 
• '.',..~, 
i il¸ il
- - - .  :.~.. ~;~'::~ '../'- !-7..?.. . . . .  
I 
We know 
to make.y 
cash reglst 
i ! iiii!ii i/  5 
, ' ,  , ,: 
• 71i ~iiii~•~:~• !!i:  i i •!~i/ 
advertise//: / 
't need luck 
u need dynan 
ng truly can 
advertising se 
, deliver profe 
; which grab t 
ge faster. 
u're backed 
customer ela 
art archives 
lstrations aw 
Is. 
one of'. the 
consultants. 
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Our client, 
Terry Turner 
lost 92 Ibe. 
! 
We Succeed Where Diets Fail You,® 
in a study cuductod at Harvard Unlvmily and Boston Univmity. 
Nutd/Symmdento lest 26% mm widOM wllh Incmznd =uper, d~ 
physical RUv,y t lmanethergrmp wflhevt activity. 
weight loss centres 
Weight Maintenance 
We don't just help you take weight off. 
We. help you keep it,off. " ' 
During our maintenance phase, you'll 
continue to receive counselling, nutritional 
guidance and weight and "health monitor- 
ing as you return to a routine of meal 
planning and supermarketshopping. 
With the support, of NutrilSystem:profes. 
siona!s, you will begin your I~althy new 
life c~nfident an'd permanent'weight con-;: 
troL ... . .  " . . . . .  ,,.~., ' 
. Your first step comes withe Call to the 
Nutri/System Centre. 
i Don ' t  Walt, Call Today! 
Light Activity - 
Our new Body Breakthrought, Activity 
Plan is the first activity plan designed ex- 
clusively for people losing weighL It's a 
three-part program that Jielps you lose up 
to 25% more weight by being more ac- 
tive. * * 
Call Today For a Free No-Obligation Consultation 638,18 O 0 Terrace 4 644 Lazelle Ave. 
• paclel offer coneletel of 3 weeks of Nutrl/System services, Does not Include ceet of exclusive Nutd/System food, • . . • 
,diaries,. maJntenance end video~ Offer valid st participating Conies; ,  New clients only. Offer expires March 31; 1990i .. :.. ~ ~ i :  ~,i ~ii.~ i '  : ..i .... i i.. 
I III III I . . . .  ' ' i i i I . . . . . .  ' 
Nutrition and Behaviour 
• counsellIng, 
Losing weight isn't easy so our 
Nutri/System Nutritional Specialists and 
Behaviour BreakthroughTM Counsellors 
provide encouragement and support. 
, ~ , h I i 
We're on the move. We're growing every day, 
and we're very proud of out 1500th 
Nutri/System ® Weight Loss Centre. 
We opened our first centre eighteen years 
agoi~Tixiay there are NutrilSystem Weight Loss 
Centres intei'nationally. Every week, over 
160,000 people look to us for weight loss suc- 
cess. 
Nutri/System is growing fast, with nine new 
centres opening every week. 
The reason for our outstanding success is 
simple: Our comprehensive program works. It 
consists of personalized counselling and support, 
delicious, low calorie meals, light activity and a 
maintenance plan to help you keep the weight 
off. 
Delicious Low-Calorie Meals 
Our low-calorie Nu System Cuisine 
foods are so delicious and high in flavour 
and texture you'll never have the urge to 
cheat. 
Our nutritionally-balanced flavour Set- 
Pointtm Meal Plan consists of three meals 
a day and three snacks. Scrumptious 
dishes like Beef Stroganoff with Fettucini, 
Pizza and Hawaiian Style Chicken with 
Rice. And tempting desserts like Fudge 
Cupcakes and Chocolate/Vanilla dessei't 
wafers.. All are quick and convenient to 
prepare. And for snack time, we have 
high-flavour snacks like Nacho Flavour 
Crisps and Fruit Flavour Chews. 
They help you set your weight loss 
• goals and help you understand your 
weight loss problems. From our exclusive 
Personalized Weight Loss Profiletm ques- 
tionna!re, counsellors identify bad~eating :. 
fiabitsand help you lea~m healthyhew ~ *; 
ones. 
• . . . . . . . .  •  iii , ; ;!i!iii i 
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]W-*, s l Music Festival kicks off tomorrow 
• The  Ter r~ Siapd~rd o/fen i,: 
Im~t's Up u spnblle ~mdes, : 
" - - " ' - "  From little acorns ult~ 0~oms iu tbe ' 
,~ . ,~ ,  
ARCH'" 8,. 1990 > --  Open 
0use from !-5 p.m. at.the 
)rrace Women's Resource, 
;ntre. ~ It's In honour of Inter- 
ttional Women's Day. 
ARCH 9,10 1990.  Terr~tce 
in0r Baseball registration at 
e Skeena Mall. Friday 6 -  9 
m., Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. " 
"'- . ~ t * ~ *  
ARCH 17, 1990 --  Celtic 
ight. J0in us for a fun nite of 
itic music, amateur, per,or. 
ances, old'time waltzes, pub 
~ging at 'the arena banquet/ 
ore. Tickfts at No. 302, 4622 
reig Ave. or'phone 635-9511 
635-3475. Are  there any  
isis, Scottish, down east or 
:wile Fiddlers, musicians~ " 1 
~l~r~, "et~. who are dying to []  
• perform on Celtic Nite, pleuse ~ 
c~oiitact •Danny• Sheridan IM 
(635;9511 days) 635-5327 eves. i l  
• .for more info. " , I 
• . ,, . .  * ****  [ ]  
, MARCH 26 - 29, 1990-- April []  
2-5. Everybody is invited to at- 
tend'a Spednl Seriesof Gospel " 
Meetings each night at Oli's 
Restaurant, 8 p~m. Evangelists 
Mr. D. Howard and A." 
Bergsma will preach theWord. 
Come and find biblical answers. 
to the many questinns that arise 
in our minds. More info 
635-3810 . . 
• k ~.*  
MARCH 29, J g~) -  Ministry 
of Health and Terrace 
Women's Centre are sponsor. 
i ns  "'Nobody's' perfect" a free 
five week parcoting.program. 
for parents with children •from 
birth !o age five. Reglster now 
for its last ~e'ssion unt i l  
September. Classes will be 
Thunday aftu-noons, begi~n-" 
ing' Mar. 29, 1990..Childcare 
'and: transportation: are 
I "  ,,affable. For mo~e'.lnfo, call [] 
I Carol 638.3310 orl Candlce- [] 
I. 535-2116 . . . .  [] 
I ' Caledonia Scb.0ol .]Ml~d Is i~  
~ ,, I • h~i~'i!~a: su~m'~;A~0n " l  
I M~.30"from6~9~:m;;,~Mar.- I I  
• 31 from I0 a.m.- $ p.m. and 
April l, from 12 - 4 p.m. in the 
Skeena Mall. Proceeds will be 
USed to ,send' the band to a 
music festival at UBC in early 
May. More info~call 635.4341 
evenings. 
. ~ . ' * *  
THE RED CROSS IN TER. 
'"  RACE nee~ ~,,bludteers to help 
with their Sick'r00/n Equipment 
Loan Service; Time required: 2
hours weekly. If you' would like 
to have more information 
about this volunteer communi. 
ty service, please contact Carol 
.Glen at 635-2122. 
.k****  
THE KINETrE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth wed. of " 
the mTnth. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kine[tes 0r ,  meedngs  please call 
Gaff at 63~-92~3. 
• ',~KITIMAT!': &"TERRACE 
BLIND .& VISUALLY, IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. -We have 
a white cane dubAnTerrace.. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be.  
happy to welc0me you. 
Located at Women°h Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs- 
day, h30 p.m/ In fo  contact , 
Phyllis 638-0412 Or Felix 
'638-1285; ' ' , - . "  .' ~ . '  
KERMODE's  ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program of fers  
Wednesday.  nite ~ •videos, 
7:30-8 :30  pn~-:- 's l t  ! ' Kermode ~ 
Fr iendship  ;~ >;~::i: ' .Centre. 
,.(d0wnstair~)i: iOpened, to '" 
anyone. Drop;in ifoi', a :coffee" 
Wednesday nlte SHARING ~, 
GROUP.,'8:30-9:30 or I0 pm 
in the,:Centre '(downstairs), 
' Mini workshop style. Topics:, 
S~nfh as self.esteem, anger; cop-" . 
• ins with kid~i, altitud~ and any i 
Suggestions:are welcome. 
~:. The 1"omen Stand~d 
Offers What;s UP asi' a' 
pubI!e s'~rvlee :to ,:. its 
,.k'eaders: and ~those com.  
lmUni~, ..().~an[7.ne0nS: In  
, ~: i tems for  this section i" 
-l'r'~ i:-il fO r non-  p ro f i t  
;-o~ininatl0ns' and :, fo r .  
/hose  evenig In wh ich  1 
• '~,m :Is uo eost to ga in / l  
Sdinis~0u. • ' 
• i:/To" meet 0ur produc. 
f l0n ;:deadlines,. we. ask 
::thit allitems be sdbmit-, 
~','~;i:iby" no0n on the 
::'foliowlu8 week s Issue. 
i. :We 8bo Mk Ihat items be 
:~w~Um ~r be prmea, : 
. . . .  I I II I III 
SEVENTY SiX TROMBONES there may not be, but there will be 180 instrumentalists taking partin this 
year's 25th annual Pacific Northwest Music Festival. And Terrace's own Margot McKeown will be one 
of those seeking to catch the adjudicator's ear. Above, Margot gets in some last minute practice in 
readiness for the big event. Caledonia Lecture Theatre will be the venue for next week's instrumental 
competitions. 
Recalling competitive days 
Over the past 24 years, 
thousands of local youngsters 
have put their musii:al talents to 
the test in the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. 
For many, the memories re- 
main as sharp as ever and to 
mark the event's Silver Anniver- 
sary some of those past com- 
petitors recalled moments from 
previous festivals. 
Carolyn Fassnacht'(or Hagen 
as she was then) still remembers 
her first appearance as a 
somewhat over-eager eight year 
old when her piano polka •earn- 
ed her "that first sweet taste of  
victory." 
However, while that  and 
other triumphs "are :  still 
precious memories," Fassnacht 
has not forgotten her first 
memory block either, " I t  was 
then I realized mybodY had 
something called nerves," she 
says. But, beginning to enjoy 
practising, playing, and perfor- 
ming by then, she  returned 
again and again to the Festival 
• , 10 years in all. 
Although she admits to at one 
time being a tough Competitor 
who tried to "psych out" her 
peers, Fassnacht says she ~ealiz- 
ed in the end winning or losing 
was- less important, than the 
~ SCHOOL MUSIC programs are the training ground for many of 
the participants in the Festival and as such play an imDortant role in 
the event's continued success. Above, teacher Michael Wen puts 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary students through their paces. 
recalls is the year she won both 
here and in the jun!or speech 
arts category at the B.C. 
Festival. In .particular, she 
remembers a comment of the 
of the sacrifices he had to make 
'!to ~ live mY dream." That 
i dream has included performing 
With the Ontario Ballet Theatre 
in: Canada, Germany, France 
skills she acquired in the pro- mid Austria. 
cess. " 'And today I use every :Kape lar  now lives in Paris, 
one," sheadds. ~ . : France where she is a" dance 
_ t,or_ ~onica i~a~lar,, the i~acherand cho~'e0grapher. 
l~estlVal expenence mso playea ; ~ : , , .  
1 h , Lize Cote appeared rune an important roe  in `• e~" later "~ " 
::r. ~ . . . . . .  :,^, : .  ,a~o ...~ times'at he Festival, Competing 
a l | l~ .  ~ lk  ~U| I I I J I ; L |LUg~I | |  I ;P .O .  C~t , l~  ' " - .  , , ~ .' _ : : • • 
to~o oh,, ,~, -b '  . . . . .  ' ' "m .a l l ,  disciplines except for . . . .  , .... r . .a l ls , . . ,  was.that.  ~. .  . . 
last Festival that decided me on,. oance. "But the only discipline 
n,~.,,,~:.,, o ,4 . . . . .  , ,  , 1 really excelled at was s eech 
. . . . . . . .  1 ~_,±,~:,:._..=~.~_, arts, recalls the York Universi- wnue sne-,auml~s, p ursum g ,. , , . , . ,  .~ ,. 
her ch0sei~' ~eei/~,'~"~.~oi:(!::tYS tudent` . -`: ' , -  • 
always ensy; she h~ :no!t~gret~ .! %: Among .the highiights she 
adjudicator at the latter com- 
petition who said of her por- 
trayal of Titania from A Mid- 
summer Night's ,Dream, " I 've 
never seen.Titania done quite 
that way, You played her as i f '  
she were on drugs," 
In her second year majoring 
in theatre, Cote plafis to corn- 
plete her degree, pursue a 
teaching certificate and r,then 
• "take a. stab at the theatrical 
world." : " " .' 
TERRACE - -  The Pacific Nor- 
thwest Music Festival marks 'its 
silver anniversary this year and 
as one of its founding members 
notes, the event has come a long 
way over the past 25 years. 
Marylin Davies (she and An- 
dy Brodie are the only two 
original committee members 
still living in the community) 
recalls that first Festival at- 
tracted approximately 300 en- 
tries from Terrace, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert, lasted just three 
days and had just a singl e ad- 
judicator - -  Phyllis Schuldt - -  
who "did literally everything." 
Comw,~re those figures to the 
almost 4,000 participants from 
communities across the .entire 
northwest who will appear at 
this year's 10 day event and the 
growth in its popularity is ob- 
vious. 
And that .growth, Davies 
points out, had continued 
despite fears at one time that 
decline was inevitable. "We 
didn't have TV 25 years ago," 
she explains. Its arrival had pro- 
mpted forecasts of "doom and 
gloom" that kids would be 
lured away from the Arts. 
Happily, she adds, those 
fears had proved groundless. 
In part, she suggests, the ex- 
istence of the Festival itself is 
responsible for that. "Music by 
its nature can be a very lonely 
art," she explains. However, 
the Fest iva l  o f fers  the 
youngsters an opportunity each 
year to meet with per~rmers  
from elsewhere and find out 
what is happening in other com- 
munities. "It gives then a group 
to be part of,"  she says. 
Those involved in the Festival 
have also taken a keen interest 
in promoting and maintaining 
music programs in local schools 
which in turn produce future 
participants. 
Can it keep growing ? Davies 
• . • ' • . :•  
says there is no reason why  it i 
shouldn't, adding "The max- 
imum would be reached when 
"we ran out of  volunteers." •: 
Emphasizing the value o f  
those volunteers, he says about 
100 individuals will be donating 
their time over the next 10 days 
to carry out the numerous tasks 
associated with puttifig On an 
event of this scale. 
Pointing out some of  those 
volunteers have "do ing this 
forever," she also pays tribute 
to others in the community who 
have lent their supportt  0 the 
event from the very beginning. 
They included businesses that  
had advertised in the Festival 
program each year and in- 
dividuals, organizations and 
businesses who had each spon- 
sored an award for the past 25 
years. 
GRAND FINALE 
The Festival finale takes place 
over two evenings beginning 
Friday, March 16 with the 
scholarship competitions. Fine 
entertainment is promised as the 
top per fo rmers  in each 
discipline - -  as selected by the 
adjudicators - -  vie for one of 
three scholarships. 
Under 12s will be eligible for 
the Terrace Water Polo associa- 
tion award ($250), 13-15 year 
olds will compete for the  
Knights of Columbus scholar- 
ship ($500) and success in the 
senior, 16-25 year old category 
will garner the Northern Drugs • 
scholarship., of. $1,000....~ ......... 
The winners of each Of the 
above and all other awards will 
be announced the following 
night at the Gala Performance 
which will feature a variety o f  
performers from all the dif- 
ferent disciplines in the Festival. 
Advance tickets for both 
evenings will be on sale in the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre lobby 
throughout the 10 day event. 
Fest schedule 
THURSDAY, MARCH 8 
Dance: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 9 
Dance: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 10 
Band: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 11 
Band: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  I p.m. and 7 p.m. 
MONDAY, MARCH 12 
Band: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m. 
Instrumental: Caledonia Lecture Theatre - -  7 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 13 
ORFF classes: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9a.m. and i p.m. 
Speech Arts (Dramatic scenes): R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  7 p.in. 
Instrumental: Caledonia Lecture Theatre - -  1 p.m. and 7 
p.m. 
Senior Piano: Alliance Church - -  1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14 
Speech Arts (Choral speaking): R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m. 
and 1 p.m. 
Vocal: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  7 p.m. 
Instrumental: Caledonia Lecture Theatre --  9 a.m., 1 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. 
Vocal: Knox United Church - -  I p.m. 
Speech Arts: Knox United Church - -  7 p.m. 
Junior Piano: Pentecostal Church - -  9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 
p.m. 
Senior Piano: Alliance Church - -  9 a.m., i p.m. and 7 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 15 
Choir: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
Speech Arts: Knox United Church - -  10 a.m. 
Junior Piano: Pentecostal Church - -  9a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 
p.m. 
Senior Piano: Alliance Church - -  9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 16 
Choir: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  9 a.m. 
Speech Arts: Knox United Church - -  10 a.m. 
Junior Piano: Pentecostal Church - -  9 a.m. and ! p.m. 
Senior Piano: Alliance Church - -  9 a.m. 
Scholarship competitions: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 17 
• Gala Performance: R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  8 p.m. 
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Super ,  natura l  ' career  
" ~.i i • ". . ". ' ' "" "" i" ~ i: " !" i . .  ~ 
10 student was not aware of the . . . .  ouid see the htghest increase rise and our stats how B C wall 
size or diversity of jobs in 
tourism, he said the 55 minute 
presentation was intended to 
rectify that and give them a 
clear idea of the number of 
available opportunities. 
.Ashford said a pilot project 
carried out last year in 45 Lower 
Mainland schools had already 
shown promising results. While 
those ' teaching 
Malcolm Ashford 
tourism/hospital i ty "caree~: 
preparation courses had in the 
past complained they attracted 
"non-academic students that 
didn't fit into anything else," 
that was changing. 
He cited the case of a Van- 
couver.school where t,he presen- 
tations were followed by an 
"almost immediate and en-  
this year of any other industw 
across the country," ha'added. 
He also predicted that trend 
would continue as a result o f  
another initiative the industry 
was now pursuing - -  the 
establishment of natimtcJ job 
standards and certificatio~L 
"This is something we as an in- 
dustry have never done 
before," he said. 
continue to lead the country." 
Ashford said the'Pacific Rim 
Institute of Tourism .is a non- 
profit society Which receives ap- 
proximately 90 per cent of its 
funding fr0m the provincial 
government with the remainder 
coming from the industry itself. 
N 
On 
parade 
EAGER BEAVERS. Scout- 
Guide Week wound up 
with a "torchlight" parade 
down Lakelse Ave. to a 
joint cam pfire session. At 
right, Kyle Stinson and 
Steven Elkiw of First Ter- 
race Beavers passed the 
time while waiting for the 
parade to start by using 
their flashlights to make 
horror-film faces. 
PATHWAYS 
". ' MUSIC .'!,i.i' 
6 week Coursefor 4 1 6yrl OId  
' APRIL3 TOMAY 10 
This weekly course gives your child theadvantage of iia~. 
Ing a very positive first musical expedence which sets the 
tone for a lifetime of musical enjoyment. -., 
• Inl~u~km to keyboard , :~ ,, 
• • Itslf ~ I~ ln l~ ml  I1~1 , ,  • .t~N~mit . - .. : 
• " • IRland kW aw~nm " " ~ 
• fn - tm. ;  0.~0¢~10~, ~ .; .~: 
Cost 878.00 ' 
Registration Saturday. March 10, 1990 at 10:30 &m. 
N0 keyboard necessary. , ~ 
Leads naturally Into the Yamaha Junior Music. 
Coorse. 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF *• 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308-4722 Lakelae Ave. 638-1183 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY ~ :~, : 
BOX .~87, 
V8G 4B5 .... " "" 
Do you have some spare time? 
Would  you l ike to he lp  make your  commmuni ty  
sa fer  p lace  to l i ve? .  
Ksan House Society is looking for 
. ~. t~ : 
VOLUNTEERS 
to work for the Terrace Sexual Assault Centre and the Terrace Transition*~ 
House. 
: i 
Here are some ways you can help: " =' ' 
- -  Court Accompaniment - -  Crisis Intervention" i '!iiii~:i  
- -  Fund' Raising - -  Office Work .. , .""~,~:;~..~i 
- -  Public Education --  Child Care ~: 
¢ 
FOR MORE INFOMATION CALL: . . . . .  ' 
635-4042 or 635-2373 or 635-6447 
~ J ~ , ~ , ; . ~  ~a:  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  - " , _  C,  ,,,.-':: ,~ * : .  , , . , . . ,  ~ .  
Hitting the road - -  ' f~~.  HOT SPRINGS ! 
a n d  .by Moon ~" |l ' ~  RESORT~ILTD I 
P°r°' I 
to Yvonne FUN- FUN- FUN,dI  
Best ofyou I S,,.es..oo,s fo Ii 
and safe Barb LeRoss is leaving Pierre Years) and Peter and Rind Car- every Monday, • ~ : - 
at 'h°me t° l°°k after the v° (45 years)" ' [i 2 fOr1 '  1Frieda Diesing is off to Seat- children while she heads for After the mass, they all an- bring a friend. 
tie for a couple of days where New Zealand to visit family joyed coffee, punch and sweets ;i' 
she will be participating in an there and Australia to see her served by the 'parish council 
art sh°w at the Sn°w G°°se sister" HapPy h°liday' Barb' s°cial c°mmittee' Much health ~ ~  ~ ~ t  ~ 
gallery. Frieda has entered two , , , ,  ~ and happiness to all of them. 
pieces - a whole mask and a An anniversary mass was held * * * * * 
wolf head-dress, at Sacred Heart Parish on the This week's column ends on a 1 
On the way back she will evening of Feb. 27. The six sadder note. My blessings go 
spend some time visiting friends couples who renewed their vows out to John Chen Wing and 
and relatives in Vancouver. 
* * ,k  "A" "A" 
A Happy Birthday to Eileen 
Frank for March 1. Many years 
of good health to you. 
**** 'k  
Thornhill: 
were: Manuel and Marie Pereira 
(35 years), Herman and Sherri 
Onstein (24 years), Momma and 
Poppa Raposo (29 years), Jim 
and Josephine Allan (35 years), 
Manuel and Angola Dias (27 
family on the loss of his dear I I 
wife Alice. •Alice was a . cA,, 798-221 4 1 registered' nurse at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and sister of m After 4:30 p.m. all pools [] 
J o y ce K rause and Lou i and slides a re2for l .  1 
Keenleyside. [] [] 
m l m m m m  m m m m  m m 
i .  
People behind the name 
there she met and married Tom. The couple then 
moved up to the Skeena Valley in about 1892, 
building their log. cabin off what is now 
Queensway, half way between the two bridges. 
Their waterfront was a stopping point for the old 
riverboats before pushing on up the canyon. 
A bronchitis tifferer, Tom was not 'a robust 
man and it was Eliza who hunted for meat and ran 
a trapline taking in what the oldtimers called Eliza 
Creek. The trapline' ran up the Old Lakelse Lake 
Road into the Jackpine Flats area .and the furs 
were shipped to the Cunningham Store in Port 
Essington. 
It was while out trapping in 1907 that Eliza died 
of a heart attack. Tom died in hospital in Prince 
Rupert hree years later. 
After the presentation, .which was much en- 
joyed by the students (many of their families were 
amongst the early pioneers), the Franks presented 
the school with a photo •of Tom Thornhilland a
written reeot:d of his history,' .' . 
By Yvonne Moan 
• As part of Heritage Week, students at Thornhill 
Elementary school students had an opportunity o 
learn about the the couple for whom their school 
and community is named. 
Floyd Frank and wife Eileen spent an hour at 
the school telling the story of Tom, the first non- 
native settler the first non-nati~;e s ttlers between 
tidewater and the Big Kitselas canyon, and his 
wife Eliza. 
Thornhill Creek was the first landmark to be 
named after the pioneer, followed by Thornhill 
Mountain and eventually the district itself. 
The couple lived on the south shore of the 
Skeena at the mouth of the little canyon. Early 
pioneers, prospectors and adventurers like Henry 
Frank and George Little fotind their wa~ to thelit- 
tie house surrounded by flowers. 
" Born in England in 1855, Tom and his parents 
came to Victoria three years later. Tom took up 
the trade of.blacksmith and established himself in 
the Fraser Valley. 
Eliza was a member of the house of chiefs of the 
OPPORTUNITIES Be! 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
RFP #1080.20/TER . . . . . . . .  
• , • . .~  ; - ' (~ '~ '~ 
The Crown in the Right. of the Province of British Columbia, as, _ ."~, " 
"represented by the Minister of Government Management. ge~ices: ~ii~'i*/ 
and Minister.Responsible for Wornen s Programsinvites sealed .-i,/~ i.i/,,ii.(;.. 
proposals for the provision of a courier service for the.genera~l l .. i~.i-.~ -....-. 
area of Terrace, B.C. Requests for proposals may be oi~tained~ :, ~.~i::~ !,,.~.~. 
from the following Government office on March 9, 199& :+~ : .~, ( " 
Ministry of Regional and Economic Deve|opment - • .,~ 
Government Agent .... :~ ~ 
101 - 3220Eby Street " " " ~i. ~ /~~:.~;~; 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5K8 " ,' • : ,.: ..... : ~-,'~::~~-,~ 
Interior and #ortllern ~ 
4570 Cenatla Way 
Burnaby, British Columbia V~ 4W 
Kitselas andsister of the famous riverman Waiter Floyd and EHeen Frank would/ike to see, a cairn 
Wright (like many Tsimshian at the time, he used erected in the vicinity of the old Thornhill home in 
to travel by dugout.canoe down the rugged B.C. memory of.the.couple. If any group in Thornhill is . . 
Coastline). i i / .  :/:.: i : interested in: supporting the idea or helping ito/ • The outside 
sheused towork at the ~ort Essingtonfish can., organized' fund raising drive f0rsuch,a me/ti0rial;~ ~: ,, 
nery and then, when i '~e i i~on was over, head ~ the Franks ~iWolild :like ,to:iiear ~from :them..~The~ i- "Proposal f~ 
southi:to the F r~a l /~m pick hops, It was can be reached~at 635.2305. ~.!,~i •: :; :~: :i:~: ::~:.:!/:/:: . " 
' ,~:~ :: ,i:i~ •I ~i • !~ :'~ {/i! i, i: :ii{!/:: •' ~ ~, 
vive 
d' fence ,tffe . . . . . .  
MULTICOLTIJRAL :WEEK 
cel~.bYations in local 
Schools included a special 
assembly at  Parkside 
Elementary. At right, 
students wearing ethnic 
dress of many nations are 
seen in front :of a huge 
banner showing the flags 
of their mother countries. 
Final event of the week 
was ,:the multicultural 
society's pot luck supper 
where Aaron Parhar, 6, 
was caught (below) taking 
a peekat one .of the 
• dishes. 
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During the entire month of 
March we will be featuring 
delicious Mexican luncheon 
specials. 
Monday - Friday 
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
"Shirley" is 
a must-see! 
~ 11 ! '~ ' t : : :~E  a 4620 Lakelse Ave. 638-8141 
The heroine of Lewis Gilbert's 
new film, Shirley ValengneIt is a 
42.year.old Liverpool housewife 
who wonders what has become of 
her life. Her kids are practically 
grown (if not mature) and have left 
home. Her once passionate hus- 
band takes her for granted. Her ex- 
istence seems to be a treadmill of 
cooking, cleaning, shopping and - 
whoops - talking to the wall of her 
kitchen. 
It's not that Shirley is going nuts 
- chatting with a wall gives her 
comfort. So does an occasional 
glass of wine before Joe gets home 
from work and begins demanding 
steak and chips because it's Thurs- 
day and, to quote Shirley: "Moses 
declared that on Thursday thou 
shalt give thy fells steak." Shirley 
wishes she could recaoture the 
carefree life she led when she was 
single. But what's she going to rJo? 
As she puts it: "Marriage is like the 
Middle East - there's no solution." 
How Shirley finds the solution is 
what this light but occasionally 
touching comedy is all about. 
Willy Russell, best known in 
America for Eduealing Bit& wrote 
it and, as with that earlier work 
(which was also directed by 
Gilbert), he is concerned with a 
warm, likable woman who is 
scarcely a feminist, yet longs to 
participate more in life. Rita did it 
through learning about literature. 
Shirley goes to Greece ('Td like to 
drink a glass of wine in the country 
where the grape is grown."), has a 
fling with a fisherman, takes a job 
waitressing at a seaside cafe.and 
talks to a rock that has replaced 
her beloved wall. 
i •• 
• / 
4H to p 
:§pea ers 
By' LINDSAY BAILEY 
On Saturday, February 17, 
the Shamrock 4-H Club Public 
Speaking was held at the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. 
The three judges were Miss 
Scott and Mr. Turtletaub, 
teachers from Skeena Jr. Secon- 
dary and Mr. Haynes, the 
Grade 7 teacher from Uplands 
Elementary. 
Out of the nine juniors; the 
three top speakers were Kirsten 
Muller in:third place, Brandy 
Rafuse in second and Lindsay 
Bailey in first. The three seniors 
were placed as Quinton Rafuse 
in third, Trevor Muller in se- 
cond and Marty Eisner in first. 
On Saturday, February 24, 
Lindsay Bailey and Kirsten 
Muller represented the 
Shamrock 4-H juniors in the 
District 4-H Public Speaking 
with Trevor Mfiller and Marty 
Eisner competing in the seniors 
division. : ,  
• The placings in the juniors 
were as follows' Amy Henzei 
from Boots 'n' Saddles in se- 
c0nd and Lindsay Bailey from 
the Shamrock 4-H in first. 
In. the seniors, Marty Eisner 
from Shamrock ~H came in 
third, Annyhs Klinger from 
Boots 'n' Saddles in second and 
Angela' Henzel also from Boots ~ 
It , n Saddles in first place, 
Thethree judges were Erica 
Tycho,' Dr. Lepp and Neal 
 TRAVEL  
' 
Welcome to the land of the ris- 
ing sun. 
Japan covers approximately 
145,766 square miles. It has a 
population of 117,360,000. 
The capital of Japan is Tokyo 
which has a population of 
11,608,000. 
Japan is stunning and 
special. It has the power and 
influence of a continent, yet is 
'a string of offshore islands. It 
can display the most neon-lit, 
skyscrapered, and expressway- 
lined face, yet find its inspira: 
tion in the quiet beauty of a 
small, formal rock garden. I t  
can run its trains at lightning 
speed, yet spend hours on a 
small conversational courtesy. 
Perhaps you could call the 
Japanese the professionals in 
their own tradition. A picture, 
a play, a garden, a meal, even 
a judo match, all aim at 
graceful perfection, sym- 
metry, or formal movement. 
But'they will tackle an alien 
tradition with equal profes. ~ 
sionalism. 
Japanese food, an endless 
combination of simple ingre- 
dients served in dishes of all 
colours and shapes, iss delight 
for the eye as well as the 
palate. Preparation •time is 
usually short, the flavour 
deriving from the deft use of 
vinegar," soy sauce, 
horseradish sauce, and other 
quick acting condiments. 
Many dishes in fact are 
prepared for you right at your 
table. 
Sake is the' only typically 
Japanese drink. It is served 
hot as an apertif, or it can take 
the place of white wine. But 
note that two small bottles, 
called choshi, are more than 
enoughto complement a meal 
and rift your spirits to a pru- 
dent cruising.altitude. 
You are sure to enjoy a 
Vacation among some of the 
friendliest, most polite people 
you will ever meet. 
~ PRINCESS CRUISES 
SPECIAl. FOR B.C; RESIDENTS ONI.Y! 
Star Pdncess - 7 day Alaska Cruise 
. June 16 , !990  
I Bailey, Annyha Kilnger and . . . .  Angels  HenZel  wi l l .  travel to  8keilllli Mall 
BUrns Lake to compete in the 6 
Regtonal4-H PublicSpeaking, , : ~ 35"6!61 
g A. i 
mnishings Ltd. 
NOW AT 
SKEENA MALL 
UNTIL SATURDAY; MARCH 10 
f Antique and Reproduction 
ze sculptures and works of art 
. ~ & hs~,  __  
I i , . ' ; . " ; " 
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Challenge abounds in B alt Hollow 
It's only a small bend in the 
river covering an area not much 
bigger than a child's bedroom. 
There is a long log lying across 
the bottom of it and a larger one 
just downstream. The backdrop 
is alder, then broadleafed devils 
• club and behind them stands a 
grove of  old-growth spruce and 
cedar. The current pushes trout 
food into it and, not surprising- 
ly,: thespot holds cutthroats in 
all but the lowest water, and 
sometimes even then. 
The first time I fished there 
was the wrong time -- midday 
when the hot sun had chased the 
trout o the bottom of the shady 
depressions lying under the 
logs. On ly  a brash steelhead 
smolt smashed the fly, fighting 
out of all proportion to its size 
before throwing the hook. 
Over time, though, I learned 
to fish the bend. I learned those 
curs  would no longer accept 
minnows in June, and I learned 
too that not just any bug would 
bring them to the top. Most im- 
portantly, I found the evening 
rise of trout coincided neatly 
with the frantic upstream 
migration of a tan-coloured lit- 
tle sedge whose latin name was 
Cuematopsyche Gracillus. 
My imitations of these abun- 
dant creatures wentthrough 
several instars until an un- 
pretentious approximation 
emerged. •It was shorn of all 
superfluity. I knew it would be 
good even before it left the vise. 
And it was, but only when the 
adult sedges were the main 
course; when the fish ~vere after 
the mercurial pupae, my sedge 
was a leper. 
With the help of books on en- 
tymology, I licked that problem 
too. As it turned out,  old 
Cuematopsyche Gracilins was 
tan when on the wing but dark 
Rob Brow ": ! 
brown when in his underwater 
or nymphal form. I rolled up 
more adults, but on heavier 
hooks and in brown this time, 
then trimmed them so they- 
might more easily penetrate he 
surface. 
While I was crafting the cor- 
alongside logs and in riffles with 
a miniature muddler minnow. 
Only when the light begins to 
die and.the sedges are on the 
wing, do I wade slowly into 
position. 
Once there, rod under arm. 
rect fly, I was also learning the fly pinched between my thumb 
correct approacfi. Now I arrive ' and forefinger, with 20 feet of 
at the i'iver an hour after dinner, line plus nine feet of leader trail- 
leaving the summer days to ing in a downstream arc and 10 
fro l ick ing families and more feet of double taper coiled 
sunseekers. Even then I ignore in my left hand, I wait. A flicker 
the bend, preferring to prospect 'makes a. nervous foray over the 
water and grabs an errant 
stonefly. Bats, a whole family 
of them, stream from the 
darkness of the forest and begin 
hunting. 
The rises start, sporadically at 
first; then they assume aregular 
rhythm. The rings nearest he 
log look the most promising. 
After a false cast, I shoot the 
line toward them. 
The fly alights. I twitch it. It 
disappears in a splash. The fish 
is a good one; the pull of the 
curreqt magnifies its size. I'm 
forced to work him carefully or 
the tippet might give. The pro- 
spect of typing another f ly in 
• the half light is not pleasant. 
Finally the net is under him. He 
is as large as the handle of my 
rod. 
I find a few more fine fish in- 
cluding a particularly nice, 
heavily spotted specimen that 
makes the little Hardy Perfect 
buzz wildly. 
The rises continue, but it's 
too dark now, and i t  will be 
even darker on the trail~through 
the bush past the bears. I've no 
flashlight, so I hook the fly to 
the keeper and leave. 
Not long ago, after a meeting 
on fish and f isheries in 
Smithers, some~,prominent 
members of the •north coast 
sportfishing community met in 
the pub. The conversation 
naturally turned to angling. We 
talked of the hard fighting rain. 
bows of the Babine and of those 
on other inland streams. When I
spoke up for my coastal cut- 
throat, a biologist, in one broad 
anthropomorphic sweep pro- 
nounces them easy to catch -- 
gullible. 
One day, when he tires of the 
pursuit of large numbers of big 
fish, I hope to introduce him to 
the residents of Bat Hollow. 
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-SPORTSCOPE- 
Ice men 
ski, bike 
TERRACE - -  A Terrace 
team out-skied and out-biked 
the competition Feb. 18 at 
Smithers' Ice Man winter 
triathlon. 
Mike Christensen clocked 
the fastest eam biking time 
of 41:30 on the mountain 
bike Course at Hudson Bay 
Mountain. 
Teammate Tony Falcao 
flew across the finish fine 
with the • fastest overall time 
of 8:54 in the super gian~ 
Slalom section of the race, 
while Smithers skier Carl 
Lutz rounded out the team 
with a winning time of 22:28 
in the cross-country section. 
Their combined time was 
72:30, good enough to come 
out on top of the four team~ 
competing. 
Bowlers 
seventh 
The zone bowling team 
placed seventh overall in the 
province at last month's B.C 
Winter Games. 
The Feb. 14-17 games were 
held in Penticton. 
The northwest team in- 
eluded Terrace bowlers 
Dal las  P revost ,  Lisa 
Haugland, Linda Larson 
Lorna Burkett, and Debbi, 
Lebeau. 
18 holes 
distant 
TERRACE - -  Any move to 
expand the Skeena Valley 
golf club's nine-hole course 
to 18 holes is a long way off, 
the club's president said last 
week. 
Jim Holland said a club 
members met last month and 
gave the executive approval 
to check out the idea. 
"We've got the go-ahead 
from the membership to go 
and look at it," he said. 
Club officials spoke to the 
owner of the adjoining pro- 
perty - -  which is being con- 
sidered for the expansion -- 
but the price given was out of 
reach of the club, he said. 
Holland said the club will 
continue looking at the land, 
and may eventually call in 
professionals to determine if 
the property could house the 
additional nine holes. 
If the property was pur. 
chased, landscaping and put- 
ting the holes in could cost 
more than $1 million. 
As far as this season goes, 
the club is aiming to have the 
course open by April 15, he 
added, 
[ • 
Hendry leads SFU to first title 
, - b ,  
Meet th 
Rocket 
THE MONTREAL OLD PROS were a guaranteed crowd-pleaser at the Ter- 
race arena Friday night, From the antics of a black-Stetsoned Eddy Shack to 
e to the goal-scoring prowess of hockey hero Frank Mahovlich it was a night to 
remember. And referee Maurice "Rocket" Richard (above) eventually 
cracked down on Jean-Guy Talbot - who made his presence felt from the 
bench with a nine-foot long Stick, A tru~ thriller for young and old. 
Sharpies returns to minors 
TERRACE --  Jeff Sharpies 
bounced back .down to the 
minor leagues last week as 
quickly as he was brought up to 
back up the Edmonton Oilers 
defensive line. 
The Oilers recalled Sharpies 
from their farm team two weeks As it • turned out that never 
ago after Edmonton ,  happened. 
defenceman Randy Gregg was 
injured, an Oiler official said. 
• Sharpies would be on hand to 
play if another defenceman was 
injured. 
Badminton playoffs 
TERRACE-  Caledonia's 
senior badminton team is look- 
ing strong and tough to beat as 
• provincial playoffs approach. 
The Terrace team knocked 
off the competition in every 
division they played in at a re- 
cent play day in Houston, ac- 
cording to badminton coach 
and Saturday at Caledonia, 
Thornhill J r .  Secondary, and 
Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
,Assuming we win the zones: 
then we go to the provincial 
championships in Kamloops on 
the 28th," Cooper •said. 
Last year's team finished se- 
cond in the provincials ..2 
He travelled with the team to 
games in Calgary Feb. 25 and 
Los Angeles Feb. 28. But 
Sharpies did not dress or play in 
either game. 
He was sent back to Edmon- 
ton's farm team --  the Cape 
Breton Oilers - -  last Thursday. 
A shoulder separation sidelin- 
ed the 22-year-old Terrace 
defenceman earlier this season 
after the Detroit Red Wings sent 
him back down to the minors. 
Then Sharpies was swapped 
to Edmonton as part cf a six- 
player trade last November. 
That deal brought J immy Car. 
'Player-of-the-year' 
TERRACE --  Michelle was 
magnificent. 
With another 30-point per- 
formance, Terrace's Michelle 
Hendry led the Simon Fraser 
University Clan •women's 
basketball team to their first- 
ever district championship title 
Friday night. 
The 68-62 victory over the 
Western Washington Vikings 
ranked sixth in the nation--: 
sealed the best-of-three cham- 
pionship for the SFU. The two- 
game win was the final touch in 
a week that saw Hendry named 
player-of-the-year for the se- 
cond time in District One of the 
National Association of Inter- 
collegiate Athletics (NAIA). 
It also put the Clanswomen 
only one more win away from 
the NAIA's U.S. national tour- 
nament in Jackson, Tennessee. 
The week began with 
Hendry's 21-point game high 
that sparked 'SFU to take out 
Western Washington 72-56 on 
their home court in the ,first 
game of the championship 
series. The loss ended the Vik- 
ings' 28-game home floor winn- 
ing streak that"s been 
unblemished since the 1988 
playoffs. 
That put the Clan in position 
to pull off the biggest coup in 
the Burnaby university's history 
Michelle.Hendry 
and go on in NAIA playoffs. 
The next call to action for 
Hendry will be tomorrow night, 
when the Clan takes on the 
District Two champions - -  
either Pacific University or 
Western Oregon State College. 
A victory there will put the 
team into the 16-team NAIA 
national championships in Ten- 
nessee, Mar. 12-16. 
Hendry has averaged nearly 
23 points per game throughout 
the regular season, and recently 
scored 42 points to set a new 
SFU single-game scoiifig 
record. 
Atoms upset 
Kitimat 
TERRACE-  Terrace's 
atom rep hockey team has 
pulled off an upset victory to 
win the Tri-City Minor 
,Hockey League champion- 
ship and turn a new page in 
the history books. 
They were facing Kitimat 
- -  who haven't relinquished 
the title for several years. 
The tough team was again• 
heavily favoured to win this 
year, after outpacing Terrace 
2-1 in the win column. 
That all changed two 
weekends ago when the local 
atoms took on Kitimat and 
won the best-of-three final 
two straight. 
Incredible Terrace defence 
and goaltehding - -  courtesy 
4-2 in the second game. :. 
Game one saw Terrace:: 
jump out to a 2-0 lead on 
goals by Kelsey Hidber and 
David Kozier. Kitimat came 
back with their only goal of 
the hockey game to make it 
close. 
The playoff-calibre p lay  
continued until the third! 
period --  when Terrace's 
Marcel Page broke the 
deadlock with a goal that: 
seemed to demoralize' the: 
Kitimat team. That set the 
stage for Kozier to come 
back with two more, goals~ 
later in the period and secure 
the victory. 
Game two was a replay of 
the first that left ~ a quiet 
son home to Detroit, along with of goalie Jason Nosek and Kitimat crowd stunned at 
Robert Cooper. ~ Caledonia's strongest finish centre Kevin McClelland and a defenceman Dav id  what,had happened.'An0ther 
That was two weekend9 ago, ever - and Cooper says that fu tn~e r draft:pick. Sharpies was Bretherick-,: frustrated the defensive contest, he':victory 
and this past weekend they were :: team's'/c0reof powerful players ' ' one of four players Edmonton , Kitimat' offence, who were rested with Nosek ,:aild 
to face Prihce Rupert~ op- ~eturned thisyear. He predicted picked up, including Petr held to three goals in the  Bretherick, who kept  the  
ponents in another play day. : they Willmake Terrace's enioi: Klima/ ' .The s, mreJ were 3-1 for. and Kozier, who heii~gi Ptit~i:: Now it's time for the :real ii!badmint0n team a fOrce t0bel  "i Sharpies is i fully recovered final series, puck out of the TemPe net, i: 
th ing ,w i th  zone finals runn.~:i~/reckoned~vith onceagain. :/,,i.,i. from.-ithe injuryand could:be Terracemrtheflrstgame, and it in the Kitimat end..:~i:.. ,.~:./i 
ing this weekend in TerraCe. i~ ~ '!This year I think::we'ie~go'.ii,i: reealledagain if the Oilers find - ; • ?~,:•~ , i:~ 
Games will be run all day Frlday~ 'ing t6be~top.eight any~vayi",~: : ' * themsplvessh0rt ondefence, [ . . . . .  , ~ ~ . . . . .  
j " . . . J °  
,. , , .  . 
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. . . . . .  " Provincials Wro g :B:C, Jumor n 
uebacks date I `  " ~ 
Walker, Lisa Gardiner, Daniel 
MacCormac, Dylan MacCor- 
mac, Dave Vanderlee, Tori 
Mackenzie and Denise 
Vanderlee.- 
The Terrace swimmers turned 
in fantastic performances,, pick- 
ing up numerous medals. 
Sonya Sheppard won gold in 
the 200-metre individual medley 
and the 50-metre backstroke. 
.Joelle Walker came,up with 
gold in the 200-metre freestyle 
and the 200-metre backstroke. 
And more ~;old went to Tori 
Mackenzie in the 50- and 
200-metre backstroke. 
Many of the times were at the 
B.C. age group qualifying stan- 
dard. 
A silver medal went to Joelle 
Walker in the 100-metre 
backstroke and bronze to Sonya 
Sheppard in'the. 100-metre but- 
terfly. 
Most of the swimmers made 
it into the evening• finals, scor- 
ing team. points, and all swam 
exceptionally well. 
In aggregate totals, Joelle 
Walker was-ranked second 
overall in: her age category 
(11-12) attd Sonya Sheppard 
was third in hers 
(10-and-under). 
Bluebacks are now lo6king 
ahead to the Mar. 15-17 B.C. 
Championships, and are train- 
ing hard for that important 
meet. After that,, the team will 
have 10 days off before the start 
of the summer Long Course 
season• 
WINNING SWIMMERS Joelle Walker, Tori Mackenzie and Sonya 
Sheppard check out their winnings at the B.C. Junior Swim Chain- 
TERRACE - -  The date for the,:. 
Terrace. Rod and Gun Club wild :: . .. i 
game banquet zs March24; not ,  :. ...~, 
March 25 as stated in a FeK281 ..i ::; 
stow• 
• ~ 
k2 
: . . . . . .  Contributed 
Ten Terrace Blueback swim- 
mers-made the trip to the B.C. 
Juni6r Provincial Champion- 
,hip meet in Prince George Feb. 
~23225, ~They joined .about 20 
~0ther Swimmers from Prince 
~'iRupertland Kitimat to form a 
• ~0i:thwest team that called itself 
he". Points" North Swim Club." 
-~G,The.,team took on 15 other 
~-~ieams:,.from around the pro- 
"~vince.: The swimmers were aim- 
- !:ing:for better performances and 
r' ~hieving: qualifying standards 
: b~iLlla~B:C, age group chain- 
., dOnships; 
: Bluebacks representing Ter- 
~race on the northwest eam 
.!were:.Sonya Sheppard, Vince 
Gair, C]int Sheppard, Joe]le 
A new spirit i 
A national program to  encourage  l~wr~ 
and valuntecring 
pionships. 
R USINESS DIRECTORV 
? :  
:;? 
~ '~,% i -~ . 
BUsINEss OF THE wEEK 
i , .  
RA!  COAST CLEA I . G 5E .V!CES 
Professional Ch imney Sweeps  
• WOODSTOVES, FIREPLACES, CHIMNEYS 
• FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS 
We use the finest brushes and dust control vacuum for a 
clean chimney and clean house. 
- t  -", 
For a THOROUGH, DUST FREE •sweep 
, .,. :... :~, at the RIGHT price, call ,~,.~,:. 
" 638 8854 lUl .-{ 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
,," Windsh ie lds  
,,, Glass Medic  Repai rs  
v, I.C.B.C. c la ims 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 min Passports Limited Edition Pints 
• Dry Mounting Laminating 
Jon'~ Photo Cr~ch~ 
4609 Laks lse  Avenue 
Terrace 63S-8 l l l  
i7! 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS --  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
: j ~ E ~ O 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS J 
JIM NEID 
(604] 635- 3478 
4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. VgG 3Y8 
let's talk 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• Mountain top repeaters 
• Satelllta Sales & Service 
• ~J~l OIL.AN I ~  d"u(6r- - 
Northland ,.ego2 Pohle Avenue 
Communications sae-o2sl 
Auto  Te l .  
638-9167 
WESTERN SCALES 
Fax. 
524-5703 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 K'aien Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert. B.C., VSJ 2X2 
% - 
~-: ~ ;,:. . 
R~I~( COAST cLEA..~I~ G SE~VI~_S 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. 
,,," P.O. Box 751 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFRCE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
638-8854 Terrace, B:C. 
TIRED OF RENTING? 
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES? 
*39.95=   
We'll clean two root;Is it hall "YES" I have upholstery al~clala 
k~ "ANYSlZE ' ' '  "ASK ME" ' 
FOR REFERENCES CALL: • 
!ilfNORTHERN CARPET &UPHOLSTERY CLEANING ' 
~ 635 -:3944 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
F:- J T  ERRACE STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematoflurn 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
ero.=' ¢'q" 24 HOUR [A 
& monumentl Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smithers 4e'- "JEp..~JAAA Funeral Serv;ce 
& Fdnce Rupert Vk~dP 'r-BIPmlPmlP P,~.,~ociatmn 
i i 
NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
TANKS'- PIPE & FITTINGS - PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising .Consultants today! 
~ TERRACE STANDAR~ 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, 638-SAVE 
~ t 
,il 
t 
t 
i 
nU@ . . .'%q . . . s , . . , .  
TRANSPoRTA TION 
--SYSTEMS. LTD~ 
Dai ly f re ight  serv ice  ex  Vancouver .  
_ TEL:(6,04)635-2728 " . . ~i . 
I 
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.:~: .C ARPORi';!:":Ie'o Xl t.o! K ' " -~;~ LIJ ~ ue~ 12-0. X I t-O 
3,52 9"0XIt-0 3657 X3352 
LR 
IS-0X 13-t0 
/.572XtZ 16 
CRAWl. SPACE " .::. I ,~JO'~:BASEMENT 
i O Imo .n4 m R u ~=-=,  ma - m ~  ~ = = ='=-='~ SINCE ~955 TRA NSPOR TA T/ON -~S YS TEMS L TD.~- 
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LiFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT Member of TERRACE 
Unltsd Van Unes 
632-2544 635-2728 
~UNI?ED or  635-7102 272 - 3 rd  St reet  "/UNITED 
Kit imat v,,...•. 31 t 1 Black, bum 
Ter race .  
• Design No. 
FLOOR AREA:  1092~/101.4  M = 
WIDTH:  56 ' -0" /17068 mm 
DEPTH: 26 ' -0" /7924 mm 
compact charmer offers many fine This 
features in an economical family home. The 
excellent traffic pattern and good zoning of liv- 
ing areas will provide years of pleasant living. 
Long sight-lines make this house seem much 
larger than it is. 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
(::ENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C. 
635-6273 
COMMERCIAL PLUS 
Large well developed property on almost an acre ' 
or land. 5,400 sq. ft. of btdflng with overhead 
crane, security system, and many reaturea 
which make it adaptable to vadous t)us~ouss 
ventures. Great Iouat~on for askln 0 price of 
6299,500 MLS. 
MATCH MAKER 
You ~ve a Ixaller, need a lot? I have a lot. 
Ready to move on with ,?,optic Installed A 00o~' 
match or Stt,600 (890t82) MLS. Oronda, . 
GREAT FAMILY HOME . 
Park.area deflection. F~esldy decorated, authen. 
tlo split enb 7. Fireside cheer, parquet floors, 5 
I~q/1.4 ~e, 1,3 Pen, ensuite baths, PLUS 'N~" 
schouls - shop "Finished basement. $94 500 
Gor~on Hamilton 635,9537. Lakelse ReaJly, 
638.0268. 
(e90088) MLS. Brenda Erlcks~ 638-1721. Realty 638.0268. - - -- 638-0268." . . . . . . . . . .  ' (900004) MLS, Gordon t~tltou 635:9537~-- 
:: i~: : ::: : ' :  : :  ~ :  : ;;: You will reallyDEJcROonoy OvingCRESCENTIn this quality quiet i l ' | i ~  ~ ~: : :/~'!: "q~.'~!:~';;]~ :  ::i ';~i":~':!:! ' : :~  : , '  
• location with top qua~ny homes. This lot backs ~ ~ 1 "  :~: ; ~,  h/,,,:~ill 
onto the green belt. A super boy at o~/ 
$32,500. 
PARKS;DE 
8uildlng lot, downtown location. Usted at ;;!~ 
$15,000(88tOO) EXCLUSIVE. i '~  ' :  : ;: " i :~:. :::::~ ~,~,.;,:.. 
BUDEET.ABIUTYI OISI~NCTIVLEY ~LED 
• iWOODLAHO RETREAT Very secluded cad&" Roeawsnd RBSUC homo Chea~yllmplacoenhencest~sknock.ouLWond Down.borne Idtchen brightens thlscooperdal2 
Etegantcel~ty bave. 2 storey Conternpma~y with ou.sffe sb'eam. Needs flrdshlop, careb~ spinenby.Citcu~ddve,~lroevtewdeck, PLUS storey. Woudb~nth 0 stove, parHagy finished 
on 66,35 acres. Wam~ hearth, s~nnd glass, altad on 10.52 acres, mountain views. Wood. "Gas heat "Re(: ro~n. White limestone basement. "~vea wzter, h~sea OK, 
n~nby Idtchen, i'l'A~o pi= furnace Bay i~mfng stove, iat0e bees, well water, wintedz, nrepface~ near Upland School. $68,500 facSlSes, 4 OR/2 baths, A genuine valoe pdoud 
stor'ope recelvou renthJ I~oma. $114,500 ed, 1 CR/~h baths. O~let rural acreaOe, (900032) MLS, Ven',e Ferousea 635.3389. at S65,900 (89023) C~I Brenda for details 
(890184) MLS. Brenda Erickson 6384 72t. $26,000 (890092) MLS B,'enda 638.1721. Lakelea Realty 638.0268, 638.1721. 
~ ........... 
,~~i :~ i~ 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
]J 
Brenda Erickson 
638.1721 
Jackie Collier 
635.2677 
Gordon Hamilton 
635-9537 
THORNHEIGHTS LOT 
Ready to I~lld? Choice lot on BaLsam cleared 
and level 75'x117' for $14,000, ~ B~nda to 
make an offer. MLS. 
READY TO BUILD? 
Your rnint-ealate could start with this. Just 
under an acre ci~;~ te town for $36,000. Call 
6mnda at 638-t 721, MLS. 
that. over, 1,000,000 
Canadians have diabetes? 
For more information, 
content your local Branch of the Canadian 
Diabetes Association or the National 01lice, 
78 Bond Street, Toronto, 0nfario M5B 2J8. 
Db1~'t~ ¢'zn.zdlcnn<. 
A ~oCi,llion ~ du diah~c 
, DAI N! 
[  OULD HAVE 
ADVEI2TIDED •i 
]N TIIN gPA E.I 
CHILDREN NEED 
A BIG HOUSE 
Like new, 2,070 sq, ft. house has a 
family roam off the large country 
style kitchen. 4 Ixlrms on the upper 
level and one guest room down. The 
quality must be seen to be ap. 
preclated, $119,000. Carl Joy. 
HEW USTIN6 - " 
NEW HOME 
Leaded french doors separate tiv. 
Ingroam from the roomy dining area 
ane a sparkling bdoht kitchen has 
quality oak cabinets. A full wall is 
designated to closets in the master 
bedroom. This is 'a jewel which 
won't last Ion9 at $66,500. Call Joy 
to view. 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
at 4653 Park Ave. Owner prepared 
to sacrifice. Make an offer up to 
$27.500 for rids groat location. Call 
Joy. 
14X70 MOBILE HOME 
Set up in an attractive park, close to 
schools. Has an 6x20 addition. In. 
cludes fridge, stove and 
dishwasher, Asking $23,900. Call 
Mike. MLS, 
LOOKIN6 FOR LIGHT 
INDUSTRIAL LAND? 
Well, we've got it. Close to 
downtown. 1,84 acres. Good 
development potential. Asking only 
$130,000. Call Mike MLS. 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Well, here's hvo prime building lots, 
Two 132x257 lots on a quiet street 
In the Kelth Estates. Asking only 
$17,900. Call Mike, MLS. 
i .~  ~ . . . . .  ~ . , . . , ' - ~ '  .: ., . . .  " :~ ., ......... 
NEW HOME FOR 1090 ~ ~ ! ' ~ ~ ~ '  
Just completed. Features 3 Ixlrms, ~ ~  
full bsmt, n.g. f/replace, n.g, heat & HORSESHOE UNDER SIXTY 
hot water. European style cabinets' 4703 Olson Ave, 1,033 sq, ft, 3 
In Kitchen. 2 full baths and ensulte, bdrm home, Close to downtown and 
Carport. Asking $9?,500, Call Dave, 
NOW. EXCLUSIVE. 
TAXI BUSINESS 
The only taxi stand in Terrsce. A 
lucrative opportunity consisting of 
land, building, vehicles and all 
assets. Showing an excellent 
return. A list of assets and financial 
statements are available, For more 
Information, contact Dave Reynolds 
at 635.6142 or 635-3126 In the 
evenings, EXCLUSIVE. 
MID 703 
Lo~dnd In the Horseshoe. 1,225 
sq. It,, full burnt, 4 bdrms, IIv. 
Ingroon fireplace, n.g. heat, Imge 
lot. Located near schools. Asking 
$74,900. PALS. Call Dave for more 
information. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
John Curde Dick Evans Dave Reynolds John Ev~ns 
635.9598 .636-7068 633.31~6 638.6142 
Ve block from schools, Good condi- 
tion. Asking $56,500. MLS. Call 
Dick Evans. 
CENTENNIAL DRIVE 
3 km from the collage, 3,500 sq. ft. 
of family living area on 9,5 acres, 
Truckers, horse fanciers, here's the 
home for yogi Asking $169,900 
MLS, Call Dick Evans, 
UKE HE,L. 
8 year old c~l lT~e fn top 
c mxlitimdz4i' 1~'31tL~llidths, fully 
flnlshe~, ~ lZ~'  ,'$92,900, EX. 
CLUSlVE,"~,i Dick Evans, 
"" ~ "~ V,~l'  
• ~,.. ,.~ ~ '~ '~ i  
GREAT VALUE 
1,192 sq. ft. home on .91 acre, Vz 
hsmt, 4 Ixlrms, n,g., assumable 
mortgage, small shop. Well pdced 
at  $59,900. MLS, Tn] your offer. 
Contact Gordte Sbaddan for details. 
HOME, ,SHOP & ACREAGE 
1,300 sq. ft. home on 2 acres ~ at 
Klnanza Ddve. 3 edrms, rec room, 
vinyl siding, 1,200 sq, ft. wired 
shop. Excellent potential for trucker. 
Asking $79,900. MLS. Call Gordle 
Sheridan for more Information. 
OLDER STYLE CHARMER 
Consider this 5 bdnn home In quiet 
location In town. 1,075 sq. ft., n,g., 
fireplace. Potential for rental suite 
down, Renovating would bore. 
quired, This is an ideal fixer.upper. 
Asldng $54,000, MLS. Phone 6or. 
die at the office or In the evenings at 
636.4761, . ' .  
PICTURE YOUR NEW HOME 
Need a lot to build your new home? 
Thamhelghts Phase III ncIGhbur- 
hood. 2 good sized lots available. 
Call Edka for the details. MLS. 
$110,000 
-dining room -1 acre yard 
-3  bdrms -double garage 
-walk.in closet -workshop 
-mtn. view -2x6 consYuction 
-hafdwond floors -cedar siding 
See listing agent Edka Pelletier. EX. 
CLUSIVE with HRS, 
C0ZY COMFORT 
3 Ixfrm, new home: Asking 
$9e,ooo. Special features Include' 
garden doors, walk,In bay window, 
&pea ensulte, laPOe kitchen, Make 
an aPlxdntment to view with Edka 
Pelietler. EX~_U~VE. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635'6142 
Joy Dover Gordle 8heddan Edka Pelletler 
636.7070 6304781 6364773 
Mike Richardson 
635.8609 
E 
Located in the Horseshoe 
Light oak cabinets brighten the kitchen 
prow paint & carpet make the Iivingroom a cozy place to sit 
ion: Ads ~ ~L ~ n n '" : n 
638;SAVE ....... 
r Slumber 
_ Lodge  
WINTER 
HOURS 
i i l l .  V l  U[ i I .U  
I YOURS IF 
!YOU ;: KNOW"" THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE. 
I __ 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
• Monday to 
Saturda L 
8 a,m, - -  
~nad access. If you are thinking of 
3erring back to nature maybe this is 
for you. Call for more information. 
3niy $47,500. MLS. 
10 ACRES 
Locatnd approx. 7 miles south of 
terrace, 10 acres level land. Askin 
|33,000. 
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL 
3reat potential Is shewn in this 
1,100 sq, it. 3 bedroom home, 
~me upgrading done, some need. 
5(I. Situated on large lot with potsn. 
lal for extra lot. 156' wide by 65' 
leep. Centrally located on corner of 
)ark and Sparks. Good buy at 
|34,900. Call Laurie. 
3 BEHOOM HOME 
WITH POTENTIAL 
)fl over 1 acre. Renovations jusl 
:ompleted. Potential for 7 lots. 
.orated in quiet area of Keith 
• :states on corner of Haugland & 
~un. Call Laude. Asking $48,500. 
STAN PARKER 
636-4031 
J 
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Feature by Century 
21 
Good starter or retirement home 
This well maintained terior renovat ions  
home provides over 1200 recently finished include 
sq. ft. of well layed out . . . . . . . . . . .  painting 
and utilized space, and kitchen cabinets 
4 bedrooms, or 4th which are a definite hi- 
lite, made o f  light oak, 
bedroom is easily set up built-in china cabinet 
as family room. 
and pantry, new natural 
A major amount of in- gas furnace and hot 
water tank. 50' x 122' 
yard, nicely landscaped 
and fenced. 
Centrally located to  
town and schools. Priced 
well at $58,000. 
Call Laurie for more 
details. 
MEMBER 
n - Associate Broker Network 
IND|PENOIN~ L T OWNIO AN D OP l IAT ID  
• TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638'0371 
CHOICE HOME IN CHOICE 
LegATION 
Almost ne'v above ground base- 
ment home futiy finished up and 
down. Total of 2,100 sq. ft. liv- 
ing space offers many attractive 
features such as'3 spacious 
Ixfrms, lag2e roe ~oom, 2 full 
baths, nat. gas heat and a first 
class location wit~ pdvate back 
yard. Asking $115,000. MLS. 
WANT TO BE A LANDLORD? 
Located north of town, approx• 
2.68 acre parcelwith 3.,rental 
cabins, each with fridge.and 
stove. Main 3 Ixlrm home is in 
immaculate condition, nice 
carpet plus a wondstove. In. 
quire now for further details. 
Asking $80,000 EXCLUSIVE. 
Quality shows throughout this 4 
bdrm, 2 storey home located in 
the OnJong subdivision with 
eat.in kitchen, brick fireplaces, 
quality plumbing and carpeting 
spac ous entrance, family room, 
rear covered sundeck and 
heautlfugy landscaped lot in- 
cluding fenced back yard, paved 
driveway, carport and storage. 
Asking $140,000. 
WOODLAND CHALET ON BLENCH 
Always wanted something dif- 
. ferant? Make an appo ntment o 
view this 3 Ixirm, 2 storey, 2x6 
constructed home with cedar 
ceilings, twin seal windows, 
patio doors off bdrms & dining 
area leading to cedardecks. Set 
on 4.61 wooded acres. Asking 
$114,500. MLS. 
SITE 
Over an acre of land with a 
rented older homo to off.set 
holding costs an(l located bet. 
ween Davis & Loen Avenues, 
idealy suited for future 
development in multi.family 
units. Asking $89,500. MLS. 
r CALLING ALL 
RESTAURANTEURS 
Very well located eating 
establishment for sale. Bdght 
open facilities, All statements 
available to sedous thquides on. 
ly. ~ Busy ,downtown location. 
with established clientele from 
nearby office buildings. Call Ter- 
race Realty Ltd. - Member 
Royal LePage ABN today for~ 
details on this excellent / business opportunity. EX- 
CLUSIVELY listed. " 
RIVER DRIVE LOOAlIOR -- 
Well maintained 3 bdrm 
bungalow, with possible 2 extxa 
bdrms, nat. gas heat, over 
1,300 sq. ft. of living space, 
garage/workshop, beautifully 
maintained. Close to an acre of 
land in the dght zoning for 
Truckers. Price $81,000. 
LOW PAD RENTI 
Combined with this cozy 3 bdrm 
1984 mobile h~ne with attach- 
ed jony shack housing the 3~1 
Ixfrrn, laundry, storage, wood 
stove and open porch. Lot is 
landscaped, fenced and pad 
'rent is $I 25 per month: Asking 
40 acres with paved road ac- 
cass most of the way. Small 
area partially cleared, remainder 
mainly second growth. Make an 
offer on this choice parcel close 
to town. $37,500. MLS. 
Horst Godllnskl Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdffln Bert Ljungh Joe Barbosa Ralph Gedli~skl Chdstel Gedlinski 
635-5397 636.6764 638-0464 635-6764 636.6604 635-4950 635.6397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
This cute 3 bedroom home makes 
ideal starter. Only $37,900, 
THINKING OF BUILDING 
Very attractive 135'x175' residen- 
tial lot in pdme location In town, 
Private setting, paved street and 
underground servicing makea this 
lot not to be ovedonked. For more 
Information, call Go~lla Olson. Ask- 
Ing $26,900, 
PRIVATE SETTING 
Comfortable 3 bedroom full'base- 
ment home situated on small 
acreage, Property is mosey cleared 
and fenced with 24x32 shop, Great 
spot for raising kids and to park all 
b'tose vehicles. This family special 
is ready to go with good assumable 
mortgage. Call Gordla Oleo~ for your 
appointment o view. Priced at 
$69,900, 
JIM DUFFY 
636-6608 
LAURIE FORBES 
636.6382 
l iU l l l  [UWll. ~IIUUR I~ UUI p~Jdy, I~,dl! 
Sheunce for more info. MLS, 
HANDYMAN'S DREAM ON 
112 ACRE 
This cozy 2 bedroom home provides 
many neat features and has had a 
Iof of major renovations. The owner 
is unable to finish but will leave all 
of the matedals for completing. 
Very liveable as is. All appliances 
Incleded. Located on spacious Vz 
acre lot near elementary school. 
Asking $53,000. 
A GREAT GETAWAY 
NEAT AS A PIN 
You will be impressed with the im- 
maculate condiUon that this new 
listing Is in. This home is only 1Ve 
years old, 1;700 plus sq. ft. on 
three levels plus Yz basement. 
Some of its many other fine features 
include 3 bedrooms, family room 
with fireplace, natural gas heat, 
central vacuum system, double at- 
tached garage with electric door 
openers and triple paved driveway. 
For more details or your personal 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core 
have for sale two 66')(122' and 
85'x122' cleared and level resl 
tiai lots, ranging in pdce 1 
$14,900 to $19,000. For men 
formation, please give us a 
MLS, 
LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on Kalum Lake - 22 a( 
of vacant land. Approx. 1,400 fl 
lakeshore frontage, ideal for o~ 
dream home or can be 'used f( 
This properly is an estate sale and appt. to view, please call Hans. 
must sell before wintsr. 27 acres Asking $135,000 MLS. 
located near Cedarvaie with 1,600 
ft. of highway frontage, Two storey 
A.freme cabin is inconspicuously REOOC I¢111 TO SELL 
nest ed between the trees with a 
lovely view of the Skeena River. A iVory attractive building lot with 
small lake is located on a bench I uneergroone servicing located in 
area above the cabin. All offers con. I private subdlvL~.  in town, Don t 
sldered on this already well priced I GPa~. up !.his g .organ opportunity. Call 
of $25,500 MLS Call I groin 0 son for morn Ioformatlon property 
Laude for more Info. I and a map. Now only $!4,900. 
summer mtreaL Maps a~table, 
more 'info~nation give us a ( 
Asking $69,900 MLS. 
DUPLEX 
This stde.by.slde two storey 
provides approx. 1,400 sq, ft. of 
Ing space in each unit. Only 9 ye 
old and in top notch coridltion 
bedrooms & 1Vz baths, Loca~ 
quiet area of town. A.sk 
$89,000. Call Laurie. 
GORDON OLSON 
638-1945 
HANS STACH 
635.5739 
/ 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINI 
, 635.5382 
Oee7 
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[ CALL  CTION AD S 
, "BUY v"SELL v" RENT v'TRADE 
• ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display . 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When astat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all dlaplay and claaeifled ada. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.O. V8G 158 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Msster- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $3.45 plus 5* for additional words. °(AddRJonal Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4 e for additional words. *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent. 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets 
i71 Aircraft 21. Help 
Recreational 22. Caree~ 
Vehicles 23. Work 
Standard Terms 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to elassify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edih 
classify or reject any advertisment and to retoin any answers 
directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to repay 1he 
customer the sum paid for the advedisment and box rental. 
Box replies on "Held" instructions nol picked up within I 0 
days of expiry of an advert~semenl will be destroyed unless 
maiiino instructions are received, Those answering BOx 
Numbers are tequesled not ro send originals of documents to 
avoid/oss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by 
Ihe publisher withtu 30 days after the first ~blicaHoo. 
it is aoreed by the advertiser equestin 9 space that the 
liability of the Terraee Standard Jn the event el failure to 
publish an adveltisement or to the event of an erro¢ appearing 
irl the advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount pa~d by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
for the potheR el the advertising space occupied by the ,ricer. 
recl or omitted itsm only. and fhat there shall be no liabJlily io " 
any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
n 
1. Real Estate 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6% miles south 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, barns, out. 
buildings, water, hydro, and school bus• 
$120,000. Call 996-8379. 8p41 
WANTED approximately 1/3 acre building lot. 
. & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
~r ers 33. Business Services 
Wanted 
1, Real Estate 
LOT FOR SALE. City water 63.6 x 132. On 
Cramer Street. Paved. dead-end road. Oulet 
location. Very low, reasonable price. 
635-7456 6p46 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 1,300 sq. ft. wood and 
electric heat, garage, large yard, fddge and 
stove• On bus route, $40,000. 
635-9722 2p46 
=rml I 
*$27,000* 
3 bedroom house with natural gas and 
wood stove on Va acre lot 60x400. Atach. 
ed carport, garden shed, needs TLC. Ven- 
dors moved to Vancouver, vacant must 
selL. 
CALL COLLECT 
1-464-4649 
Thornheights or equivalent• Phone and leave 2. Mobile Homes 
messageat638.0264. I:" " " : • '6p41 ' " - 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 68x140 lot in 
Horseshoe, 2 complete balhmoms, N.G, and 
electric heat, 8x16 storage shed. Ph• 
635-3975 after 5 p.m. 6p41 
1 YEAR OLD 1200 sq. ft. home. 3 bedrooms, 
N,G., oak kitchen cabinets, full basement, 
must be seen. Thomheights, Phase III subdivi. 
sion. Priced to sell. $89,900, 635-5757.6p42 
FOR SALE NEW 3 bedroom home with full 
basement on Hawthorn Ave. Call 635-679?. 
6p42 
LOT - Excellent building lot located near 
hospital, school in a quiet area. Paved street, 
NG, water and sewer. Must sell, 635-3986. 
6p44 
MUST SELL -- Almost brand new 3 bedroom 
home, near hospital, school. Master bedroom, 
2-poe ensuite European kitchen NG, Much 
more, 635-3986. 7p44 
TWO YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE By owner in 
Thornheights Phase ill. Three bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen cabinets, built.in 
dishwasher, large sundeck off dining area, 
natural gas heat and hot water, roughed in 
plumbing downstairs, Lot backs onto area 
which ~s desionated park area, Asking 
$93,500. Drive by 2120 Cypress street or call 
635.2929• 2p45 
FORT ST• JAMES AIRPORT PROPERTY, 6.1 
acres, 14x70 mobile home, factory porch, 
40x40 steel shop, hangar/oarage. Lawn, 
garden, greenhouse, xtras• Asking $65,000. 
996.8453 4p46 
HOUSE FOR SALE, private sale. 3 bedrooms 
upstairs, with 2 bedroom basement suite. Gas 
heat. carport, sundeck, garage with wood 
~eat and electricity. Nicely fenced lot. Asking 
$65,000. 638-6085 2p46 
1500 SO. FT• LOG HOME with root cellar 
located at Germansen Landing. 5 acres, good 
road, gravity water, wood stove and boiler. 
Askin~ $31,500, Call Gary at 996.8015 4p46 
10 ACRE LOT. 1 mile E, deep well, excellent 
water, water lines, electric line in shed, septic 
system. Reany to build. 1-635.3947 4p46 
FOR SALE 
Large executive home, modern 
split in Horseshoe area. 3 full 
baths, 4 bedrooms, large kitchen 
with eating area, Natural Gas 
heat, paved driveway with heated 
double garage, fully landscaped 
with fruit trees, many extras. For 
appointment o view phone: 
635-2591 
1981 MOBILE HOME in good condition• 2 addi- 
tions. "Fireplace. patio doors and all ap. 
ptiances. Asking $26.000. OBO. Phone 
567.2993. 4p44 
~OBILE HOME PADS For rent. Located in 
Thomhill, Highway 16 E and Clark Ave. Close 
to schools. Pads available. One double wide, 
one R.V,, several single wide. Please call 
Evelyn at 1-656•9564. 6p45 
14'x70' TWO BEDROOM MANCO Mobile home 
on large lot in Copperslde. Fully fenced, large 
shed, fridge, stove $29,500 OBO, 638•8956. 
6p45 
12x68 MOBILE With addition, renovated, new 
carpet & vinyl, 2 bedrooms,, natural gas, ap- 
pliances, universal gym, sun deck. Nice IDea- 
lion, $14,000. 635•7612, 6p45 
1980 14x74 
Crownpoint Trailer 
Set up in local trailer park. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms. Comes 
with 5 appliances, partially built 
joey shack, has full patio, $26,000 
o.b.e. 638-1238. 
n 
'86 PLYMOUTH 
VOYAGER 
6 passenger with fold down bed. 
REDUCED TO 
=11,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4ere,~. re w.r 636"6668 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150•1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T,V. 
Houston, Phone 645-3161. 31 fin 
FURNISHED'RDOM, INCLUDING TV, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person, Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6p42 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
3. For Rent v i  
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2:hadroom 5, FOr Sale Misc, 
' duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall FORANO BUNCHER HEAD. Good shape. 
carpets, in town, No pets please. Cal l  $7500, Phone 546;6386., , 4p44 
e35.5464. 6p45 AMIGA 1000 COMPUTER with Fujitsu 2100 
FURNISHED ROOM including "IV, laundry and colour prlnte}', genlock, RGB monitor, mouse, 
kitchen laclllties. Available immediately. Ideal sef(ware,, books, etc: $2,000. Phone 
for a working single person, Non smoker. 636.14411 " . . . .  6p44 
' Viewing835-6154 6c46 .l"nnHrw ~un.^.r¢,u,u,, e .,.,,~. . . . . . .  _' 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM log house in 
Rosswond, water and electricity included In 
rent of $150 monthly. Large garden ama~ Con; 
tact Parmentet's, radiophone H49.5042 on JK 
or JL channel. References required. 6p46 
1 BEDROOM, AND 1 BACHELOR. Both self 
contained. Includes fumlshlngs, dishes, heat, 
hydro cablovislon. Located close to town. 
$425 and $325, Call 635-6903 ' lp46 
FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOMS FURNISHED Apart. 
merit for adult oriented, in Thomhill, River 
• Drive, $375 monthly $185 deposit. No pets. 
Reference required, Phone 635.6950 after 6 
p.m. 6p46 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE on pdvate lot. Excellent 
cond., washer, dryer hook-up, Available Ira. 
mediately, $370/month plus references 
$200 damage deposit, ca 635•7025. 2p46 
FURNISHED 
BACHELORUNITS 
Utilities and cable 
included. $350 per 
month. Prefer working 
singles. Reference. 
• 635-5350 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CUR OF KALUM & I¢o1"r 
OLO~H~ TO TOWN ANb SCHOOLS 
1 room $380, 2 morn $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fridge, stove heat and hot water 
included, carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OmCE 635-5224 
If available 
'86 FORD AEROSTAR 
6 cyl., 5 spd, 7 passenger. 
A great unit. 
ONLY 
=13,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
49t2  Hwy, t6 West 635-6558 
4. Wanted to Rent 
FAMILY NEEDS TO RENT 3.4 bedroom house. 
A.S.A.P. Call 635-6714• 6p43 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING MAN new to Terrace. 
having trouble finding a place to rent, 
preferably out of town with land. If anyone 
knows of a place to rent, phone me at 
635-5076 and I will give you $50 upon me 
accepting it. 4p43 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY LOOKING For 3-4 
bedroom home, Would be long.term or will 
lease. Have good references• Call 638-8673 
or 635•5541. 6p43 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible family by March 30,1990. Phone 
638.0853 evenings or 635-4336 days. 
References available. ,6p46 
'07 NISSAN KING CAB 
PIU 
4x4, canopy, winch, box liner & 
much more. 
=13,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4912 I'lwy. t6 Was1 636-6668 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D, 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 it• house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500, 82 lade 2.door auto • good cord. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat. 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000, New Kuboda rite plant & 
kitchen facilities. Call 635.5893 7p40 
TRAILER PARK PAD. Good location, close to 
schools. Call 637.5443. 6p41 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse. Good for 
office space or storage. Call 635.7939 or Ter- nonwaxed. Size 10%, Tacks skates,.slze 
lOth Vasque hiking boots, $50 each. Call 
1 COUCH AND MATCHING SWIVEL ROCKER in 
excellent condition, $500 080 Phone aftei' 5 
plm. 635.2980. ( ' 6p45 
SKI TOQUES, HEADBANDS, children's 
sweaters ideal for Clubs, business advertising 
or individualized gifts, quality knitwear dis. 
count group Orders, personalized esigns. For 
information or orders call Sujo Works 
847•4203. 4p45 
BUSH CABIN: 12 ft. by 20 ft. on 3 axle trailer. 
c/w propane Stove, oil heater and various fur. 
nlshings. Asking $3500. Phone 845-2551' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4p45" 
NINTENDO POWER PAD And 2 games. Good 
for kids $150 0B0 or will trade for 5 games. 
Also "randy computer tape recorder, as  
new.S30, 635.3823, 6p45 
SCUBA DIVING EQUIPMENT. Emergency pony 
tank. Horsecoflar, buoyancy control device, 
fins, mask and tank, back pack. All new 112 
price, 638-1626. 6p45 
2 LINE BUSINESS TELEPHONES• 2 telematdx 
• 400/500, 1 telematrix 250. Call 635-6146 
: 6p46 
2 WATERBEDS, 1 klngslze walnut finish, 1 
double, solid pine, clear finish. $200 each 
OBO. 635-2315 6p46 
APPLE II E• Includes printer, monitor, kola 
pad, 2 joy sucks, 1 disk drive. Also includes 
assorted programs and games, comes with 
computer desk, $1,600• 635-3621 lp46 
1 SET OF TWIN BEDS with walnut head. 
boards, $1 O0 each, Call 635-2522. 6p46 
FOR SALE: FRESH SHRIMP and ground fish• 
For ordering, (:at. 627.8719 in Prince Rupert. 
Will deliver out of town. 6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE. $50. Junior size guitar 
with case. Like new $75. Childs cross coun. 
try skis and boots. $30. 635•7209 6p46 
84 MERCURY TOPAZ 
GLS 
Automatic, A/C Cruise, tilt & 
much more. 
REDUCED TO 
=5,495 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4912 Hwy. lh WUS! 635"6558 
7. For Rent Misc. 
ROOMMATE Wt~NTED - Mature female to 
share large two bedroom, furnished apart- 
rnent. Rent $195 per/me, Call 638.8976, 
Available immediately, lp46 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hatiogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Clean[ 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638•8654 even- 
ings. Un 
1977 HONDA CIVIC 63000 km, gold color, fair 
condition. Asking $1,200, Call 638-1577 
alter 5 p.m. 6p41 
MOVING TO AFRICAI 1988 Ford Tempo for 
sale or lease. 5 spd AM/FM cassette stereo, 
Cruise control, air conditioning, easy terms, 
nothing down. Take over payments 
$275/month or purchase price, $10,400, 
638-8621 or 635-9221. 6p42 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, good 
mechanical shape. Asking $4200. OBO 
1-699-8900. 4p44 
1985 TOYOTA VAN. Every option available, 
plus more. Like new condition, must be seen, 
$12,000. Sacrifice OBO 1•690-7493. 4p44 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, good 
machanioal shape. Asking $4,000 OBO 
1.699-8900. 4p44 
1967 FIREBIRD, 1978 Big Block Pontiac 400, 
Turbo 400 b'ans with B & M Stage I1. $1500 
O.B.O. For more info 635.4712, 6p44 
1975 CHEV 8ELAIRE VS, 350. Asking 
$1,000. Call 635-4607. 6p45 
1977 OLOSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL 88. Load- 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust, summer/winter 
radials, $1800,635•9121. 6p45 
1988 FORD COBRA MUSTANG, 15,000 km, 
loaded, Rlgatta blue and silver• Comes with 
car cover, bra and Iouvres, mint condition, ex- 
tended warranty, $17,500 OBO. Call 
638•0043 and leave message, 4p46 
1988 MAZDA 626DX 4 door automatic, 
power steering, power brakes, 38,000 kin, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yrs 
transferable warranty, $14,000. 635.9270 
6p46 
1985 DAYTONA. Turbo charged, very low 
mileage. Automatic, PS/P5, stereo and other 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 extras, Exc, CORd. $8,900. 635-3565 even- 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474, 19tin ings; 6p46 
PARKER HALE 3006 w/4x40 Tasco scope ex. 
coRd. $690. J,O. Hlgglns semi.auto 12 ga. 
$220. Mossberg bolt action 16 ga. $160. All / " Come See Our 
three for $900 o.b.e. 638-1227. 6p41 
BABY ACCESSORIES including popular "ln•~ Street Smart Tercel 
disposable" fitted cotton diapers. Safe and It's A Great Deal, 
comfortable for baby, easier for parents, Must 
b~sea,~63B.1204. 6p42 SO Much For 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS Kahru 220 ore. new, SO Little. 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1980 CHEV. 350, automatic 3/4 ton, great 
tires. Only 55,000 miles $3300 obo. Call 
635.9121. 7p40 
1975 FORD TRUCK, blue in color comes with 
4 studded tiros, a~king $650 OBO.ICall 
638..097i anytime. - ,  ' 6p45 
1982 FORD F250, 6 cyl, 300 susp. capable of 
carrying large camper. 74,000 kin. $5 900 
0B0. Call 635.6907. 6p45 
i984  MACK (conventional) 440.12 spd, 
38,090 Ib dills. Neway air, new' recaps, 
power divider just rebuilt, new bottom end. 
• Sfeeper/5th wheel. Ready for work. Good con. 
dillon. B.C, certified. Call Watson YtJ 
403-536.2351 3p46 
1981 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short box. Very good 
condition, wrangler tires and oanopy. $5,500 
firm. Phone 635.9080 6p46 
1988 AEROSTAR VAN. Good'condition. 
$9,000 0BO, Call 635.4890 evenings. 6p46 
'84 FORD RANGER PIU 
Blue. 
REDUCED TO 
*3,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4912 HW'/. 16 West 636-6668 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
14' SHASTA TRAVEL TRAILER, 3 way indue, 
stove, oven, furnace. Sleeps 4-6. $1,600 
OBO, 638-8956 after 6 p.m, 6p45 
12. Motorcycles 
1984 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condi- 
tion, 3600 km, black with chrome, $2500, 
635•7612 6p46 
13, Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILER, double wide, 10 ft. 
long. Used 6 times. $1,000. 635.9276. 6p41 
1988 FORMULA PLUS, handlebar warmers, 
speed cleats, ski boots, $6,000 o.b.e. 
635.9276. 6p41 
2 YAMAHA PHAZER Snowm~biles, 1985 
mint condition with Cleats and gears, 1988 
with pipe, reeds, gears, paddles and torque 
arm, Very fast. Please call 635.2677 even- 
ings or leave message. 6p45 
PHASER 2 NEW WINDSHIELDS, new sliders. 
Recently mechanically tuned. Good. seat. 
Tune.plpe. Extra belts, cover• Good 
mechanical condition. Call 627-8550. 2p46 
'80 CHEVROLET¾TON 
P/U 
Manual T~'ansmlssion. 
011LY 
=3,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
~sr? ~,y. ~ wosf 635-6558 
14. Boats & Madne 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUM. DOAT & 9.8 hp Mar• 
cup/outboard, good conditioh, extras. $1,500 
o.b.e. 638•1227. 6p41 
35' 1961 CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood 
boat with 2, 350 mercury Inboard Gas motors, 
ERC. New paint job inside and out. Red and 
white. Plus lish]ng Gear and life jacket. Ap- 
praised at $40,000. Asking $35,000, 
635•5543 after 6 p.m. 6p46 
15. Machinery 
18 H.P. Arleos Tractor, hydrostatic ddvo, 
mower deck, dozer blade, 2 wheel cart, lawn 
roller, tire chains and spare tire, $3,295 OBO, 
635-3258. 4p45 
1987 PETERBILT CABOVER. Job available to 
the fight applicant. Call 635•9722• 6p45 
I 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-USED.REBUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-663-8295 
. 6el.2287 
'89Ol Penn Road Prince George, D.C. 
II II I 
19. Lost & Found 
FOUND A GREY KITTEN With white paws In 
the 4800 block ef Graham. Call 635-2186, 
' 2p45 
LOST: ONE PEARL EARRING with three small 
diamonds, Gold setting, Great sentimental 
value, Lest between Bank of Commerce and 
Shoppers Drug Mart. Call 635.7124 2p46 
20. Pets &Livestock :; ~ 
( 
VERY PRETTY. GREY MARE, Green brokel 
Gentle, easy loading. Sell open or bred. Has 
AQHA papers. Call Joe anytime 1•692-3722; ,:
, i 4p45: 
WEANLING OUARTER HORSE colt, No papers; 
Gentle $500 OBO before March 10; 1990 Call 
Jbe 1.692-3722 anyt me ~ : 4p45 ~i 
BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN Siamese cross kit- 
lens, Ready to: m~ke you happy. "$100 each 
Delivery arranged, $75 you:.pickdp 
• 1.692.3722 anyt me , /  -~ :  '. :4~45 
FOR SALE MANX KITTEN 3 months old. Very 
friendly: 632r5230.  . . i  : ' 6p45 
PIGLETS $50, 2-3'yr old sows,~$200 each•! 
Large boar $400. Call 635-3278 . . . .  lp46 
REGISTERED LIMOUSEN BULLS cows and 
open heifers from Snowbird Limousen~P!lone 
Emil at 567-4896. .  4p46 
I ALLBREED :! I 
DOG GROOMING I 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years ExperienCe .| 
JANE TURNER 638 8018 I 
Mornings or Evenings I 
n 
FRESHLY PROCESSED FEED! 
Bulk, Mini-Bulk or Bag ! 
WHY PAY  MORE?  
"Serv ing  B.C. '4; In ter io r "  
100 Mile Hou~ 
Cariboo ReCk.Max & Food: 70 f-52SS 
Clr iboo Feed and Ranch Supply: 390-7066 
Komley Kupboard: 748-4644 
Plont Silo: 747-1411 
aunnyeide Produ~.  Two k~le F at 
CadbooShamrock Moleh oga-44t4 
p . ~  • 
Rod Rock Husky: a30.4oal 
Pir~vJew Feed Ltd.: 963-8682 ~' ~.~ 
. Saddk)ware (Downtown): 563-2945 , 
Willow River: 568-2346 
Dealer Inquiries: 747r t4 r r 
SEED DAY 
' t , J~ .a f  Tuesday  • Apr i l  lOtl~ 
":11~[~]~" BOOK NOW and GET 
.~YOUR DISCOUNT 
~y~pe~ ~ : cash &Cam, 
]L.~ 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED RESPONSIBLE~Q,~BYSITTER For one 
6 year old, ~ferences required. Needed by 
March 1. For ~'~re information call 635.5023. 
6p44 
SINGLE PARENT requires experienced live-in 
Nanny for infant child, One child considered. 
Reply to Box 888 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Avene, Terrace, B,C. VSG 1S8 . 6p44 
CARRtBEAN OPPORTUNITY - American dinei" 
requires short order cook with some- 
managerial experience. Must be re,able, 
friendly, able to relate well with people. 6 day 
work week with some shift work. $500 
U.S./wk plus production bonuseS. Tax free. 
Annual contracts. Work permit requires 
single, no dependants. Clean criminal record. 
Send full resume to Eats Ltd. Box 1081, 
George Town, Grand Cayman Island, B.W•I. 
FULL TIME position for a loans officer with'up• 
portunity for advancement to management. 
We're looking for someone who enjoys 
meeting and dealing with people, has Grade 
12 education and looking for a challenging 
career. We will provide a thorough on the job 
training program, and a good salary and 
benefits package. All applicants considered. 
Apply to Darran M• Smith, Trans Canada 
Credit Corporation Limited, 2-4623 Park 
Avenue, Terrsoe, B.C. V8G 1V5 lc45 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Fully qualified hair 
stylist, Excellent returns. Apply at The: Hair 
Hut, 635-2993. 6c46 
MOTHERS HELPER Wanted. Some housekeep. 
ing, some babysitting. Hours vary, $6 • $10 
per hour. Must be bondable• Call 638.8?56, 
6p46 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS._-Ex- 
perience not necessary• For appoint- 
merit, call 635-3484. lc46 
22. Careers • I ' ' ' ~ 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with expanding retail 
firm. Retail experience a definite asset, Only 
well groomed self motivated people, with 
desire to show positive resultsl need appzy. 
We offer you a challenge, responsibility and 
opportunity for a .great future. Salary plus 
commissions and excellent company benefits. 
Apply at Maher Shoos In the Skoena Mall. 
Must he transferable. 2p46 
23. Work Wanted 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS •will do' dnera. 
lions and mending. 'Fast, professional service 
at reasonable pdces, Phons 635.9202, 9p38 
SINGLE MALE WITH class 1 air .~eeks work 
experience and tralrdng..Can/'rgocate 
1•563-9372. , - "  i6p42 
race Realty (Crystal) 638•0371, 6p44 638.8960 evenings, 6p42 HOUSE KEEPING SERVICES. Thomhlll,:Go~ n,
FOR SALE BY OWNER YAMAHA FLUTE, Withsilverhaadjolnt, open TERRACE TOYOTA LOST and K,eanza area only. 835.2540 , 6p46 
. . . . .  hole, a B foot. Call 638-1864 or 638.1928 4st2 H~. re Wes~ 635.6558 3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a MALE SENiORdeslres lull or part time efnp oy; 
:" "-rL ,~;: Unlquely,deslgncd2.Tstorey, 12year old home after6p.m. 6c42 brown collar. Lost downtown, out~ide ment, any kind. Has ,drivers: license. 
~ ~ ~  ~ ,,. on 120x80 font lot on Bench. 1700+ sq, It, of 635.2000 ,6p46 
~. . ;  ~', living area includes large living room, dining CONTESTS, REFUNDS. Your hobby? Send Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m . . . . .  _ ,.. m,~ --~. ii!i!l' 9. Trucks for Sale " room, 3 bedrooms, den, 2 bathrooms, kitchen LSASE and $3.00 for InformaUon on current Any Infdrmattcn please phone 24,  N O~ C ~ 8 ~ ~" . ~ .~ " 1~ 
aundp/room and entrance, Special features In. forms, Bo~,718, Vanderhoof, B.O. VOJ 3AO. 1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI automat.e, box Heather at 
I |  ~ l lv  :T:,'~-i~mIN :m~,J'.~ mi'. - 635-9|34 Or 636-7868 PRO.LIFE EDU ATION ava lable ~ to' genera ',t, I~, ~:~ crude: large dyer rock fireplace, rock feature 225 STICKERS OR CHILDREN'S SOOK - Sore, 
wall In entrance and kitchen; central vacuum pie $2,00, Golden children's books, suckers, • Call 635.9121. 7p40 Rowanl Offmdl public;' videos; pamphlets,: lendlng-]Mary 
• , .,~ ..  m,~,~:.,.~; . . . .  dealing with human ire lesbos such as'aSor: systsm, garhurator, hettap, bullt.ln range top, arts and erafls. Mallorder. Econemlcallypdo. , 1978 GMO 3/4 ton plckup, 6cyllnder,$1200. tier and euthonasls. Student: eNulrles 
even and microwave oven', walk.in closet and ed. Send fOr current list. The General Home Phone 638.8912 after 6 p,m, 6p42 20. Pets & Livestock wotco~.e: ca, 0s5 $581 or 835.6427 , 6,nc 
office oil master bedroom, 3 decks with vtew 8tore, Boo 718, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AO. , 1974 HAYES 350 CUMMINS 13 sp¢l, 40000 ' 
. . : ~ and large garage/workS@ on ground level. DARYL AND DIANE STEFANIK Would like to 
• KING~ZE WATERBED Comes with plush blue .SSHD 77 Kn ght Pole Tinier Goud steady REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN PUPS 1 • announce the blrth'of I. . . . . . . . .  " - ' • - '  
~ ' , ~  ~ j  AS I~ 11100,000 ~ Io dew r~,  , i _.mJmper _l~ds like new; 'asking $200 O S~!} , ;:~ hab er eert f l~e'  $i S 000 0 694:36§5;-" black !:§92.7412 eve~ ': ~ Feb,,,18 1990 at 2 47 a mi 8h~ w~l l~:8  
HAVE YOUR FAVOURITE Short verse 
caglgmphled, envirotexed and made,in a pla.. 
quo or piclure, Call Theresa 635.9303:~ 6p43, • 
RELIABLE LADY looking for 'house:cleefllng 
work. Available Man.. Fd, 635.3377. ASk for 
Patsy, ,.6p43 
, A'C TIO_N 
• ~ R E N T  ~"TF 
24. NoNces 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 
Is offedng oroup counselling for adults who 
grew up in alcoholic, druo dependent, or other 
otherwise painful/family situations, Date and 
time to be~ announced, For Information call 
WDS at 638-8117, 6c44 
i i  
PEE WEE 
PLAYHOUSE 
FULLY LICENSED 
FAMILY DAYCARE 
Now Has Openings 
635-2028 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Llnda P. 
Mr. a Mrs. Duane & Helen 
Anderson are pleased to 
announce the engagement 
of their youngest daughter 
Patti Lynn 
to 
Robert Joseph Lswlor, 
son of Mr. & Mrs. George of 
Nanaimo, B.C. 
Wedding totake plsoe 
• Aug. 25, 1990 
• Knox United Church 
Terrace, B.C. 
25. BuSiness 
Opportunig~ ~ . ....... 
FOR SALE WELL ESTABLIS~IED Weidingt 
machine repair shop in Kltimat, serious en-. 
quides only. Phone 632.5537. 6p42, 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail store• Also ~ 
video rentals, music and tapes• Excellent mall 
location In prosperous Houston, B.C• Call Les 
at Radio Schack. 845.2663. 8p43 
TRAILER COURT, 18 pads, All  underground 
services, Excellent investment. Phone. 
1~656-9564. 6c44 
NRGEX SYSTEMS OF CANADA Exclusive 
dealerships available in your area, Our liquid 
ceramic wall and roof coatings am nontoxic, 
fire retardent, guaranteed, plus R6 insulation 
equivalent, dealerships include equipment,,. 
product and training• Financing available. 
Looking for hlOh income potential? Join our 
team now 1-374.0096• 2p45 
RESTAURANT, FOR SALE, 17 months in 
operation, Great Mom and Pop operation, 
Owner moving, must sell. Asking $65,000 or 
best offer. Phone 638.1993 after 8 p.m, 4p46 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff envelopes at 
home• Earn $600 weekly. Free supplies, Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope to Hughes 
Enterprises, Dept. A.11, Box 964, Peterboro, 
Ont,, K9J 7A5 2p46 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Process mall at 
home asm big dollars, Free supplies, rush self 
addressed stamped evenlope, G & E Enter- 
pdses 197 Hunter St. w. Compartment A20, 
Peted)orn, OnL K9H 2L1. 2p46 
26, Personals 
I * 
'82 DODGE DEO PIU 
with canopy 
'3,995 
~ TERRACE TOYOTA 
'4ar2.,w. ,a w,, 635.6566 
i 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Sa fe  • E f fec t ive  
, • Pa in less  
DIET ........................ $!26 
tindudee 3 Veelmenta) ~ , 
STOP SMOKING .......... ~$96 
: (p~e 3 bm~tm e neede¢ ' 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO, 4. 4644 Lazeile Ave., 
tobo~l O~Mm'} 
CORPORATE RATE8 AVALADLE 
1ave a 8MOKE FREE office) 
MODERN METAPHYSICS. Laurel - high 
energy counsellor courses, readings - 
spldtual, personal, past life, healing, 635- 
7776 7p43 
35 YEAR OLD MALE recently diagnosed with 
panic disorder and agoraphobia would like to 
correspond or talk to others who have ex- 
perienced the same symptoms. 'All replies will 
be held strictly confidential. Send replies to 
Box 250 clo Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave, Terrace, B,C• VOG 1S8, 4p43 
LOVELY YOUNG OKANAGAN college student 
has beautiful colour nude photos for 
photographers, artists and collectors, for two 
sample pictures, send $5 to Cindy Price, Box 
1286, Kelowna, B.C, VIY 7V8, Must he over 
18 to order. 4p45 
29. In Memodam 
IN LOVING MEMORY of our dear sister and 
auntie, Kelsey Cootes, whowas 'taken from us 
one year ago, March 4, 1989. 
My Beloved Sister. 
As far as we were apart, 
we were close. 
She was fun.loving & cadng, 
to all she knew. 
She was so weak, 
But yet so strong, 
Now she lay with my Mother, 
Where she was meant to belong, 
She had a passion that burned so deep, 
to make every life complete. 
We will always have her spldt to keep, 
To hold In our hearts with every beat. 
Kelsey, you were loved by so many, 
You will be deeply missed by all 
God bless you. 
Forever loved and sadly missed by sisters: 
Carolyn and Cam, brothers: Chaflie and Rob 
and nephews: James, Bobbert and 
Christopher. 1 p46 
IN LOVING MEMORY of our dear mother and 
Gran, Sarah Bevan, who was taken from us 
one year ago -- Mamh 4, 1989. 
When you left that morning and said goodbye 
I expected you to return and eventually say hi 
One year ago, you were teken from us 
so sudden and without warning, not even a 
fuss 
Many tears have flowed from our eyes since 
then 
Wish I could see you once again 
Missing you more and more each day 
No one really knowing what to say 
My mother, my best fdend, and greatest 
support 
Still trying to understand why your life was 
cut short 
So many things not done, so many words 
unsaid 
Wish I could snuggle next to you in your bed 
A grandmother to Chdstopber, Robert and 
James 
Sgll headng you proudly saying their names 
Wish you were here to see them grow 
The love you have for them, they'll always 
know 
So many of us left behiM to cany on 
Still herd to helieve•,,You'ro really gone 
The road you chose is made of gold 
A place where a soul never grows old 
Slowly accepting our tragic loss 
• The day you left to meet our boss 
We love you, we miss you,we'll always feel 
sorrow 
The pain will slowly ease with every tomorrow 
Forever loved and sadly missed by children: 
Carolyn, Chadle; Rob and Cam and Grandsons: 
James, The Bobs, and Christopher lp46 
WANDA ROSE WATSON, passed away on 
Februap/22, 1990 In Mills Memorial Hospital 
at the age of 27, 
Wanda was born November 28, 1962 at 
Summedaed, B,C, She moved to Terrace In 
1968, where she grew to love the outages• 
Wands is survived by loving husband Ken and 
danghter Jeas~, Also by her mother Edna, 
lather 8am., brothers Rag, Edc, Byron and 
sister Laura• 
The memorial service was held. al the 
Pentecostal Church on Tuesday, Feb. 27 by 
Reverend John Caplln• 
The family wishes to thank Doctor Lee and 
Nurses Shirley and Elaine, Also sincere 
thanks to the rest of the staff a t  Mills 
Memorial Hospital and to all the family and 
fdends for their lave and support. Also to all 
those who sent flowers and donatfons, your 
thoughtfulness has meant so much~ 
Whenever I see a unicorn, rti see a part of 
Wands. While she lay in peaceful sleep, her 
memory I will always keep. 
* 'A"k  * "k 
The Rose Beyond the Wall 
A rose once grew where all could see, 
sheltered beside a garden wall, 
And, as the days passes swiftly by, 
it spread its branches, sb'aight and tall. 
One day, a beam of light shone through 
a crevice that had opened wide - 
The rose bent gently toward Its.warmth ~ 
• then passed beyond to the other side. 
Now, you who deeply feel its loss, 
he comforted - the rose blooms there - 
Its beauty evdn greater n~v, 
nurtured by God's own loving care, 
lp46 
30. Obituaries 
NELS MARK OF KELOWNA passed away Feb, 
12,,1990 at the age of 80• The Mark family 
resided in Terrace from 1951 to 1963, Nets 
was predeceased by his brother Bill and his 
sons Peter and Vagn, He leaves to mourn his 
wife Anna of 55 years, his children" Vlggo, 
Svendo Alan, Margit and Lena, Cremation and 
memorial service were held Feb. 18, 
lp46 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF ALBERT JAMES 
FtiWNES, who passes away Dec• 1989 at 
Terracevlew Ledge at 75 years of age. 
Born at Mawel;, Sasktachewan, AI is surviv. 
ed by his loving wife Anne, two sons, Arthur 
of Calgary, Renard of Victona and daughter 
Margaret Badge of Terrace. 
He was predeceased by his Dad and Mother, 
two brothers, Bill and Henry and only sister 
Florence. 
It was Ars wish not to have a service. The 
family would like to thank fdends and family 
for flowers and kind thoughts in our time of 
gdef• Thank you to Dr. Appleton and staff at 
Terraceview. lp46 
'87 TOYOTA XTRACAB 
SR5 
68,000 km 
:11,995 
. . . . . . . .  " - : /~  _ " . . ._L . 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4m ,w~ ,~ w,, 635-6558, 
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building In Kitimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. 
Please send resumes by February 14, 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
Suite 200- 1515 Second Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3B8 
ACCOUNTANTICONTROLLER 
The DELMAS CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION requires an Accoun. 
tent/Controller Immediately. 
Delmas Co-OP is the largest and most successful retailer on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. The Co-op sells a vadety of commodities Including 
.groceries, meat, hardware, lumber, furniture and appliances. 
Reporting to the General Manager the successful candidate will be an 
Integral part of the management team. Duties to include preparation of 
multi.level financial statement, cash management, review and imple- 
ment internal controls, project costing, supervision of accounting staff 
and other duties. The candidate should have experience with com- 
ptiteflzed accounting systems, spreadsheets, database and word- 
processing software. 
Company housing Is available if required. 
Please mail or fax your resume, with covedng letter and salary expec- 
tations to: 
El) WOODE 6.M.. 
Box 190 
Masset, D,C, VOT 1MO 
Fax (604) 626;3279 Phone (604) 626-3033 . 
West Raser mills Ltd 
PACIFIC INLAND RESOURCES (PIR) DIVISION 
SMITHERS, B.C. 
FORESTRY ASSISTANT POSITION 
PIE currently has an opening for s recent graduate or Forester-in- 
Training, This Junior position requires a dynamic, highly motivated 
and team-oriented Individual, Preferred applicants will have st  least 
one (1) year harvesting and silviculture field experience, 
Uob duties include: 
Silviculture: :,: . . . . .  
.Planting layout and 8upervlal 
• MaP layout and supervision 
-PHSPs. 
Harvesting: 
-Logging plan layout and cuttl 
amendments;  
• Assisting In total chance plalq 
• Waste aeleeoment8, 
Interested indlv ldualsshould ;;end ti lelr re lume,  In~0ni ldenc#, by 
Maroh 10,1900, to West F ras l rM i I  s Ltd,, Peolflo Inland Reao(Jrcea 
Division, Box 3130, 6mlthera, B.C., V0J 2N0, Mtent loh:  Gord Gunaon, 
WOODS Mim|ger, : • : ~ '; a,0 
nil i i I i ii i i 
~uar t  Mydomlnlon and My dotal. 
n lon;pedsheth  not, where fore  
fearest thou My perishing? 
l~ l~ted  from tho khe ' l  Holy 
WdtlnoL 
We invite you  to explore these 
Writ ings further by phoning 
6a5.3219 or 636.9012 
632 - 4333 
Open 7 days a w~ 91~t - 9AM 
A~wedng ~Mna 9AM - ~t  
CONFIDEHTiAUTY GUARANTEED 
?as AO le paid f~ v~h fads ndsad I~, 
22. Careers 
/ ~ ne u,u, Assessment Authedty has a 
challenging clerical posltlou for you in 
our Terrace area office. We are accelF 
ling apldleations from those can. 
didatos who c'onstdor themselves to 
be self starters, team players and en. 
joy dealing with the public. 
The duties involve: 
• pr~esslng a vadely of records 
either manually or using a computer 
terminal. 
• word processing duties using" 
Oisplay Wdte 4, 
• answering telelphone and counter 
Inquiries, 
The successful applicant will 
possess: 
• Grade 12 Including or supldomented 
by business courses• 
• some related experience involving 
data entry and word processing• 
We offer excelfenl working condl. 
lions, flexible hours, salary up to 
$26,000 per annum (under review) 
plus a full fringe benefit package, 
Those candidates with lesser 
qualifications are also Invited to apply 
and may be appointed, based on ex. 
patience and education to a lower 
level, Unsuccessful applicants will be 
relained on eligibility fife for foture i 
considerations for vacant positions in 
this organization. 
Applicalion forms am available tree 
the various assessment offices 
located throughout the province. II 
you are interested forward your ap- 
plication quoting Compelilion NO, 
90.19 by our closing date of March I |  
20, 1990 to: I i l  
, ,~ . .  eq~m,nt I !  
- ~ I ¢c. A,.:.set A~YI I  
) I 1637 Hillside Avenue I a 
( (L v~w~, e.c. J i  \ veT4. / j  
32.Legal Notices .... ~ 
KITWANCOOL 
BAND COUNCIL  
PUBLIC TENDER 
10 socla~ houses for construc- 
tion on the Kitwanga Reserve. 
$100 refundable deposit is re- 
quired for the house plans. Re- 
fund available upon return of the 
plans. 
For more into., Plans & Tender 
documents: 
Kitwancool Band Council 
Box 340 
IOtwanoa, B.C, 
VOJ 2AO 
Phons 649-5222 
Deadline for contracts March 8, 
1990. 
n 
MOVE ~ ' ~ ' ~  
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION 
& HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Due to routine plowing and sanding opera. 
tions on all Minis W Of Transportation and 
Highways Roads within the Skeena 
District, p!ease be advised that any 
vehicles left parked or unattended on the 
roadside will be removed at'the owner's 
expense• Unattended yehicles not only 
pose a problem for snow mm(wal, they 
also create a hazard for the travelling 
~ublic, 
J.R, Newhouso 
Distdct Highways Manager 
Dated', FebnJa~y 9, 1990 
At; Terrace, S.C. 
Provin~ e~ Trampertauo. 
In aCcofd~ with Ule id~tsby elT~nsp~taeon lind 
I.iOlavays AcL Se¢5~on 49(1 ), sealed le~ are Ir~Ued 
k: C.ast$ 
Le~ 20,5 km n~'b's ef Tenace on K~ Lake 
RW No. a 
geoeqmn: Ode, Nest and s~k~ S,O00 mS of dp 
glp b Get CrNk Oulny No. 2024 aM P.~lStA. 
• soale~ lendes, cemplol~d Io acc¢,dance adth ~ 
Coneen ~ T, edw ~ Iha finns crovlde¢ wm be 
m~ by ~ W, dakV ol Transp~a~o, ml l lOb~ 
at N4. 300 • 464a Pad~ A~m~e. Tenace, 8.C. Vasr V4 
uS1 ~:00 p.m. pncal era) m March e, 1oeo. whm 
tmdm wm be epenad In p~,  
k secumy d .p~ty  ~ ~od v~ not ~e n~ 
In au~ wrd~ e cmO~ ~1 ~ ler~w). 
Tender docum4mts compl~ t,dth envelepe, pllr4, 
sp~tims and condti~r4 ef Im~ an available 
Irnm the Imnlsby" d TranspedaS~n acd HlohwWS Ira. 
m~daWy |tNo. 3~0 • 4S46 Pl~k Avenue. Temce. ac. 
veo IV4 bet~Hm em Munl el 8:30 Lm. to 1~:oa 
p,m., aM 1cos p.m. to 4:30 p.m, UmMey to ~,  ex- 
Where mqdmd, payment f~ coMmct d e ~  
adWl ~ made ly cwlmod ~ omo,~y or~w, m~de 
p~r~b  ~ al~w ~ Rmr~ ~1Cw~m Ms. 
eros. AN porchaa~ n r~.-ndundd~, 
F~ fu~ In~Mn eentact man O~ Am 
It {804) 13a.3.121, ~, Fa~ ~04) S$/.ast e. 
The lowest o~ amy tm~d~ wUl not nee.rip/t~ ac. 
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.... 32. Legal NoHces , 
:TENDERS OF FIRST AID PERSON - Terrace ~' 
Speedway requires a ticketed First Aid person 
(preferably, a B-Ucket holder) to attend each 
racing event, Ne¢essmy equipment provided• 
Please reply stating expected fee.) Applies. 
tigris close April l, 1990. Mall applications 
(clearly marked F.A• attendant) to Terrace 
Stock Car AssoclaUon, Box 1021, Tefface, 
B•C. 6c44 
TENDERS FOR FOOD CONCESSION - Terrace 
Speedway Is accepting tenders for the Food 
Concession for the 1990 racing season. It 
must be soft-contained unit; Please submit. 
your outline and necessary details, (Clearly 
marked. Food Concession). To Terrace Sleek 
Car Association, BOx 1021, Terrace, B•C. 
6c44 
U Rnl N~ql l~l  
Faes f  8grvlc~l  eo ld  ¢ B Wl~lt  ~ o f  e l  ~ l lS  e~vgt  
may be ®lnlnlcl Iram ~ aoswce ~•' 
ecer - Enndneerlr,0 ad~ masky e~ r.msta off~ce ~d 
200,5220 Kade~ Av~muo, ¢~.  O,C. V~ ILI, Pheno 
13a.s2ou. " - 
Omp~olacl prepe~da are ~ ~ rmp,,KI at the ~r  
Offlc• al IM adoeve addrea H law ~ ~:~ pjvt ~ 
returnad unepud, 
Tender Cell for the Construction of Five (6) Hoe.sing Units 
On ths Gltwlnkelhlkw Indian Reserve No. 7 
72 Miles North of Terrace, B.C. 
GITWINKSIHLKW 
• BAND COUNCIL 
P.O. BOX 1, GITWlNKSIHLKW, B.C• VOJ 3TO 
• TELEPHONE (604)' 633-2294/2285 
FACSIMILE (604) 633-2539 
invites 
Contractors to TENDER 
on the construction of Five (5) Housing Units. 
The Tender closing date shall be 1:50 P.M. PST/PDTFd. 
day the 23rd day of March 1990 and Tender opening at 
2:00 P.M. PST/PDT of the same day at Gitwinksihlkw Band 
Office in the Board Room, c/o Steve Bolton. 
The bidder must be bonded. If any further information is 
needed, please contact the Housing Officer at the Git- 
winkalhlkw Band Council office at the above numbers; 
Steve Bolton 
Housing Officer 
Gitwinksihlkw Band Council 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY oF FORESTS 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT/ 
PRINCE RUPERT REGION 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE REGISTRATION 
The Ministry of Forests, Kaium Forest District, invites com- 
panies or persons with the following types of equipment: 
tankers, backhoes, Iowbeds, skidders with tanks, cats, crew 
buses, crummles and emergency transpod vehicles, to list 
their equipment with the Ministry of' Forests• Forms are 
available at the Kalum Forest District Office, 200-5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1. 
Rental rates will normally be on an All-Found hourly rate 
basis. 
Equipment on previous lists must RE-REGISTER. Full details 
of equipment must be provided when registering. 
Registrations must be received on or before Apdl 15, 1990, 
B.D. Downle 
• District Manager 
DATEDAT TERRACE THIS 2ND DAY OF MARCH, :1990. 
i 
i 
B~,Sh Cdumbta Forl~ls 
NOTICE FOR PROPOSED 
PRE-HARVEST PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of Prs-harvest silviculture prescriptions, pursuant to 
section 3 of the silviculture regulations. 
The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will ap- 
ply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until April 
16, 1990, at the location noted below, dudng regular work- 
ing hours. 
To ensure consideration, any wdtten comments must be 
made to District Mariager at 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1 L1 by the above date. 
Lccatlon 
(Nearest 
Community and 
Form of Approximate Amend. 
Agreement Llcence geographic Area melt 
(e.g. TFL No.* Io~tlon) (ha) Yes or No 
T.S.L. A34591 Old Remo 16 .No 
T.S.L. A34601 Minx Creek 10 No 
T.S.L. A34602 Minx Creek 7 No 
Ministry of Forests 
n 
tenders for the construction and Installation of a sewage 
disposal system for three toilet/shower buildings at Lekeise 
Lake Provlnotal Park. Tenders will be accepted up uniH 2:00 
p.m. Wednesday, March 28, 1990 at the following address: 
Ministry of Park, Skeeno/Charlotte Headquarters 
Hlgh',vay 37 
Lakeles Like 
PH: 798-2277 
Tenders will be opened in public at that time. 
Tender packages can be picked up at the above address or: 
Ministry of Parks, Sktena Dletrlcl Office 
3760 Alfred Ave. (2nd Floor) 
Smlthem, B.C. 
PH: 847-7320 , 
A delx~lt of $50.00 per tender package is required which 
wifl be refunded to the unsuccessful bidders, upon return of 
the plans, specifications, and documents in good condition, 
within 30 days of sward of tender, 
There will be e mandatory site vie~Mng March 20 at 10:00 
a.m, at Lakelso Lake Park, Furlong Bay Park entrance. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses, 
and the lowest or any tender wlH not necesearlly be ac. 
cepted. 
For further information, contact John Trewhltt, Area Super. 
visor, Lakelse Area at 798-2277. 
~ Hon. Ivan Me~mer  Minister of parks 
• .. , . .  
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Growing up is  falling down ' " ' " : " :  DESIGNED FOR wOMEN ATAtt STAGES OF THEIR CAREERS, . "./i ' f + : 'WORKSHOPS COV[R [" CQMMUR~CA; ON TEC HN [ OUE S " 
In thise one in a series of articles contributed by the Terrac'e i , '; C~'IANGE, JOIN US AT THE INN OF THE wEST; TERRACE ON " ~ , : '  "::!; 1'~-~: 
Child DevelopmentCentreesomehintsonhowtoensurba '~ " SA'FENOT j~ .~ ,$m ~'Rc. AND +' N N+W DEA+ F++ RE'L ' NB+"E ~ ~  =;  
safer environment for children as they grow up. The centre in- J . ~  '. ' POTENTIAL OF YOUR BUSINESS. HARE INFORMATION AND." ~ i  ' : vit s phone calls from any parents with c ncerns or questions :L " 11 .p [ .1  ' " "  ": . . . .  ' ' " ~ P .'~ +~ ~ ~ . . . .  "' ~ "  " r im'  
coN:+c,, CON',!, E'ES ARE*,,DD ! m 
Childhood falls, bumps and push and move against things w 
scrapes are seen as a natural resulting in falls from changing " . 0R.$65.0o IF POSTMARKED eEl:ORE MARCH 9TH. FOR . . . .  ~ '  
part of growing up. tables, while in an infant seat or MORE INFORMATION CONiACT"iH++'FEDERAL BUS NESS i ~ ~  r . ' .  ' i 
Falls down stairs, off fur- from any high surface. At this " " + . . . . .  + :+t 
niture, f rom windows and  poP- young age  baby will suddenly TEtEPH(3NE 635 "~95t. / : . '  ": : :' : : f " '~ .  
ches: falls while in a baby and unexpectedly roll over. 
walker, on playground equip- Never leave a baby alone. Make / . . . . .  . . . . . .  ......... : . . . . .  - . - • ,  
meat, on slippery floors; and sure that safety straps are ~:~p ?d  :~anrw~;ntn:u~ t o3~ ;luimbd~  - i , :  • ~ + ~ • . .  . . . .  . 
falls over objects such as toys, fastened when using the chang, n l ; t tes  U3efo;omdthW KEYNOTE SP|AKH, . : " '~ : "  * 
rug edges and trailing lamp ing table. Avoid placing young and remove hard andsharp edg- same precautions as for younger sAtLv Annon. 
cords, are all commonly ,  infants on tables and counter ed furniture from auy play area. agegroups. Fence the play yard 
reported in emergency depart- tops. Also, put window guards above and set some guidelines for Sa,y~bbot,. p,e,i~em of
meats. 
Most falls to young children 
do occur at home. Children 
develop quickly, they learn fast 
and in no time at all a child who 
could barely lift her head will be 
wiggling off a bed and crashing 
onto the floor~ Each age group 
faces new hazards. 
Birth to Six Months: After 
only a few months babies are 
able to roll. They can wiggle, 
Seven to TwelveMonths :  
Now your child has developed a 
whole range of new abilities. 
Learning to walk and reaching 
for things she will fall over and 
over again. Use gates on stair- 
ways and doors, keep her out of 
rooms where she may harm 
herself, and keep her off  high 
places. Remove furniture with 
sharp edges and don't permit 
climbing. 
the first floor and don't leave 
chairs next to windows, 
counters or tables to prevent 
climbing. 
Two to Four years: Children 
run faster, climb higher, open 
drawers and closets. He may be 
pedalling a tricycle. These new 
abilities and a burning curiosity 
will get your child into an 
endless variety of dangerous 
situations. He will fall off 
play. 
If your child has a serious fall 
seek medical attention im- 
mediately. A head injury may 
not be immediately obvious but 
may be serious and Could result 
in death. 
Be aware of your chi ld 's 
changing abilities and help the 
children in your care to develop, 
grow and explore in a safe en- 
vironment. 
m 
Sally Abbotl & A,socloles. i, ~ , ~  ~ i 
an infernal;anal ~peoker on 
sa les  and molivolion. Her  
experience ranges across 
th ree  conlineM, and Includes 
being the first female Sales 
Manager for the largest 
printing company in the 
southern hemhphere and the ~1.  "+°+++°*°' i 
BC Business Magazine. Sally 
bring, o weahh el practical . . 
information mixed wil~ her  
own special brand'o[ burnout. 
wisdom and boundle,s vitalily. 
Conference sponlmed by Women's P+'~Iomt. Government oF 6rliith Cofumbm oad the Fedelol 9uslnesl [~mllo[~nent.l~nk. 
Cutting back on fat 
By SONYA KUPKA 
March is nutrition month, 
leading Skeena Health Unit 
community nutritionist Sonya 
Kupka to look at the effects of 
fats in foods. 
Canadians tend to eat too 
much fat. We all know that and 
are trying to cut back. But • are 
we cutting back on the right 
things? 
Advertising has made us 
think that avoid cholesterol in 
our diet is all we need to do. But 
this is only important for a 
small majority of Canadians• 
For most of us, cholesterol in 
our diet is not as important as 
total fat in our diet. So even 
though our mayonnaise or salad 
oil says "cholesterol free" on 
the label, we still have to limit 
the amount we spread on our 
bread or pour over our salad. 
They may be free of cholesterol 
but they are still high in fat. 
This is an important concept 
to learn. While we know that 
cholesterol in our blood is link- 
ed to heart disease, the link bet- 
ween cholesterol in our diet is 
not solidly proven as much as is 
total fat in our diet. 
Also, fat in our diet is linked 
to cancer, yet cholesterol is not. 
You don't need to give up on 
favourite foods, simply switch 
to lower fat versions or smaller 
portions. And aim for lower fat 
intake rather than no fat in- 
take. Some fat is necessary for 
Theatre 
draws 
crowds 
TERRACE - -  Some 50,000 
people attended various event's 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre last 
year, a 20 per cent increase over 
1988, says its manager. 
Tom Walker says the atten- 
dance figure takes in musical 
shows and productions • to 
school  events to publ ic  
meetings• 
At 700 seats, the theatre 
ranks as one of the largest such 
facilities in the northwest. 
Walker attributed some of 
the increase to a doubling in 
membership of the local concert 
society and to more and dif- 
ferent kinds of productions be- 
ing staged. 
The theatre is owned by the 
school district and opened in 
1975. 
Students 
awards 
TERRACE _ Simon Fraser~ 
University's silver anniversary 
awards night was a golden mo- 
ment for two local students. 
Debra Carson was named to 
the honour roll, a feat which re. 
quires a grade point average of  
4,0 or better (A or A =) over a 
min imum 12 c red i t  hour 
semester. : 
Chloe Asti-Rose, a Caledonia 
Senior Secondary graduate, also 
received recognition +for winn- 
ing an $8,000 Dean,s entrance 
scholarship, ' [ ]  
health (fat insulatesour organs 
and skin and helps in the ab- 
sorption of fat soluble vitamins. 
SOME TIPS 
• Watch out for baked goods. 
Croissants have three times the 
fat of a bagel• Muffins have 
twice the fat of a bun. 
• For dessert, choose a sorbet or 
an angel food cake with a fruit 
sauce. Even better, choose fresh 
fruit. 
• At restaurants, be sure to ask 
how the food is prepared. Re-. 
quest that sauces and dressings 
be served on the side. Then use 
them sparingly. 
• Choose low fat snacks. Opt 
for plain popcorn instead of the" 
microwave type; pretzels in- 
stead of greasy snacks and 
peanuts; simple crackers instead 
of rich, fancy ones. 
• Potatoes, rice, pasta and 
bread are low in fat and calories 
and satisfying to eat - - the  
perfect diet foods (contrary to 
diet mythology). But be careful 
of the toppings. Choose yogurt 
or salsa for potatoes, broth for 
rice, tomato-based sauces for 
pasta and small amounts of jam 
for bread. 
• k .k ~ .k ~- .k 
For more tips on reducing the 
amount of fat, try some of the 
recipes in The Lightheared 
Cookbook available through 
the Canadian Heart Foundation 
as well as bookstores. 
For  more in fo rmat ion ,  
register for a healthy eating tour 
at Overwaitea stores. They are 
being held this month• 
Centennial Christian School 
3608 Sparks Street 
REGISTRATION 
Registrations for Kindergarten-Grade 7 and the possible 
addition of Grade 8 for 1990-91 school year are being ac- 
cepted unitl March 15, 1990. 
Centennial Christian School is a parent run Independent 
school offering Christian education to students of parents 
from a variety of Christian backgrounds. 
Our school is certified by the B.C. Ministry of Education 
and meets all requirements. 
Please contact the Principal for more information: 
Mr. Frank Voogd 
School: 635-6173 
Home: 638-0108 
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Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
O MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD 
798-2214 
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Canada's saving place 
r 
Prices Effective from Wednesday, March 7, 
to Tuesday, March 20, 1990 + 
We reserve the right to limit quantities. ~ i ~  
Quantities may be limited on some items, i ~ J¢ l  
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